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If you've got your eyes on the charts,
get your hands on aCZ-5000.
For aserious musician, switching to a
Casio CZ-5000 could be all it takes to
launch aserious career.
The CZ-5000, obviously, is no
ordinary synthesizer. It's afull-size polyphonic keyboard that gives you the best
of two worlds: the ease of programming
and rich sound of an analog synthesizer,
along with the clarity, compactness and
data processing speed of adigital.
And that's only the beginning. This
lightweight piece houses apowerhouse
of features, including aprogrammable

key split, tone layering, amodu:ation
wheel and an optional sustain pedal. It
also has 64 on-board sounds created by
Casio's unique dual line of sound generators and shaped by six 8-stage envelope generators.
What's more, the CZ-5000's
8-track sequencer gives you, in effect, a
multi-track recording studio wherever
you go—allowing you to enter up to 6,800
notes manually or 3,400 notes , nreal
time. These you can edit, mix, then store
on standard cassettes for easy access.

If all this isn't enough, the sequencer will also drive other MIDI keyboards
—like our CZ- 101 and CZ- 1000. And
when it's set to receive MIDI, its 8channel multi-timbral capabilites make it
probably the most versatile of any keyboard in its class.
Wherever your career is now, a
Casio CZ- 5000 could be just what you
need to launch it onto the charts.

CASIO®
Where miracles never cease

Casio, Inc. Electronic Musical Instrument Division 15 Gardner Road, Fairfield, NJ 07006 New Jersey (201) 882-1493, Los Angeles (213) 803-3411.

The famous people listed below are:
A. Among the greats of Jazz.
B. Among the many fine artists who
license their music through BMI.
IN( C. All of the above.
Muhal Richard Abrams
Nat Adderley
Manny Albam
Mose Allison
Gene Ammons
Kenny Barron
Alvin Batiste
George Benson
Carla Bley
Paul Bley
Jane Ira Bloom
Joanne Brackeen
Anthony Braxton
Bob Brookmeyer
Ray Brown
Dave Brubeck
Ron Carter
Leon Ndugu Chancier
Don Cherry
Arnett Cobb
Billy Cobham
John Coltrane
Larry Coryell
Ted Curson
Miles Davis
Jack De Johnette
Paul Desmond

Paquito D'Rivera
Bill Evans
Gil Evans
Jon Faddis
Art Farmer
Wilton Felder
Rodney Franklin
Stan Getz
Jimmy Giuffre
Dexter Gordon
Dave Grusin
Charlie Haden
Lionel Hampton
Herbie Hancock
Barry Harris
Eddie Harris
Jimmy Heath
Percy Heath
Joe Henderson
Wayne Henderson
Stix Hooper
Freddie Hubbard
Milt Jackson
Illinois Jacquet
Keith Jarrett
Budd Johnson
J.J. Johnson

Ryo Kawasaki
Rahsaan Roland Kirk
Lee Konitz
Yusef Lateef
Hubert Laws
John Lewis
Ramsey Lewis
Dave Liebman
Chuck Mangione
Adam Makowicz
Lyle Mays
Jackie McLean
Pat Met heny
Charles Mingus
Thelonious Monk
James Moody
Sy Oliver
Jimmy Owens
Eddie Palmieri
Charlie Parker
Art Pepper
Oscar Peterson
Sun Ra
Max Roach
Red Rodney
Sonny Rollins
Roswell Rudd

George Russell
Joe Sample
Pharoah Sanders
Mongo Santamaria
Shirley X. Scott
George Shearing
Archie Shepp
Wayne Shorter
Jabbo Smith
Lonnie Liston Smith
Sonny Stitt
Ira Sullivan
Cecil Taylor
Clark Terry
Jean rroots" Thielemans
Charles Tolliver
Brian Torff
Stanley Turrentine
McCoy Tyner
Miroslav Vitous
Cedar Walton
Frank Wess
Ernie Wilkins
George Winston
Phil Woods
Lester Young
Joe Zawinul

Wherever there's music, there's BMI.
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STING & BAND:
BLUE TURTLES & BLUE NOTES
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Not one to rest on his laurels, the Police- man recruited four of
NA .K \ PHOTO RESERVE

jazz' brightest young stars to back him on asolo venture— with
poll-topping results. Art Lange talked with all concerned, and
they give us the lowdown on what made things work.

19

DIZZY GILLESPIE:
LET US NOW PRAISE DIZ
How'd you like the anecdote- riddled history of jazz' most ebullient elder statesman, straight from his own balloon- like
cheeks? Bill Milkowski provides it here, from Dizzy's carving of
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JOHN SURMAN
A poll- contender on baritone and soprano sax and synthesizer, Surman has transcended his folk- inspired British roots to
emerge as one of Europe's— and jazz'— most talented and
versatile players. Leslie Gourse tells us how he did it.
Dizzy Gillespie
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In which Sarah Vaughan joins the Hall of Fame, Sting steps up
to the Pop/Rock throne, Stanley Jordan leaps up out of nowhere, and Wynton Marsalis continues to dominate the jazz
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the Cab Calloway posterior to his high hopes for jazz' future.
Part one of two
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Jack Maher
RECORD REVIEWERS: Alan Axelrod, Jon Belleras, Larry Birnbaum, Fred BoucharO, Owen
Cordle, Paul de Barros, John Diliberto, J B. Figi,
Elaine Guregian, Frank- John Hadley, Peter
Kostakis, John Litweiler, Howard Mandel. Terry
Martin, John McDonough, Bill Milkowski, Jim
Roberts, Ben Sandmel, Bill Shoemaker, Jack
Sohmer, Ron Welbum, Pete Welding, Kevin
Whitehead.

CONTRIBUTORS: Jon Balleras, Larry Birnbaum,
Bob Blumenthal, Michael Boume, Tom Copi,
Lauren Deutsch, John Diliberto, Leonard
Feather, Andy Freeberg, Howard Mandel, John
McDonough. Bill Milkowski, Paul Natkin, Herb
Nolan, Bob O'Donnell, Don Palmer, Darryl Pin,
Gene Santoro, Mitchell Seidel, Pete Welding.

Record Reviews: Dave Holland; McCoy Tyner; Oregon; Various Artists; Up For The Count; Willem Breuker; Bud
Shank; Ahmad Jamal; Various Artists; Old Wine, New Bottles:
Lucky Thompson, Jonah Jones, Clark Terry, International Jazz
Group, Coleman Hawkins/Benny Carter, Willie Lewis, Bill Coleman, Eddie South.
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Blindfold Test: John Zorn, by Howard Mandel.
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Profile: Mitchel Forman, by Bill Beuttler.
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Caught: Lonnie Brooks, by Larry Birnbaum; Dick & Maddie Gibson's Jazz Party, by Leonard Feather.
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Pro Session: "Lee Konitz: Back To Basics," by David
Kasten
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Book Reviews: "Jazz Styles: History And Analysis,"
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Auditions: Student talent deserving recognition.

Mitchel

CORRESPONDENTS: Albany, NY, Georgia Urban:
Atlanta, Dorothy Pearce; Austin, Michael Point;
Baltimore, Fred Douglass; Boston, Fred Bouchard; Buffalo, John H. Hunt; Chicago, Jim DeJong; Cincinnati, Bob Nave; Cleveland, C. A.
Colombi: Detroit, David Wild; Kansas City. Carol
Comer: Las Vegas, Brian Sanders; Los Angeles,
Zan Stewart; Minneapolis, Mary Snyder; Nashville, Phil Towne; New Orleans, Joel Simpson;
New York, Jeff Levenson; Philadelphia, Russell
Woessner; Phoenix, Robert Henschen, Pittsburgh, David J. Fabilli; San Francisco, J. N.
Thomas; Seattle, Joseph R. Murphy; Toronto,
Mark Miller; Vancouver, Vern Montgomery;
Washington, DC, W. A. Brower; Australia, Eric
Myers; Brazil, Christopher Pickard; Finland,
Roger Freundlich; Germany, Joachim- Ernst Berendt; Great Britain, Brian Priestley; India, Vinod
Advani: Italy, Ruggeri) Stiassi; Jamaica, Maureen
Shendan: Japan, Shoichi Yui; Netherlands, Jaap
Ludeke; Norway, Randi Hultin; Poland, Charles
Gans; Senegambia, Oko Draime; Sweden, Lars
Lystectt.
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New from Mosaic.
THE COMPLETE EDMOND HALLIJAMES P. JOHNSON/SIDNEY DE PARISIVIC DICKENSON
BLUE NOTE SESSIONS (MR6-109)
These four men are great artists who defy narrow stylistic classification, as this 6-disc set bears out. They all
played an integral part in many historic Blue Note sessions of the forties, both individually and collectively as
the Blue Note Jazzmen. These 66 performances embody their 4sessions as the BN Jazzmen, Johnson's piano
solos, Edmond Hall's Celeste Quartet, his All Star Quintet and Swingtet as well as Sidney De Paris' 1951 date
and Vic Dickenson's 1952 quartet session. Sidemen include Charlie Christian, Meade Lux Lewis, Red Norvo,
Teddy Wilson, Harry Carney, and Ben Webster. The music spans traditional New Orleans, stride, swing, Third
Stream and every possible combination thereof. 13 performances (including two with Christian) are previously
unissued, while 6have appeared heretofore only on 78 and most of the rest have been scattered across anthologies which were briefly issued in various countries. Where possible, the original discs have been newly transferred for added purity and clarity.
The 24-page booklet contains biographies by Robert Hilbert, Manfred Selchow and Dan Morgenstern,
musical analysis by Eric Thacker, afully detailed discography of the sessions, and many rare photographs and
Blue Note Bauhaus-style pamphlets from the period.
This edition is limited to 7500 copies worldwide.
THE COMPLETE BLUE NOTE RECORDINGS OF SIDNEY BECHET (MR6-110)
Sidney Bechet was among the most vital and inspired New Orleans musicians whose appeal transcended stylistic eras as well as continents. He joined Blue Note in 1939, the label's first year. The first session yielded
SUMMERTIME, the first hit for both of them. For the next 14 years, Bechet would record frequently for Blue
Note, gradually shifting his emphasis from the clarinet to concentrate almost exclusively on the soprano
saxophone. His 13 sessions, 10 as leader, are finally brought together in chronological order on this Mosaic
6-record set. In many cases, new disc transfers bring new clarity to familiar performances. These 74 selections
include 13 unissued performances and 4titles previously only available on 10" 1p or 78.
The 16-page booklet includes abiography by John Chilton, musical analysis by Max Harrison, afull discography of Bechet's Blue Note recordings and rare photographs and Blue Note cover art from the forties.
This edition is limited to 7500 copies worldwide.
STILL AVAILABLE
THE COMPLETE BLUE NOTE RECORDINGS OF ALBERT AMMONS AND MEADE LUX LEWIS (MR3-103)
A3-disc collection of 9Ammons solos, 23 Lewis solos (including 4on harpsichord) and 2piano duets recorded
at the peak of their powers during the height of their rediscovery. These definitive boogie woogie masterpieces include 8previously unissued titles, 13 titles available until now only on scarce, noisy 78's and 10 available only on rare 10-inch LPs. Also included is Lewis' historic 1935 version of HONKY MINK TRAIN BLUES from
British Parlophone EMI. The discovery of all the discs from Blue Note's first recording session of January 6,
1939 has revised all previously known discographical information and yielded the bulk of the unissued tunes
in the set.
The 12-page booklet includes rare photos, anew discography, essays by Max Harrison and Dan Morgenstern and reproductions of original Blue Note ads and pamphlets from the forties. This edition is limited to
5000 copies worldwide.
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All Mosaic sets are limited editions. Once they are sold, we will never make them available again. Our sources are the original master
discs or tapes. All records are pressed on pure virgin vinyl and enclosed in Japanese rice paper sleeves. Each set of three or more discs
comes in asturdy box and contains alavish booklet with comprehensive essays, newly researched discographies and biographies, rare photographs and more. These definitive collections are available by mail order only from Mosaic Records.
Still available, while supplies last, are the critically acclaimed THE COMPLETE BLUE NOTE FORTIES RECORDINGS OF IKE QUEBEC AND JOHN
HARDEE MR4-107 (4discs) with Tiny Grimes, Buck Clayton, Jonah Jones et al. and THE COMPLETE RECORDINGS OF THE PORT OF HARLEM
JAZZMEN MR1-108 (
1disc - #3Tied REISSUE - 1985 Downbeat Critic's Poll) with Frankie Newton, Bechet, Ammons, Lewis et al.
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Stamford, Connecticut 06902
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CANADA & OVERSEAS SHIPMENTS: Single album (MR1-108)-14.00, 1Boxed Set-16.00, 2Sets-19.50, 3Sets-812.00 (each additional set83.00)
AIRMAIL For U.S. & Overseas, multiply the appropriate rate by 4 (Asia, Africa & Middle East, Multiply by 5). Canadian postal rates include
airmail service.
WE OFFER OPTIONAL INSURANCE: Uninsured parcels will be shipped tbuyer's risk. United States: Under 850.00-81.00, 850.00 to 1100.0081.50, 8100.00 to 8200.00-12.00. Foreign: add $0.50 to each category. Allow 3to 6weeks for delivery. For MasterCard or Visa payments,
please send account number and expiration date.
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0 omething old, something new, sometithing borrowed, something blue—
this year's Readers Poll results sound like
abride's regalia. The big news this year
was Sting's borrowing four of the jazz
world's brightest young stars—Branford
Marsalis, Kenny Kirkland, Daryl Jones,
and Omar Hakim—to boost himself to
the top of the Pop/Rock Musician Of The
Year, Pop/Rock Group, and Pop/Rock
Album polls. This month's cover boye
The Dream Of The Blue Turtles captured
more readers' votes than any album in
any record category (242), and it helped
Marsalis and Kirkland to their strongest
Readers Poll showings to date: Branford
finished second and fifth on soprano and
tenor saxophone; Kenny notched thirdand fifth-place finishes on acoustic and
electric piano.
Of course, Sting's jazzman-backed solo
venture didn't please everybody. One
guy who wasn't pleased was Branford's
brother Wynton, who, irked at having to
find replacements during their Sting
fling, had pink slips waiting for Branford
and Kenny when they tried to rejoin his
quintet. Wynton rang up his fourth
straight Jazz Musician Of The Year and
Trumpet wins in '85, but his band

BY BILL BEUTTLER

slipped from first to fourth in the Acoustic Jazz Group category, and you've got to
wonder whether the merely part-time
presence of Kirkland and Branford was
the reason why.
There were a handful of new developments on the jazz scene this year,
most notably the meteoric rise of guitar
sensation Stanley Jordan. Jordan's exciting tapping technique, coupled with
heavy promotion of his album Magic
Touch by Blue Note, catapulted Jordan to
the top of the Guitar heap, to which he
added third-place showings in the Album and Jazz Musician Of The Year
polls. Meanwhile, longtime poll favorite
Miles Davis stripped Weather Report of
the Electric Jazz Group crown ( Miles also
finished second to Marsalis in the Trumpet and Jazz Musician balloting), Steve
Swallow won his first Readers Poll in
knocking Jaco Pastorius from the Electric Bass pedestal, and J. J. Johnson finally won his 20th trombone title, having
last won in 1973.
Most of the other categories were dominated by the same faces: Jack DeJohnette (who added Jazz Album Of The
Year honors for his Album Album to his
annual win on Drums), Phil Woods (who

The NEW EARTH SONATA album is an
extraordinary adventure of shared genius
and broken barriers, where elements of
Pop, Classical and Jazz are joined together
and pushed beyond the limits of convention.
It is a cultural exploration through
Harold Blanchard's contemporary New
Earth Sonata to the baroque beauty of
Telemann's Suite In A Minor Adaring and
beautiful new album with stunning performances by Hubert Laws, Chick Corea and
featuring the classical conducting debut of
Quincy Jones. Experience it.

"CBS:' " Masterworks:'

are traderno k,

LESS Inc < 1985 CBS Inc

won for Acoustic Jazz Group in addition
to Alto Sax), Sarah Vaughan (this year's
Hall Of Fame selection—see page 23),
Ron Carter, Jimmy Smith, Wayne
Shorter, Sonny Rollins, Gerry Mulligan,
Oscar Peterson, Joe Zawinul, Chick
Corea (next month's cover feature), et al.
Does this mean that these same people
were really tops on their respective axes
for all these successive 12-month periods, or are voters ignoring chronology
and penciling in their favorites year inyear out by rote? It's hard to say. The
voters themselves might not know for
sure. After all, they're supposed to be
voting for artists they've heard in the past
year—but which artists are most people
going to be willing to pay to hear? Their
old favorites, of course, so they hear no
one new and the cycle continues.
"Okay, smart guy," you're saying to
yourselves, "let's drop this speculative
chitchat and get back to the important
issue. You've given us 'something borrowed,' something new,' and 'something
old.' What about ' something blue? —
Don't be silly. Take your pick of any of the
poll's music categories—jazz, rock, or
soul. You'll find they're all informed by
the blues.
db

It can sound like anything from
ajazz combo to arock band.
And record like amulti-track studio.
Introducing the Technics SX-K350 PCM keyboard.
The peal of atrumpet. The whisper of aflute. The rhythm
of percussion.
These PCM sounds, and more, are all at your fingertips.
Because they're all stored in the memory of the new Technics
SX-K350 portable keyboard with MIDI capability
And to mix everything together, the SX-K350 features a
4-channel play sequencer that's like amulti- track recorder.
With it you can play and record solo presets, bass lines and
separate left and right voices on four tracks. Then play back
one track or any combination of tracks simuftaneously with
your live performance.
And with the MIDI terminals you can interface with up
to 16 other MIDI keyboards, an external sequencer or even a
computer. Which means the SX-K350 can handle the
demands of today's music. And tomorrow's.
The Technics SX-K350 keyboard. It can take your music as
far as your imagination will go. Maybe even further.

Technics
The science of sound
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Thanks, guys

Who's Stanley Jordan?

NARAS rebuttal

Iwould like to thank you for Bob O'Donnell's feature story in the September '85
issue of down beat. Ithought Bob did a
great job with the article, which Ifound
accurate and very well put together. The
article also illustrates Bob's understanding and sensitivity to music and musicians. It is an honor to be so well
represented in amagazine that I've been
reading since I started playing the
drums.
Danny Gottlieb
New York

Who is this StailleN jordaii :' Sure he's
really accomplished and has worked
hard at his journeymanship, but who
does he think he is? The Jordan
Blindfold Test (Sept. '85) really bothered
me. This guy has no idea what Joe Pass
has gone through, and to say Larry Coryell " kicked back" is ridiculous. Nothing
against Stanley—he's got a long way to
go, and he'll get there—but give me and
the readers abreak.
Buddy Richards
El Centro, CA

Leonard Feather's attack in your August
'85 issue on the subject of jazz' exclusion
from this year's Grammy Awards show
was an irresponsible and inaccurate literary effort. As National President of the
Recording Academy ( NARAS), which
presents the Grammy Awards, Iwould
like to set the record straight. NARAS is
and always has been supportive of jazz.
We have more categories devoted to jazz
than to rock, to rhythm & blues, or to
country music.
We have people both in and outside
our organization who agree with Mr.
Feather that jazz should have been included, but even some of these people
accept the fact that NARAS has abroad
base and tries to include all kinds of
music in our annual show to encompass
our membership, which is drawn from all
segments of the music and recording
world. In short, NARAS is not a pure
pop, or rock, or jazz, etc., organization.
In fact, in the past we have been criticized
for not giving enough recognition to
rhythm & blues, to gospel, country, latin,
classical—even rock! It's something we
live with.
The dozen or so Grammy categories
(out of a total of 69 this year) that are
awarded on camera, plus the eight or so
out of this dozen who get to perform on
camera, are decided by the NARAS tv
committee. This year, they opted not to
include jazz. It was not an easy decision,
as they have included jazz on the shows in
the past seven consecutive years. (
This fact,
incidentally, Mr. Feather did not deem
worthy of reporting.) My point is, nobody in NARAS is cold shouldering jazz
on general principles.
The committee—in January this year,
well before the Grammy show and before
Mr. Feather's objections—voted to include aspecial extended tribute to jazz
on the 1986 show, along the lines of the
gospel and classical music tributes presented this year.
Mr. Feather's diatribe states that the
NARAS National Trustees refused at a
May meeting "to even allow" astatement
about the inclusion of jazz on a future
Grammy show "to be brought up for
discussion!' Mr. Feather is not aNational
Trustee and did not attend the meeting.
It is not our concern where he got his
information from, except to state that it
is totally inaccurate.
Mr. Feather laments NARAS' one year
experiment to return to our previous
procedure of allowing the voting membership—instead of special committee—
to nominate recordings in the jazz field.
He claims that this will be "opening the

Shure's 60THAnniversary
Rebate is back!
Save up to $20 on the most popular mics
in the world. Shure's SM57 & SM58.

Save $15 on Shure's SM57 Mic,
$20 on the SM58, from November 4
through January 31,1986. For the
name of your nearest Shure dealer
call us at (312) 866-2553.
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PLUS SMALL GROUP ARRANGEMENTS
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SENSATIONAL NEW PLAY ALONG RECORDS. FOR ALL INSTRUMENTS
FOR PLAYERS OF ALL LEVELS OF ABILITY - TEACHER - STUDENT - PROFESSIONAL & VOCALISTS

GUEST SOLOIST SERIES
Introductor, Price: $ 19.95 Each Volume

111110.'

STEVIE WONDER
(
Cat. # Guest 1)
Here is a collection of Stevie Wonder's biggest hits for all instruments. Songs included: My Cherie Amour,
You Are The Sunshine of My Life, Isn't She Lovely, Ribbon In The Sky, Do IDo, All In Love Is Fair, Livin' For
The City, Too High, Superstition.
CHICK COREA Volume 1
(
Cat. # Guest 2)
Now learn and enjoy playing the music of one of the stellar composer/performers in jazz music. Songs
included: Spain, You're Everything, 500 Miles High, Tones for Joan's Bones, Crystal Silence, Windows,
Humpy Dumpty, Waftse For Dave.
FREDDIE HUBBARD-Volume 1
(Cat. # Guest 3)
At last, here is a collection of music by one of the most electrifying, energetic, and creative composer/
performers in jazz— legendary trumpeter Freddie Hubbard. Songs included: Red Clay, Birdlike, Sky Dive,
Happy Times, The Intrepid Fox, Suite Sioux, Clarence's Place, Delphia, Thermo, Straight Life.

e

Each volume includes:
• LP stereo record album- for playing along.
• Book (
including songs written out for all instruments:)
C instruments, Bass clef, B-fiat, E- Flat
• Small group arrangements—three of each artists most well known songs, written out for three horns
and rhythm; for use by practicing and performing groups. (Value: $ 30.00 for these arrangements alone;
S10.00 each if bought separately).
etel
YESI Please send me the following play along record/book/small group arrangement sets.

Quantity

Total

Name

Stevie Wonder

(it' $ 19 95

Address

Chick Corea

(d) $ 19.95

City
State

Freddie Hubbard

@

$ 19.95

Zip
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door further to awards given for the
highest sales as opposed to artistic merit:'
Fact: our Awards and Nominations Committee, heavily populated by jazz experts,
after favorably comparing the quality of
nominations in previous years by members with those made more recently by
committees, agreed to honor the requests of many jazz members to be permitted to nominate as well as to vote for
jazz awards.
Now let's discuss Mr. Feather and Joe
Williams, who won aGrammy this year.
Says Mr. Feather: Joe Williams "was present but was not invited onstage to offer
thanks, let alone sing anumber or two:'
The facts are that during the Pre-Telecast Ceremonies, when the majority of
the awards were presented, Joe Williams
did appear onstage to receive his award.
He accepted with typical grace and pleasure and a freeze-frame of his acceptance appeared on the telecast. Our thenPresident Mike Melvoin was there
congratulating him before he stepped
offstage and Joe Williams threw his arms
around him in the spirit of celebration at
the moment. As for Mr. Williams' singing

"a number or two," Mr. Feather's experience in television should let him realize
that the live Grammy Show is not ajam
session where Joe could suddenly sit in
for acouple of songs while the band ad
libbed some Basie charts. None of us in
the Academy or on the show know the
identities of the winners until the envelopes are opened. Though the Grammy
Show is live, the performances are routined and rehearsed in advance, and
certainly no major changes can suddenly
be made on the air.
Mr. Feather is totally inaccurate in his
statement about Wynton Marsalis. He
noted that Marsalis "walked off the show
in protest, it is rumored:' The rumor
would have been checked by aresponsible reporter and the truth would have
revealed that a few hours before the
show aconcerned Marsalis approached
NARAS' Dan Morgenstern and George
Simon to explain to them that he felt very
ill, his throat was closing, his ears were
stopped up, and he didn't see how he
could do the show.
Mr. Feather also talks of a "planning
session with CBS executives" when the

remark, "When jazz comes on, people go
to the bathroom" was made. What planning session? Members of NARAS have
never had any planning sessions with
CBS.
Feather has persistently attacked our
past president Mike Melvoin because of
the decision not to have jazz on this year's
show. Had Mr. Feather had the simple
decency to phone Mr. Melvoin, whom he
knows quite well, he would have discovered that Melvoin, although not avoting
member of the tv committee, consistently fought to have jazz on the show.
Even after Feather was given the facts by
an Academy official, he has persisted in
openly criticizing Melvoin. Feather's putdown of Melvoin's introduction on the
show of Prince, in which Mike expressed
parental pride in his daughter, amember
of the group, seemed especially meanspirited, and also rather insensitive, considering that Feather himself has often
expressed similar pride in his own
daughter's musical activities. Ironically,
after the show another proud parent,
Leonard Bernstein, enthusiastically
CONTINUED ON PAGE 50

Carla Bley
Night-Glo
Y4-25036

"I promise my next album will be the serious,
historically important, heavy musical statement
that everyone has been urging me to make. Until
then, slip into something comfortable, make yourself acool drink, turn down the lights and put on
Night-Glo."
(Carla Bley, 1985)
Carla Bley presents Night-Glo, an album of melodically inventive music featuring the genius of bassist
Steve Swallow and such respected session players
as guitarist Hiram Bullock, trumpeter Randy
Brecker, reed man Paul McCandless and drummer
Victor Lewis.
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Jo Jones, 1911-85
NEW YORK— Jonathan "Jo"
Jones, drummer with the original
Count Basie orchestra of the ' 30s
and one of the most elegant and
decisively influential time- keepers
of this century, died here September 4. He had celebrated his 74th
birthday on July 10.
Jones was the lone survivor of
the pioneering generation of
swing drummers who overthrew
the sturdy beat of the press roll and
bass drum in favor of the rushing,
propulsive woosh of the high- hat
cymbal. His only peers were Sid
Catlett, Dave Tough, and possibly
Chick Webb. But Jones achieved
a precision and perfection that
was unearthly, and instantly identifiable. He would ingeniously vary
the duration of his strokes. After
a few bars of sh-sh-shhhhh, he'd
release his foot pedal and let the

one used the accenting rim shot
more deftly. Each one had asolid,
bull's-eye ping and could skewer a
turn of phrase like aguided missle.
His brushwork had a seamless
hummingbird buoyancy to it as
well— hear his 1938 Know That
You Know (
Commodore).
Jones was born in Chicago,
found his way to Kansas City in
1933, and joined Basie in late 1935.
Within six months, John Hammond
discovered the band and began
writing about it, and particularly its
rhythm section, in down beat.
Jones made his first records in
November 1936 under the name
Jones- Smith Inc. Except for time in
the Army, he remained with Basie
for 13 years. In the late '40s and ' 50s
he toured with JATP, and played
with Lester Young, Teddy Wilson,
and his own trio with Ray Bryant. In

swish ride across acouple of bars
like a frisbie. His sticks would
scramble accents at the same
time, playing hide-and-seek with
the pulse, pushing one second,
reining back the next. It was quite a
juggling act of time. But he never
got lost in his own fast shuffles. He
could jump back to regular accents from any point in the beat he
wanted.
Jones was not a polyrhythmic
drummer like the bebop percussionists of the late ' 40s; he kept his
eye on one ball at a time. But no

the ' 70s he was resident philosopher and teacher at New York's
Professional Percussion Center.
He appeared in several films,
including Jammin' The Blues.
Jones was also featured on the
CBS Sound Of Jazz program in
1957 and PBS' special, The World
Of John Hammond, from 1975. He
was operated on for cancer in the
'70s but recovered. During recent
years he occasionally led bands at
the West End in New York, and his
last album was released on Pablo
in 1976.
— john mcdonough

FINAL BAR

sicians performing at his father's
Louisiana honky tonk ( hence his
nickname), died Sept. 6 in Chicago at age 79. Montgomery left
home while in the seventh grade to
begin his musical career, eventually touring the South and Midwest in the 1930s before settling in
Chicago. His most recent accomplishments include the release of
the album Little Brother Montgomery And The Jazz All-Stars and his
role in the Kuumba Theater's production of The Little Dreamer, a
staged biography of Bessie Smith.
Montgomery's own biography,
Deep South Piano: The Story Of
Little Brother Montgomery by Karl
Gert zur Heide, was published in
1970.

Johnny Desmond, vocalist with
Glenn Miller's Army Air Force Band
during World War Il, died of cancer
Sept. 6in Los Angeles. He was 65.
Desmond, a singer, composer,
and actor, performed with Gene
Krupa and Bob Crosby in addition
to Miller, and he appeared on various radio and tv shows and in the
Broadway musicals Funny Girl and
Say Darling.

Eurreal ( Little Brother) Montgomery, who learned to play
blues piano by watching the mu-

Philly Joe Jones, 1923-85
PHILADELPHIA— Joseph Rudolph " Philly Joe" Jones, aleading
modern jazz drummer best-known
for his work in Miles Davis'
mid- 1950s quintet, died of aheart
attack August 30 at his home in
Philadephia. He was 62.
Jones, who adopted the nickname Philly Joe to distinguish himself from longtime Count Basie
drummer Jo Jones ( who, ironically,
died five days after Philly Joe did),
was renowned for his brushwork,
and New Yorker jazz critic Whitney
Balliett once described his solos
as " careful, remarkably graduated
structures, full of surprises, varied
timbres, and good old-fashioned

About Midnight. (
Jones called his
time with Miles "the greatest experience I've had in music" in a1976
db interview.)
After leaving Davis, Jones
worked with such jazz stalwarts as
Coltrane, Johnny Griffin, Art Pepper, Jackie McLean, Lee Morgan,
McCoy Tyner, Bill Evans, and Bud
Powell, among others. From
1967-72 he lived in Europe, where
he taught drums with the influential
bebop drummer Kenny Clarke
and performed with Slide
Hampton, Dizzy Reece, and others. He returned to Philadelphia in
1972, and in 1975 formed the jazzrock band Le Gran Prix. (" Ilove

emotion." He was also an accomplished teacher, both in Philadelphia and overseas, and the author of several short books on
drum technique.
During the early 1950s, Jones
served stints with composer/arrangers Gil Evans, Tadd Dameron
(who dedicated the piece Philly
Ji to him), and Duke Ellington. In
1952, he began his six- year association with Miles Davis and fellow
sidemen John Coltrane on saxophone, Red Garland on piano, and
Paul Chambers on bass, with
whom he recorded, among others,
the albums Steamin', Cookin',
Relaxin', Milestones, and '
Round

handling rock," he said. " My En
glish students gave me something
in return for my teaching them to
play modern and read like hell.")
Jones spent the 1980s leading
Dameronia, a repertory group that
recreated Tadd Dameron's smallband arrangements. He also appeared on recent albums by vibist
Bobby Hutcherson and the Manhattan Transfer, as well as recording albums with his own quintet for
the Milestone label, including the
recently released Drum Song
(which was also among the last
recorded performances of the late
trumpeter Blue Mitchell).
—bill beuttler

Bill Cosby remembers Philly Joe
NEW YORK- 1was playing in a
club that John Lewis, the drummer,
used to run. He introduced me to
the audience, and Istood up, and
he said, ' You know, Bill Cosby
used to play drums. Let's see if we
can get him up here to play.'
"So, Iwent up. There were about
four musicians, a rhythm section
and ahorn— Idon't remember the
guys. We got into a mediumtempo blues, and during the intro,
Philly Joe came in and sat down.
So then Istarted playing with a

great deal of inspiration. And Idid
everything that 1wanted to do. The
song ended, and 1 had really
played about as hip a song as 1
had ever played- 1had triplets
and everything workin'.
"So, feeling good about myself, I
went over and Isat down. And
Philly Joe said, ' Yeah, Bill, you
know what?' Isaid, ' What?' He
said, ' If you take me on the road
with you for about three months, I
could clean all that up for you."
—bill cosby
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Wayne Shorter
LOS ANGELES— Saxophonist Wayne Shorter,
seer of mysterious people and faraway places, kept
hearing voices. The soothsayer of Miles Davis'
classic '60s groups, co-founder of Weather Report,
and composer of Night Dreamer, Juju, Dance
Cadaverous, Nefertiti, and Sorcerer couldn't outrun
the voices, no matter how frequently he recorded
and toured with Joe Zawinul & Co.
Says Shorter, " It's been bouncing off the wall—
'When are you going to record asolo album?' I've
been hearing it everywhere Igo over the [ past 11]
years. Before, Ithought I
was forcing myself to
make an album because people wanted it."
This past spring, with Weather Report on hold,
Shorter answered the voices with afew of his own.
Atlantis (
Columbia 40055), his first album as a
leader since 1975's Native Dancer, intertwines like
arope ladder the reed voices of Shorter and Jim
Walker, solo flutist for the Los Angeles
Philharmonic and member of the group Free
Flight, on an essentially acoustic, "go-for-thenatural" recording. Fender bass ( Larry Klein),
acoustic piano (Yaron Gershovsky or Michiko Hill),
and drums/percussion (Alejandro Acuna) are
supplemented on several selections by what might
be called achorus of antiquity. Seven female
vocalists, women and children, weave their lines

NRBQ
NEW YORK — They've been called The Greatest

Rock & Roll Band In The World. Could be,
although Mick and the boys might take issue. But
NRBQ ( New Rhythm ' N' Blues Quartet) are
undeniably the most eclectic rock & roll band in
the world today. What other group around can
boast arepertoire of 500- plus tunes? What group
can cover such range? I'm talking about Big Joe
Turner's Shake, Rattle And Roll, Tony Orlando's Tie
A Yellow Ribbon, Iron Butterfly's In AGada Da
Vida, Jan & Dean's Little Old Lady From
Pasadena, Rodgers & Hart's My Funny Valentine,
not to mention The Impossible Dream, Michael
Row The Boat Ashore, and the theme to Green
Acres. Only NRBQ could pull it off.
The hard-rockin', good-timin' band was the
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between those of Shorter (tenor and soprano sax)
and Walker (Cflute, alto flute, and picco.o),
alternately beckoning listeners to, then warning
them away from, the mythical, ill-fated Lost
Continent of Atlantis. The reed and human singing
voices, recorded live in tandem, are so subtle and
ingratiating, especially the call-and-response on
When You Dream, that avocal " illusion,"

brainchild of pianist Terry Adams, who came
under the spell of Thelonious Monk as ateenager.
"I went right from Link Wray into Monk," he says
between sets at The Bottom Line in Manhattan.
'And when Ifirst heard it Iknew that that was for
me. It was Off Minor by the Thelonious Monk
Septet. Ididn't know what was going on
structurally, but Iknew that there was something in
there for me:' Some 20-odd years later. Adams
would find himself performing on the Monk tribute
album, That The Way IFeel Now (
A&M 6600),
produced by Hal Willner. On that two-record
celebration of Monk's music, NRBQ performs Little
Rootie Tootie while Adams performs with a
separate group of jazz players on In Walked Bud.
Another significant influence on the
impressionable young Adams was the old space
traveler himself, Sun Ra. " Istarted going to see

according to the transplanted Californian from
Newark, New Jersey, enables one to hear
nonexistent singing voices.
Shorter recorded regularly under his own name
for Blue Note while simultaneously serving as a
member of Miles Davis' mid-' 60s band on
Columbia albums ranging from ESP to Bitches
Brew. He was asked why, since forming Weather
Report in 1971, his output as aleader has been so
meager. " Iwas concentrating on other aspects of
my life, family life," he answers, citing his practice
of Buddhism, which might indirectly explain the
chantlike quality on much of Atlantis.
"We were really being swallowed up," he adds,
"with the time it took to make Weather Report a
viable band, year- in and year-out for 14 years."
Shorter stops short of declaring Weather Report's
demise, but he's definitely emphasizing his own
solo projects, including gigs with his new
group and composing for other media. He also
appears in the Bertrand Tavernier film '
Round
Midnight, shot recently in Paris. " For 14 years it
was keyboards, saxophone, da-da, da-da," he says
in asing-songy manner about the heavy touring
and recording (14 albums) schedule of the band.
"I wrote less and less. Now the floodgates are
open and I'm ready. I've got reams and reams of
stories and communications coming out now. And
Iknow Ihave to do it alone." — gene kalbacher

him around 1967," Adams recalls. " Iwas at his
apartment once and he gave me this record, a45
he had recorded. He said, 'This is especially for
you: It was Rocket Number Nine, and Itook it to
heart. Ireally believed that it was especially for
me, so Iformed this band and the first song we
ever played was Rocket Number Nine. It's on our
first album on Columbia [1968's eponomously
titled debut]."
For the past several years NRBQ has been
associated with Bearsville Records— Tiddlywinks
and Tap Dancing Bats being their most recent
o releases. But their current project, acollaboration
with country star Skeeter Davis, has just been
released on the Rounder label. Appropriately titled
She Sings, They Play, the album further highlights
the eclectic nature of this ever-adaptable band. But
as Adams says, "As far as I'm concerned, all
music is one. It's the music industry that has
divided it up into categories for packaging
purposes. But Idon't care if it's country, African,
bossa nova, or rock & roll— it's all music to me. I
don't put tags on it"
Guitarist Al Anderson, drummer Tommy
Ardolino, and bassist Joey Spampinato all heartily
concur with those sentiments. They have to. Terry's
the boss and he keeps them on their toes, calling
out tunes at his Hohner clavinet as opposed to
preparing set lists. At any moment he is liable to
call out astone boogie romp like That Good, a
rockabilly rave-up like Get Rhythm, the theme from
ILove Lucy, or areading of I'm Gonna Sit Right
Down And Write Myself ALetter. Just by being in
this band, they've learned to be as eclectic as
Terry Adams demands.
— bill milkowski

Oregon
CHICAGO—"This tour is one of rejuvenation
for us," said Oregon bassist Glen Moore during
the band's first tour since the bus crash that killed
Collin Walcott, amonth-long outing highlighted
by aperformance with the Philadelphia Orchestra
and the smooth integration of Walcott's
replacement, percussionist Trilok Gurtu, into the
15-year-old band.
Walcott, 39, and band assistant Jo Harting were
killed in November 1984 when the group's bus
collided with an oncoming semi in the corridor
between Berlin and West Germany during an
intense fog. Reedman Paul McCandless and
guitarist/pianist Ralph Towner were sleeping with
their feet toward the front of the bus when the
accident occurred, which helped them escape
serious injury; Moore had returned to the States to
await the birth of his youngest son, Alexander
Walcott Moore.
The three surving band members have kept
busy in the months following Walcott's death.
Moore has been playing solo gigs while teaching
piano and bass at Maryl Hurst College near
Portland. Towner published aguitar book and

recorded fills second duet album with vibist Gary
Burton (due for ECM release next month).
McCandless toured Germany with Art Lande and
Dave Pederson, and he briefly rejoined the Paul
Winter Consort to play on Canyon: ACelebration
Of The Grand Canyon, aprojected album trilogy
recomed on location (the first record was recently
released by Living Music Records).
Oregon's airy mixture of jazz, classical, and
Eastern influeoces remained largely unchanged on

this tour, which featured tunes from the band's
most recent ECM albums, Oregon and Crossing,
interspersed with songs from earlier albums.
Towner is now making liberal use of his Prophet 5
synthesizer, and McCandless is playing more
soprano and alto saxophone—along with his
oboe and bass clarinet—than he once did. The
addition of Gurtu didn't alter things as much as
might be expected; though he had never listened
to Oregon prior to joining the band, the 33-yearold Indian had played with Walcott off and on for
about four years in Europe. " He's one of the few
people in the world [besides Walcott] that have
put atabla with more jazz-oriented drums and
percussion," says Moore.
But unlike Walcott, Gurtu doesn't play sitar, a
point driven home during the tour's stop in
Chicago, where Oregon performed The Silence Of
ACandle together for the first time since the
accident. Gurtu went backstage while the others
performed the band's best-known chart, and his
vacated spot in front of the tablas provided a
haunting reminder of the absence of Walcott and
his sitar. "Almost every night," said McCandless
afterward, "there's aspontaneous musical moment
that seems to belong to Collin:'
— bill beuttler

Kurzwed to its limits right now" Trumpets, string
sections, and walking bass lines stroll alongside
the piamo in clever arrangements that recall Chick
Corea, one of Moraz' admitted influences.
Noraz is using the Kurzweil on his current tour
for the first time with Bruford. The Kurzweil piano
sample has been highly touted, but Moraz will still
have ae acoustic keyboard beside him. " Ivery
rarefy use the Kurzweil sound of piano," he
claims. " Iuse the piano sound with different
devices— like when the sequencer is activated—

so Ican transpose, accelerate sequences in real
time. I'll use all the features of the Kurzweil to
bring out in that sequencer loop adifferent kind of
music. The sky's the limit. You don't use it the way
anormal pianist would use it" He adds laughingly,
"I've paid my dues on piano, so I'm entitled!'
Moraz insists that the reintroduction of
technology will not inhibit their live, free approach
to improvisation. "Bill and I, we get bored trying
to reproduce things we've already done because
we've already done it."
— john diliberto

Patrick Moraz
LONDON—"Every time you press abutton on
the Kurzweil, 135 things happen," exudes Patrick
Moraz. Of course, he's been enthused before,
helping define progressive rock synthesis in
groups like Mainhorse, Refugee, Yes and most
recently, the group that put the classical into
"classical-rock," the Moody Blues. He also has
several albums under his own name ranging from
the latintinged Patrick Moraz (
Charisma 1-2201)
with the Percussionists of Rio de Janeiro, to his
recent synthi-pop disc, Time Codes (
Passport
6039). Somewhere in between he's found time to
make two albums of improvised duets with King
Crimson drummer Bill Bruford.
The Moraz/Bruford duets were conceived as a
cleansing breakaway from their usual, tightly
arranged music. On the first album, Music For
Piano And Drums (
Editions EG 33), and the tour
that followed, Moraz jettisoned his electronic
keyboards for an acoustic grand piano and
Bruford stripped down to abasic trap set.
According to Bruford, they were trying to get away
from all the technology and create amore
spontaneous music in intimate club settings. "The
idea was to have as much freedom as possible,"
Moraz agrees.
But with the new tour and LP, Flags (
Editions
EG 63), technology has made acomeback in the
form of the Kurzweil 250, adigital keyboard
synthesizer with sampling capabilties. It makes
Flags timbrally richer and multi-layered next to the
spartan, real-time playing of the previous LP
"The instrument allows you to do alayered
performance in one take with string, brass, piano
sounds," Moraz explains. " I'm splitting the
keyboard, I'm using samples— I'm using the
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Sting Et Band
• lue Turtles
ncl Blue Notes

Sting Speaks
id Iwas committea to do an album without
Ithe Police, and Iwent through al! kinds
of ideas about haw Iwould do it. There are
various ways of sknning this cat. I
could have
done it all on my own, which would have involved synthesizers and sequencers and
drum machines and all the rest of it. Actually I
wandered to acertain extent along that path
and then Ithought, No, there's too much of
that out there already, why add fuel to the
fire?' Then Ithought perhaps what Ineeded
was a big producer- 1think Iwas going
through aneed fora big brother figure, somebody to convince me, ' Yes, it's great, do try
that.' So Iapproached Quincy àones. 1sent
Quincy some demos and he was really enthusiastic and said heloved the songs, which
was nice. Before that Ihad approached Gil
Evans, who I'm an enormous fan of. Imet Gil
backstage at Ronnie Scott's club in London. I
went to see his show and introduced rrryself,

and surprise, surprise, he'd actually heard of
me. And he too was interested.
"But all that would have involved orchestras and big bands and whatever. So
then Ithought really the most organic, the
most exciting thing you could possibly do is
actually form aband, the way the Police was
formed. You're aband, you're committed, you
go out and do gigs, and then you make an
album. So Ithought, 'Where's the best place
to do that?' Ithink New York; the best musicians in the world happen to lire in this
metropolis. So Igot in touch with Vic Garbanni, and Vic had access to a lot of musicians and he introduced me to Branford.
We had dinner one night. Branford talked for
three hours and Ididn't say aword. And we
sort of committed ourselves to this crazy
idea, and the only basis for this alliance was
my material, in that the stuff Ihad already
written had changes in it. It wasn't just onechord funk or three-chord rock & rall—it actually had minor chords and some things that

would interest people like Branford Marsalis.
"I decided to have aworkshop here in New
York, and Iinvted the iazz community to
come and play. Lots of people turned up—
people whose records Iown— but it wasn't
an audition. The beginning of the day I'd
present the material, and I'd keep adrummer
from the previous day, and abass player from
the day before, and gradually over 10 days I
got an idea of who was there, what they could
do and couldn't do, and at the end of that
period Ipicked who Iconsidered to be the
best young jazz musicians in the world— on
the understanding that we weren't going to
play jazz. What Iwanted was aflavor. Ididn't
want to go off and give Branford 120 bars to
explore a theme; Iwas gonna say, ' You're
going to have 16 bars and you're going to
burn from the first bar.'
"It's funny; you wouldn't think it but pop
music has adiscipline, afinely honed discipline, and the members of the band were
going to have to make ajourney, because I

BY
ART
LANGE

Though 1985 was asurprising, and
in many ways exciting, year for music, possibly the most
exciting—and undoubtedly the most surprising—development took place with the collaboration of aBritish pop star/
film star/serious songwriter and four young, conscientious,
open-minded American jazz musicians. Looked on with skepticism at first, their union created not the expected oil-andwater blend of incompatible styles, but something new, something different. This wasn't arock star straining for serious
music credibility by leeching onto jazz musicians and thinning
out their creative life's blood; on the contrary, Sting
handpicked aquartet of the best possible musicians he could
find to play his music—and they just happened to have ajazz
background.
Or maybe it's no coincidence. All five of the participants of
this endeavor—Sting, Branford Marsalis, Kenny Kirkland,
Omar Hakim, and Daryl Jones—belong to a generation of
musicians who eschew stylistic boundaries and create—and
enjoy—good music wherever they find it. The band doesn't
play jazz or rock, but a highly flexible ensemble hybrid
borrowing from many and beholden to none. Theirs is a
sophisticated sound—but with plenty of power at crunch time.
And audiences aren't stopping to label them—they're too busy
listening. As Omar Hakim told the Chicago Sun- Times, "It lets
me know that the audiences are more open than the music
industry would like us to believe. If it were up to the music
industry, Idon't think that music would go anywhere. It takes
somebody like Sting, who has sold millions of records and
made millions of dollars for arecord company, for them to
take achance. Ithink this band is gonna knock some walls
down:'
Art Lange: Let's start at the beginning. Why did you guys decide
to 10111 t
his band when asked?
Daryl Jones: Well, for me it's achance to do something new,
that's never been done before—where musicians with our
backgrounds are given an opportunity to play to such large
amounts of people, who are not exposed, necessarily, to . . .
Omar Hakim: . . . to what we normally do.
DJ: Right, to musicians who are playing. Not to say rock
musicians aren't playing musicians, but, you know . . . we're
different from Mr. Average Rock & Roll Musician.
OH: Imet Sting when Iwas in Montserrat recording the latest
Dire Straits album, and he was sitting at adinner table talking
to Mark Knopfler [ Dire Straits guitarist/vocalist] about his idea
felt Iwas making a journey to a different
country, and so would they. Iwasn't going to
have them be comfortable in their world and
me sort of floundering. So Ithink what we've
produced is sort of ahybrid, and we're still
doing it; the record really isn't an end product
because every night the show changes because of the jazz influence.
"Every night it just grows and gets more
strange. At the same time, I'm not losing pop
fans. Ilike the fact that 14-year-old girls can
come to the gig and enjoy it. And Ithink
what's interesting about the audience is you
get such abroad cross-section, and all those
sections are looking at each other. You get
some serious music people who come to see
the guys, and they're looking at these kids in
Police t-shirts, and the kids are looking at the
older people. For me, that's what music's
about. It's not about sectarianism. It's not
about appealing to asmall minority group. It's •
appealing to everybody. Actually, it's been a
long-term aim of mine to emulate the span
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for a band. And Branford's name came up, and that's what
made my ears perk up—because Ireally like Sting's music. I
like the Police alot, but when he mentioned Branford, to me it
sounded like something really interesting. So Itold Sting,
"When you get to the city, give me abuzz. I'm interested, I'd
like to come down and see what's happening:'
AL: Had you played with Branford before?
OH: No, Ijust saw him in clubs alot.
Branford Marsalls: Everybody in the band is familiar with
everyone else.
AL: You knew each other, but had you played . . . ?
Kenny Kirkland: 1had played with everybody . . .
BM: Iplayed with Daryl on Decoy . . .
DJ: Right, with Miles . . .
OH: Iplayed with Kenny in Michal Urbaniak's band, and Daryl
and Ihung out in Tokyo, when Miles and Weather Report were
on tour . . .
DJ: We played at asushi bar [
laughter] . . .
OH: [
laughs] . . . right, played with some sushi, chopsticks . . .
AL: How many of you had been familiar with the Police
previously?
All: All of us.
AL: What did they do to turn you on?
BM: For me, it was the writing.
KK: The tunes.
BM: It was atrio, but they had abig sound.
DJ: Ilike the fact that they created their own niche, and built a
market around that. If you're going to do your own music,
that's the way to do it.
OH: Not only that, we're talking about ahigh level of creativity
and musicianship as well, and amusician would appreciate that.
It's beyond rock, jazz, this and that. A true musician will
appreciate musicianship and artistry from another musician
no matter what kind of music they play. We were just in here
listening to classical music and discussing that. It's not amatter
of the band, it's the level of creativity. That's what Ienjoyed
about the Police—the music was put together, the tunes were
excellent, the playing was happening, the records were well
done, everything was well done. They always sounded different, sounded unique on the radio, and we would notice that.
BM: What 1 liked was that their hooks were simple, but
everything else had alittle twist in it. The melody lines had
interesting little hooks in them, away from the typical two-note
melody lines you hear all the time. Like Synchronicity or
Synchronicity // or any of those songs, they had great melody
lines and the hooks would be real simple, and then they'd go
off into adevelopment thing and stretch off in avamp. The
trio's an ideal setting anyway. Unless you're playing with Kenny
Kirkland, piano players will lock you in, because their har-

that the Beatles had, for example. There's no
musician in the world who doesn't appreciate
the Beatles, and no pop fan either. They just
had the whole thing down, and that's because things were freer then, more open. The
radio stations were less demographically
controlled. Back then a kid could turn his
radio on and hear different kinds of music—
black music, jazz, pop. Now you turn aradio
on and it's the same music all day. Which is
sad. Rock music is becoming more and more
atavistic, just feeding off itself, instead of
feeding off everything else, which is what it
does best. At the moment, we're just getting
rehashes of old pop music.
"If Ihad to single out one jazz group that I
appreciate and love it's Weather Report. But
what I
would hope to do is kind of emulate the
vision that Zawinul has but go further, with
songs. Because songs speak volumes.
That's what Iam, asongwriter, so Iwant to
use that kind of finesse, that kind of adventurism with songs.

"The album came together quickly. Basically the arrangements were fairly solid. I
had
done demos in the studio in London—virtually all keyboards, Ididn't do any guitar work
until later. But Iknew exactly what Iwanted. I
knew in my head what Iwanted Branford, for
example, to contribute— and he did that, and
more. He just amazes me, that guy. He
seems to have asort of telepathy with me. But
obviously, Ididn't want just sidemen. I
wanted integrity. I
wanted people who understood what I
was singing about. They were all
very concerned that what they were playing
was the right thing. Happily, my arrangements seemed to survive the test. Daryl was
very pleased with the basslines. I
said, ' Look,
if you can improve them please don't feel
restricted by what Ican do because you're
100 times better as abass player than Iam.'
But it was atrade-off. Daryl taught me things
on the bass and Itaught him afew things—
reggae, for example. He had never played
reggae before. So we had agood time."
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STING 8c BAND EQUIPMENT
Of his equipment forth)s current tour, Sting said, " Iplay both aFender Stratacaster and aTeecaster on stage. Its funny; 1started out as aguitarist but
pretty ealy took up trie bass —1was about 14 d 15—and unless you keep up
both instruments, the chops are completely dfferent. 1mean, ; get around on
guitar, but ta be able to perform 1have to go through huge changes because the musc es in wry hands are used to the bass. The stretch is
completely dfferent. So every night my guita' playing has ta go throngh this
quantum jump to try and get up to the standard of the rest of :he guys Ireally
play very simple parts. but I'm getting better—and it's very exciting for me to
play aado. Branford looks at rue devilistly and says, 'Your turn!' and I
go, 'Oh,
shit. . .' " But it's not a guitar-oriented barra, and Iget sick to c.eatit of
histrionic guitar playing. I
think the guitar is agreat rhythm instrument, so Iuse
it that way.
"I also play afew tunes on Z- bass made by Hank van Zelenger, who's
Dutch. He made abass for Oscar Peterson's bass player afew years alga so
he had the first one and Ihad about number three. He makes them from Candara double-bass necks, and the body, which he designed, is mirimal but
hollow so it sounds Ike areal instrument.
"At home I
often compose on the Syndavier I
like it for anumber of reasons;
it's amulb-faceted instrument in that it has a36-track sequencer in it, which is
a36tracs digital recording system. 1ri not agreat keyboard player so Ican
work on a part slowly, speed it up, change the key at the push of abutton.
Really, I'm acomposer, asongwriter, nct amusician, so this tool is just sent
from heaven for me. There's ascipt facility wh.ch 1can place on the keyboard
that note:es everything instantly, so Ican write scores and Ican work on
sounds. I've only scratched the surface."
Onstage, Branford Marsala creates most of the band's lead voicings with
aSe mer Marx VI tenor saxophone equipped with an Otto Lirk 9mouthpiece
and Hemke No. 4reeds, and aSelmer Mark VI soprano with aBari No. 64
mouthpiece and Van Doren No. 4 reeds. Kenny Kirkland fills out the
orchestral parts with his Yamaha DX?, Oberheim OB-Xa, and Jupter 8
keyboards, plus a Roland delay. Daryl Jones holds down the bottom with a

mony is very limited—so they play certain things and you have
to play within the confines of those things.
AL: Inoticed unlike a lot of bands, there's only one guitar
player—and Sting doesn't play all that ruuch—meaning it's the
keyboards that have to fill the sound out. And yet onstage it
sounded like Kenny was laying out much of the time, or playing such subtle stuff that he wasn't really that noticeable in the
arrangements—you were creating the bulk of the sound, but
you weren't overpowering anybody.
KK: I approach this differently after doing Wynton's gig,
which is more open and alot of playing_ Here Ihave to be the
anchor, so Idon't stick out and the music comes together with
everybody playing equally.
AL: It's avery flexible group sound, it doesn't sound like yuu're
locked into any one sort of groove . . .
Olt At the same time it has discipline too, though with Kenny
and Branford and Daryl they can go anywhere—and Ithink
that's the reason Sting wanted a band of people who were
playing.improvisational music alot. Not necessarily to get up
there and play alot of notes—there's that, and we can go in that
direction—but there's also the discipline that's needed to play
as aband. If it's necessary for inc to just lay down agroove, a
strong said groove and nothing else, and make that feel great,
then that takes acertain concentration, as much as to sit down
and play everything that Ican play in two bars.
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Fender Jazz Bass from 1966 (occasionally substituting anew Guild or Steinberger five- string bass), and aCrown amp and Ashley instrument pre-amp
Dumped through Hartke speakers ("The coned the speaker is aluminum and
it responds quicker than paper.") in three separate cabinets. He at°
incorporates a series of foot pedals: Boss power & supply, master switch,
compression, sustain, octaver, heavy metal, and vibrato. " Ialso borrowed
Kenny's Korg digital delay."
Omar Haklm's drums are from Yamaha: "The same kit as with Weather Report, but instead of four rack toms I'm only using an 8x12 and a9x13. I've got
two floor toms—a14- inch and a16- inch—a2Z- inch bass drum, and aPearl
brass piccolo drum for the reggae tunes. The heads are Remo, of course.
Cymbals are Zildjian's a22- inch heavy ride, 17- inch medium thin crash, 19.nch medium thin crash, 13- inch thin crash, 14. inch Quick Beat hi-hat, 16-inch
China Boy, 22-inch China Boy. Drummers Workshop hi-hat stand and aTama
double pedal. Then 1use aSimmons SD5 kit that rm going to augment with a
Soundchest as well, and a rack with Yamaha delay and digital reverb. My
sticks are Vic Firths on this tour 5B's and 2B's '

STING & BAND SELECTED DISCOGRAPAY
Daryl Jones with Miles Davis
Sting as aleader
THE DREAM OF THE BLUE TURTLES— YOU'RE UNDER ,ARREST—Culumbia
40023
MN 3750
DECOY—Columbia 38991
Sting with the Police
SYNCHRONICITY—A&M 3735
Branford Marsalis as aleader
GHOST IN THE MACHINE—A&M 3730
SCENES Itsf THE CIF,' Cclumbia 1495
ZENYATTA MONDATTA—A&M 4831
REGGATTA DE BLANC—A&M 4792
OUTLANDOS D'AMOUR—A&M 4753
Branford Matsalis & Kenny
Kirkland with Wynton Maisel's
Omar Hakim with Weather Report
HOT HOUSE FLOWERS—Columba 3990
SPORTIN' LIFE—Columbia 39908
THINK OF ONE—Columbia 38641
DOMINO THEORY—Columbia 39147
WYNTON MARSALIS—CoLimbia 37574
PROCESS/ON—Columbia 38427

DJ: Especially after years of playing gigs with Weather Report,
where it's real open . . .
OH: . very open, and Ihad room. This is the opposite, but it's
still achallenge.
BM: It's like bringing the music back from 20 years ago,
basically. Between 1960 and 1978 music just went backwards
every year and got worse and worse. Musicians got dumber
and dumber. You're taking groups like Led Zeppelin, you
know, creative groups like the old Kinks. . . . Iheard Led
Zeppelin and Yes in New Orleans and Icouldn't believe it. It's
rock & roll, right, but it floats. It moves around. It shifts. You
can tell it's different from night to night. They're playing the
songs the way they do on the records, but then they have the
musical ability to stretch out and change little things to keep it
interesting for themselves. Then this ambiguous shit came in,
people wearing wigs and makeup, and all that became alot
more important than the music. So what Sting's trying to do is
bring back the essence of the music.
It's society's fault— particularly American society creates
stereotypical divisions. They're the people who say jazz is this,
rock is this, and this is cool and that's not cool. People
psychologically create divisions for themselves because anybody has the choice to work on their weak points and take their
strong points for granted, or just rest on the laurels of their
CONTINJED ON PAGE 51

I'm waiting in the
anhattan office of
dle Sutton Artists Corporation, the
agency that has managed the affairs of
Dizzy Gillespie for the past 20- plus years.
I'm supposed to interview Diz. He's late.
Ninety minutes fly by and still no Diz. For
anyone else I would've given up and
gone home long ago. But Isit patiently
and wait. You don't walk out on aliving
legend, no matter how late he might be.
Ti) kill time, agent Bennett Morgan
regales us with tales of the man he has
conte to know intimately over the past
couple of decades. He explains that
Dizzy has one weakness: he can't say no
to people. Like the time he met some guy
on a plane who, as it turned out, happened to be the conductor of a siuphony orchestra in Connecticut.

ed pleasantries and before too
long the conductor had invited Dizzy to
perform with his symphony orchestra as
a featured soloist. It would be the big
event of the year in their subscription
series, the conductor reckoned. Diz, always an agreeable sort, consented. For all
intents and purposes, adeal had been cut
right there on the plane.
Little did Dizzy know that Bennett
Morgan had already scheduled him to be
at acollege gig somewhere in Washington state on the very same night he was
supposed to be in Connecticut with the
symphony orchestra. Slight conflict
there. But Diz didn't back out of either
coem
—
ent. He played the gig in Connedicut with the symphony orchestra,
then flew in a rivate Learjet some 3,000

miles across country to make the other
gig in the Northwest. The expense of the
jet rental alone was enough io eat away
any profits from those two lucrative gigs.
But what are you gonna clo? The guy
can't say no. He likes making folks happy.
That's Dizzy.
He's never turned his back on any
audience. On the contrary, he's always
gone out of the way to put on a good
show along with the great music he
makes. Muggin', dancin', clownin' . . .
whether that meant conducting the band
with his butt, scatting nonsense novelty
numbers like 0o-Sho-Be-Do-Be. pulling
pranks on the bandstand, flaunting flamboyant garb—it's all Diz, man.
Detractors often claimed that the general public was attracted more by all ( t1

He excuses himself and moves to the
Dizzy's accoutrements than by his muphone on Bennett Morgan's desk. He
sicianship. In response, Diz would comchecks in with his wife, Lorraine, the girl
plain that many poker-faced jazzers
lacked showmanship: " If you got enough
he met at the Howard Theatre in Washington D.C. back in 1940 and has stayed
money to play for yourself, you can play
anything you want to. But if you want to
with ever since. She's waiting for Dizzy
back home in Camden, New Jersey. He's
make aliving at music, you've got to sell
running late.
it:' Louis Armstrong knew that. Louis
Lorraine Gillespie has been the rock in
Jordan lived by that credo. So does Diz.
Dizzy's life from the very beginning of
Sure, he hams it up on the bandstand,
their relationship. She's been through it
but no one can deny that the man blows
all—the infamous spitball incident of '41,
some of the most brilliant trumpet on the
which led to Dizzy's dismissal from Cab
planet. Still.
Calloway's Orchestra; the historic
In Nat Hentoffs book, Jazz Is (
Avon
Books), Miles Davis is quoted as saying: " I engagement at Three Deuces with
Charlie Parker in '45; the disappointthink all the musicians in jazz should get
ments on the West Coast at Billy Berg's in
together on one certain day and get
Hollywood in late '45; the death of
down on their knees to thank Duke
Chano Pozo, percussionist and great in[Ellington]." I'm proposing that same
honor be accorded to Dizzy Gillespie, a spiration to Diz, in '48 (the victim of a
bebop pioneer who survived to tell the
tale (
as he did so colorfully in the DoubleDIZZY GILLESPIE
day book To Be Or Not To Bop, written with
SELECTED DISCOGRAPHY
Al Fraser). Here's to Diz. Long may he
as a leader
puff those bullfrog cheeks and spread
NEW FACES—GAP 1012
TO A FINLAND STATION— Pablo 2310-889
the bebop gospel.
MUSICIANICOMPOSERIRACOUNTEUR—Pablo
!!:
2620-116
acouple of hours of waitring, a familiar silhouette appears on
the opaque window of the office door. It
swings open and in swaggers acool dude
with salt-and- pepper hair, sporting a
black beret. There's a long, pungentsmelling cigar hanging from the legendary chops.
"Cuban?" Iinquire.
"Strictly," he replies with ajaunty toss
of his head, asly grin creeping up on the
famous kisser.
In that brief exchange, Iflash on an
evocative photo of Diz, taken some 40
years ago by William Gottlieb. It's ashot
of aslick young cat on the make, resplendent in black beret and ascot tie. He's
hanging out on the street corner, one
arm wrapped around the foxy young
chick he's eyeing, the other free hand
scratching his goatee. His head is tilted
back as he gives this girl the once-over
with alascivious glance. He seems to be
saying, "My, my, my!" Portrait of the artist
as ayoung stud. The man Isee before me
now is abit slouchier about the pouch,
perhaps a bit baggier around the eyes,
but no less ebullient than that slim young
bopper in the picture. At 68, John Birks
Gillespie is still Dizzy after all these years.
He apologizes for being late. " Igot in
last Monday from Israel. Then Iwas in
D.C. playing at Blues Alley, and while I
was there Igot aletter at home saying I
was supposed to meet the governor of
New Jersey. I didn't know anything
about it until Igot back home today. I
called up and said, 'Well, man, Ican't do
it. Igot this interview with down beat.'
But Idid it anyway. See, it's for this thing
we're doing— Dizzy Gillespie Day in New
Jersey. Got a proclamation and everything. Big event. So Ifelt obligated to go
there:' The man just can't say no.
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DIZZY'S PARTY—Pablo 2310-784
THE TRUMPET KINGS— Pablo 2310-754
THE ALTERNATE BLUES— Pablo 2312-136
BAHIANA—Pablo 2625-708
THE GIFTED ONES—Pablo 2310-794
FREE RIDE— Pablo 2310-794
CARTER, GILLESPIE, INC.—Pablo 2310-781
AFRO-CUBAN JAZZ MOODS—Pablo 2310-771
MONTREUX '80—Pablo 2308-226
MONTREUX 77— Pablo 2308-211
MONTREUX '
75— Pablo 2310-749
THE BIG 4—Pablo 2310-719
JAZZ MATURITY— Pablo 2310-816
THE SOURCE—JazzMan 5021
DIZ & GETZ—Verve 2-2521
REUNION BAND—Verve 821-662-1
BIRK'S WORKS—Japanese Verve 23MJ3361
PORTRAIT OF DUKE ELLINGTON—French Verve
817-107-1
GREATEST TRUMPET OF THEM ALL—French Verve
2304 382
THE STITTIROLUNS SESSIONS—Verve 2-2505
HAVE TRUMPET WILL EXCITE—Verve 8313
DEE GEE DAYS—Savcy 2209
GROOVIN' HIGH—Savoy 12020
DIZZY GILLESPIE STORY—Savoy 12110
THE CHAMP— Sa,,' 12047
COMPOSER'S CONCEPTS—EmArcy 2-410
JAMBO CARIBE— Limelight 15PJ-26
DIZZY!—GNP Crescendo 9028
PARIS CONCERT—GNP Crescendo 9006
ON THE FRENCH RIVIERA— Phillips 200-048
THE GIANT—Prestige 24047
IN THE BEGINNING—Prestige 24030
GOOD BAIT—Spotlite 122
THE DEVELOPMENT OF AN AMERICAN ARTIST—
Smithsonian Collection 004
THE BEBOP ERA—RCA 519
THE GREATEST OF. .—RCA 2398
WHEN BEBOP MET THE BIG BAND— French RCA
741-095
ONE NIGHT IN WASHING TON—Elektra Musician 6030
with Charlie Parker
THE COMPLETE SAVOY SESSIONS—Savoy 5500
THE VERVE YEARS 1948-50—Verve 2501
THE GREATEST JAZZ CONCERT EVER— Prestige 24024
with the Giants Of Jazz
GIANTS OF JAZZ—Atlantic Z-905
GIANTS OF JAZZ—Concord Jazz 3004
with Boyd Raebum
EXPERIMENTS IN BIG BAND JAZZ 1945—Musicraft 505

DIZZY GILLESPIE'S
EQUIPMENT
Dizzy Gillespie plays a custom-made, upsweptbell Shilke trumpet given to him by Jon Faddis,
with a Alcaas mouthpiece tailored to his specifications, and he favors Alcaas trumpet oil. He also
bops Latin Percussion congas.

knife fight); the death of Bird in '55.
She's rode it out with Dizzy, the ups and
the downs.
Dizzy's wife figures prominently in his
career in one other respect. It was at
Lorraine's birthday celebration that
Dizzy discovered the secret of the bent
horn, his trademark since 1954. Diz and
Lorraine were partying at aclub on West
44th Street. Dizzy's trumpet was up on
the bandstand, leaning against awall. He
had played abit but then split for awhile.
The comedy/dance team of Stump &
Stumpy was entertaining the celebrants,
when suddenly Big Stump tripped over
the horn and accidentally fell on it, giving it that distinctive bend.
When Dizzy returned to the scene, he
found his horn had been trampled. " I
was angry at first, of course. It was
cracked, which closed up the air current.
But when Iplayed it—boy, that sound! I
liked it. And Itried to take apatent out
on it, but some other dude already had a
patent out on it 150 years earlier:'
Dizzy gets off the phone with Lorraine, promising to be home right after
the interview. He begins dialing the corner deli to have some food delivered up
to the office. "The governor was avery
charming man, but he didn't have any
food there, you dig? Not adamn thing.
I'm hungry, man. Haven't had athing all
day." He orders afruit salad and coffee.
"I'm adiabetic," he explains as he hangs
up the phone and positions himself for
the interview.
John Birks Gillespie was born on October21, 1917 in Ceraw, South Carolina,
the last of nine children. Ten years later
he was sent on scholarship to the Laurinburg Institute, an industrial school for
blacks in North Carolina, where he
switched from trombone to trumpet and
was introduced to music theory.
He moved to Philadelphia in 1935 and
soon joined aband led by Frank Fairfax.
He emulated Roy Eldridge at the time,
and two years later would end up taking
over Roy's spot in Teddy Hill's band. He
cut his first sessions with the band in
March of that year—King Porter Stomp
and Blue Rhythm Fantasy—echoing the
style of his idol.
In September 1939 he participated in
an all-star small band session for Victor
organized by Lionel Hampton. His
muted opening chorus on Hot Mallets
suggests the high-speed eighth-note attack that would later become his calling
card. Dizzy joined the Cab Calloway Orchestra in November of that year and
remained until September of 1941, when
Cab fired him after abackstage altercation at the State Theatre in Hartford,
Connecticut.
As down beat reported it back in 1941:
Cab Calloway still has asore rear end. But his
wounds are healing and it isn't so difficult for
him to sit down now. How the Hi-De-Ho man

TRIBUTE TO DIZ: Richard Davis, Johnny Griffin, and Art Blakey (right) join the trumpeter during the 1984 Chicago Jazz Festival.

àuffered the -injuries was revealed last week
when Shad Collins moved into Cab's trumpet
section to take the place of youthful Dizzy
Gillespie, who is now with Ella Fitzgerald.
Gillespie knifed Calloway, his boss, in a
Hartford theater several weeks ago following
an argument in which Calloway dressed him
down for allegedly shooting spitballs at Calloway on stage. After the show was over
Calloway in no uncertain terms told Dizzy to
"lay off the kid stuff' Calloway insists he did
not strike the trumpet plater. But Gillespie
found a kni[e and started -to carve the Calloway posterior. So severe were the slashes that
Cabell took 10 stitches from adoctor. Gillespie,
of course, was fired and joined Ella's band,
taking Taft Jordan's place. That item was
under the heading: " Cab Calloway
Carved By Own Trumpet Man4'." A
humorous cartoon accompanied the
story.
So just who did throw those spitballs?
Both trumpeter Jonah Janes and bassist
Milt Hinton later took credit for that
prank. Dizzy pleads innocence to this
day, though he doesn't deny slashing his
former boss. "Accusations were placed
and Ivehemently denied the charges,"
he says, flashing a mischievous grin.
"See, Iwas the youngest guy in the band
and he thought he'd make an example of
me. He wanted to make something out of
it He grabbed me, but Iwas dangerous
in those days, man. You know, I had
beard about Cab Calloway punching musicians in the mouth and all that, so Iwas
always ready in Cab's band."
The two didn't speak for afew years
following that incident, but Cab would

years later acknowledge that he had indeed made a mistake. Dizzy's smiling
now, reminiscing about the fight and the
eventual truce. "Then one time in Nice,
France, acouple of years ago," he laughs,
"he was drinking at the bar, huggin' me,
kissin me. Then all of asudden he says,
'Wait aminute! Let me show you something!' And he unloosens his pants and
lets 'em fall down abit in the back, see.
He takes my hand and sticks it down in
his pants, in the back. He matches my
hand to aspot on his ass. There was an
indentation. And he says, 'See that?
That's what you done to my ass!' Iwas so
embarrassed, man. All these musicians
were hanging out, you know? And here I
am with my hand down Cab Calloway's
pants!"
Following his tenure with Cab's band,
Dizzy had brief stints with bands led by
Ella Fitzgerald, Benny Carter, and
Charlie Barnet. He joined Les Hite's
band in February of 1942 and recorded
what was perhaps the first example of
bebop on record, ahalf-chorus on Jersey
Bounce for the short-lived 78 rpm label
Hit Records. It was an extension of his
experiments on the Hot Mallets session
and anatural outgrowth of his landmark
jam sessions at Minton's Playhouse on
West 118th Street in Harlem.
Minton's had been the incubator for
the new music to come out of that period.
Dizzy had begun experimenting with
different harmonies and ways of phrasing in Cabs band. Between sets he'd get
together with Milt Hinton and guitarist
Danny Barker and work out ideas. Diz'

adventurous nature gradually crept into
the gig, causing Cab to tell the young
trumpeter,"I don't want you playing that
Chinese music in my band!'
Teddy Hill, Dizzy's former employer,
ran Minton's and organized the jam sessions there. He got some of the hest improvisors of the day to stop in regularly.
Word got around and Minton's quickly
became the gathering place for the likes
of Thelonious Monk, Kenny Clarke,
Don Byas, Charlie Christian, and Diz. A
young alto player named Charlie Parker
had been playing at Monroe's around
that time, but he was soon persuaded to
hang out at Minton's. Parker and
Gillespie had been experimenting separately with advanced harmonies, and
Clarke had been working on his novel
approach to drumming since (957. The
stage was set for amusical revolution.
In an interview with jazz critic Nat
Hentoff (db, June 18, '52), Dizzy explains
the method he employed for weeding
out mediocre musicians at those Minton
sessions: " Cats would show up who
couldn't blow at all but would take six or
seven choruses to prove it. So on afternoons before a session, Monk and I
began to work out some complex variations on chords, and we'd use them at
night to scare away the no-talent guys.
After awhile, we got interested in what
we were doing as music, and as we began
to explore more and more, our music
evolved!'
The rest is bebop history.
db

To Be Contitued Next Moat.
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The
50th limai
down beat
Readers Poll
S

arah Lois Vaughan now enters the down beat Hall of Fame,
62nd in line—but not 62nd in standing. In 1953 when the
Hall of Fame was established, the great singer had only
recently achieved national and international recognition.
Over the years she grew from ayoung new popular star into a
giant of her craft. Today, more than 30 years later, Vaughan's
reputation and talent have developed in breadth and depth
into one of the monumental bodies of work in the annals of
jazz vocal performance.
Vaughan was born in 1924 and broke into music at the
Apollo Theater in 1943. She sang with the bands of Earl Hines
and Billy Eckstine, before emerging in the mid-'40s as the
vocal opposite number to the young bebop instrumentalists.
She was completely in her element with Charlie Parker and
Dizzy Gillespie, with both arhythmic sense and vocal timbre
that fit perfectly with post-war modernism in jazz. Her early
records for Musicraft reached areceptive jazz audience. She
also recorded with Parker, Gillespie, Bud Powell, and Miles
Davis.
Then, in 1949, she started recording for Columbia and
became a major celebrity. In 1954 she moved to Mercury/
EmArcy, where she did commercial sides for Mercury and
much of her definitive jazz work for EmArcy, including
sessions with Clifford Brown. She left Mercury for Roulette in
1960, then went back to Mercury. More recent affiliations have
included Norman Granz' Pablo Records.
Sarah Vaughan fundamentally altered and expanded the
vocal art in jazz. As avocal virtuoso, she introduced, and still
maintains, aquicksilver flexibility and accuracy in her "instrumental" performances, and an astounding vocal range in her
song interpretations. She enters the down beat Hall of Fame
still at the height of her powers.
—john mcdonough
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ALBIA

ALIUM

Sarah Vaughan
Gil Evans
Red Rodney
Stan Getz
Dave El'ubeck
Kenny Clarke

JAZZ ALBUM
OF THE YEAR
114

78

62
60

48
44

40

38

Jack DeJohnette
Album Album
(ECM)
Stanley Jordan
Magic Touch
(Blue Note)
Pat Metheny
First Circle (
ECM)
Various Artists
That's The Way Feel
Now (
A&M)
Abdullah Ibrahim
Ekaya (
Ekapa)
Miles Davis
You re Under Arrest
(Columbia;
Michel Urbaniak
Take Good Care Of My
Heart (
SteepleChase)
Weather Report
Sporfin' Life
(Columbia)

POP/ROCK ALBUM
OF THE YEAR
242

36

27

25

24

Sting
The Dream Of The
Blue Turtles
(A&M)
Phil Collins
No Jacket Required
(A&M)
Talking Heads
Little Creatures
(Sire)
Talking Heads
Stop Making Sense
(Sire)
Prince
Around The World In A
Day (
Warner Bros.)

POP/ROCK
MUSICIAN
OF THE YEAR

SOUL/R&B ALBUM
OF THE YEAR
46

38

31

22
20

Prince
Around The World In A
Day (
Warner Bros.)
Sade
Diamond Life
(Portrait)
Neville Bros.
Neville-ization
(BlackTop)
Kool & the Gang
Emergency (
De iLite)
George Benson
20120 (
Warner Bros.)

SOUL/R&B
MUSICIAN
OF THE YEAR

JAZZ MUSICIAN
OF THE YEAR

Wynton Mersalis
Miles Davis
Stanley Jordan
David Murray
Rob Wasserman
Pat Metheny
Adam Makowicz
Michel Urbaniak
Jack DeJohnette
Art Blakey

ACOUSTIC JAZZ
GROUP
216
174
149
147
111
78
75

Phil Woods
Art Blakey
Art Ensemble of
Chicago
Wynton Mersalis
Modern Jazz Quartet
Red Rodney Ira Sulàvan
Jack DeJohnette's
Special Edition

ELECTRIC JAZZ
GROUP
295
291
285
116
51
46
43
40

Miles Davis
Pat Metheny Group
Weather Report
Steps Ahead
Ronald Shannon
Jackson
Spyro Gyre
Mahavishnu
Constellation

e183
144
135
fi> 110
91
53
i
z
41

314
243
92
84
84
83
51

Sting
Bruce Springsteen
Phil Collins
David Byrne
Prince
Stevie Wonder
Mick Jagger

Stevie Wonder
Prince
Ray Charles
B.B. King
Tina Turner
Aretha Franklin
Al Jarreau

gSOUL/R&B GROUP

POP/ROCK GROUP
176
174
107
98
48
45

Sting
Talking Heads
Police
Bruce Springsteen
Prince
Los Lobos
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285
218
129
96
75
66
61
57
53
48

BIG BAND
308
162
124
105
98
93
87
83

Count Basie
Akiyoshi/Tabackin
Mel Lewis
Woody Herman
Sun Ra
Rob McConnell & Boss
Brass
Carla Bley
David Murray

126
120
99
93
75
68
44

Prince
B.B. King
Ray Charles
Neville Bros
Kool & the Gang
Earth. Wind & Fire
Stevie Wonder
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ARRANGER

FLUTE

BARITONE SAX

VIBES

347
171
158
90
81
80
48

396
251
155
83
78
47
45

428
345
288
117
89
59
41

James Newton
Hubert Laws
Lew Tabackin
Frank Wess
Ira Sullivan
James Moody
Herbie Mann

ACOUSTIC PIANO

?,CLARINET
363
143
116
100
98
54
46

Gil Evans
Carla Bley
Toshiko Akiyoshi
Thad Jones
Quincy Jones
Rob McConnell
David Murray

COMPOSER
233
135
75
73
60
54
50
40

273
147
141
126
123
104
69

270
183
164
90
81
78
65

Buddy DeFranco
John Carter
Eddie Daniels
Anthony Braxton
Benny Goodman
Alvin Batiste
Woody Herman

527
333
125
113
50
47

Carla Bley
Toshiko Akiyoshi
George Russell
Gary Dial
David Murray
Rob Wasserman
Pat Metheny
Michal Urbaniak

Ron Carter
Charlie Haden
Ray Brown
Rob Wasserman
Eddie Gomez
Dave Holland
George Mraz
N- H Orsted Pedersen
Buster Williams
Cecil McBee

E

Wayne Shorter
Branford Marsalis
Steve Lacy
Dave Liebman
Ira Sullivan
Bob Wilber
Jane Ira Bloom

VIOLIN

Oscar Peterson
McCoy Tyner
Kenny Kirkland
Keith Jarrett
Cecil Taylor
Chick Corea
Tommy Flanagan

Chick Corea
Herbie Hancock
Joe Zawinul
Lyle Mays
Kenny Kirkland
Sun Ra

SYNTHESIZER

438
269
201
96
89
72
45

Mut Jackson
Gary Burton
Bobby Hutcherson
Mike Mainieri
Lionel Hampton
Jay Hoggard
Dave Samuels

ELECTRIC PIANO

SOPRANO SAX

ACOUSTIC BASS
377
212
170
107
92
90
90
81
59
48

Gerry Mulligan
Pepper Adams
Hamiet Bluiett
Nick Brignola
John Surman
Howard Johnson
Ronnie Cuber

423
255
210
72
50
43
42

Joe Zawinul
Lyle Mays
Herbie Hancock
Sun Ra
George Duke
Brian Eno
Chick Corea

416
186
185
185
96
57

Stephane Grappelli
John Blake
Jean-Luc Ponty
Michal Urbaniak
Billy Bang
L. Shankar

ORGAN

GUITAR

ALTO SAX

ELECTRIC BASS
252
236
231
149
134

Steve Swallow
Marcus Miller
Jaco Pastorius
Stanley Clarke
Jamaaladeen Tacuma

eineffle
tygrei

MISC. INSTRUMENT
354
170
92
78
71
44

Toots Thielemans
(harmonica)
Howard Johnson (tuba)
Andreas Vollenweider
(elec. harp)
David Grisman
(mandolin)
David Murray ( bass
clarinet)
Andy Narell
(steel drum)

TRUMPET
561
318
161
138
108
84
72
59

Wynton Marsalis
Miles Davis
Lester Bowie
Dizzy Gillespie
Freddie Hubbard
Red Rodney
Woody Shaw
Tom Harrell

TROMBONE
279
173
113
99
83
53

J. J. Johnson
Jimmy Knepper
Bill Watrous
Craig Harris
Curtis Fuller
Slide Hampton
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255
198
162
107
104
86
80
71
65

548
203
110
102
87
84
51
48
47

Phil Woods
David Sanborn
Richie Cole
Paquito D'Rivera
Lee Konitz
Omette Coleman
Benny Carter
Arthur Blythe
Ira Sullivan

TENOR SAX
356
282
252
243
210
72
72
42

Sonny Rollins
Stan Getz
David Murray
Michael Brecker
Branford Marsalis
Wayne Shorter
Zoot Sims
Scott Hamilton

Stanley Jordan
Pat Metheny
Joe Pass
George Benson
Kenny Burrell
Jim Hall
John Scofield
John McLaughlin
Emily Remler

DRUMS
290
164
152
75
71
71
70
65
45
41

Jack DeJohnette
Art Blakey
Max Roach
Billy Higgins
Lenny White
Tony Williams
Buddy Rich
Steve Gadd
Elvin Jones
Danny Gottlieb

PERCUSSION
317
258
101
62
53
51

Airto Moreira
Nana Vasconcelos
Famoudou Don Moye
Tito Puente
Ralph MacDonald
Mino Cinelu

g665
113
90
53
45
41

Jimmy Smith
Sun Ra
Carla Bley
Amina Claudine Myers
Jimmy McGriff
Shirley Scott

MALE SINGER
462
266
198
182
72
63

Bobby McFerrin
Joe Williams
Al Jarreau
Mel Tormé
George Benson
Mark Murphy

FEMALE SINGER
380
161
141
105
80
70

Sarah Vaughan
Ella Fitzgerald
Betty Carter
Sheila Jordan
Urszula Dudziak
Carmen McRae

VOCAL GROUP
734
290
84
63

Manhattan Transfer
Rare Silk
Hendricks Family
Singers Unlimited

DENIS DALBY

oole!

BY
Dritish

LESLIE

jazz writers note his regional
Uaccent. But to American ears, John
Surman simply has alilting, clear speech
that makes his quick wit especially refreshing. Told that he ought to pose for a
photograph with an instrument in hand,
he picks up ahotel room key attached to
afoot-long metal bar and says, "I'll just
play this. They'll say this guy can get
music out of anything!'
There's some truth to that. This
sturdy, boyish-looking Briton plays all
the reeds and synthesizers. He can also
play occasional flugelhorn and piano
when Norwegian jazz singer Karin Krog,
with whom he often works, needs accompaniment. He plays all of his instruments
well enough to be regarded as one of
Britain's best jazz musicians and abaritone saxophone standout (documented
by three consecutive baritone Talent
Deserving Wider Recognition awards in
the db Critics Poll, plus a 1985 synthe-

GOURSE
sizer TDWR win and various soprano
sax TDWR wins since '
69). Since the
early '70s, when he added synthesizers
to his instrument arsenal, he has been
heavily into overdubbing his recordings
for ECM—Upos Reflection in 1979, The
Amazing Adventures Of Simon Simon in
1981, Such Winters Of emmy in 1983, and
his 1985 album Witholding Pattern. On all,
he plays his own, frequently mournful
compositions filled with sounds ci the
sea. His synthesizer makes gentle, lapping noises as inexorable as the tide coming in. And the haunting resonance of
his horns, especially the firm soundof his
baritone, is tempered by the background
music of the synthesizer—adreamy, relentless, aqueous sound in his hands.
The ccdors that the various instruments paint intrigue him, he says. Only
the high cost of electronics limits his
experimentation. Despite costs, he has
insisted upon broadening his musical
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horizons with electronics and musical
cultures other than the American jazz
repertoire, which was his first musical
love. So by 1979, it was clear that Irish
folk and Scottish moor music, reels, and
jigs informed his solos on soprano saxophone and his original compositions.
By 1981, the titles of his tunes reflected
this mythic, folkloric, British inspiration:
The Buccaneers, Kentish Hunting, Merry
Pranks, as examples. And the music
throbbed with amournful vibrato, flowing as adarkly mysterious river, conjuring up, for this writer, the image of the
Dour River in Kent, England, where Surman lives.
His phrases became faster by 1981,
propelled by more inventive licks. His
synthesizer chirped with greater clarity
and musicality, with more swing than on
his previous album. The Buccaneers, for
example, is a swinging tune on his second ECM album, with awailing, neighing, ribald baritone reaching for wondrously high notes. His pretty Kentish
Hunting evokes the spectacle of the hunt
on a sunny day. Drummer Jack DeJohnette joined John on The Pilgrim's
Way, an unmistakable jazz conception,
combining exotic syncopation on conga
with John's impassioned, yet gentle horn.
For Within The Halls OfNeptune, Surman's
synthesizer makes the music swirl and
eddy. Phoenix And The Fire sings with
John's soprano and DeJohnette's cymbal—afiery duo. Fide et Amore (
Faith and
Love) is agentle ballad, with John overdubbing amelodic baritone line with the
flowing synthesizer. Merry Pranks sounds
informed by Prokofiev. And A Fitting
Epitaph ends the 1981 record with a
flashback to the sweetness of the Swing
Era.
By 1983, Surman was in full flight on
his third ECM album, Such Winters Of
Memory, with recorder, piano, voice,
Oberheim Ring Modulator, tamboura,
and drums added to his usual repertoire
of instruments. Norwegian singer Karin
Krog and drummer Pierre Favre
rounded out the trio. The swinging music augmented by odd sounds achieves at
times atautly pitched eeriness.
In 1985, on his latest ECM album,
Witholding Pattern, he's returned to his
one-man band concept and added the
wind to his nature repertoire of synthesizer- produced sounds. His recorder figures more prominently, nearly indistinguishable from aflute and just as fleet.
And with Witholding Padtern, alone again,
Surman has given his imagination over
even further to the influences of other
musics, most apparently to Indian
themes, which pervade the melodies and
rhythms and create the album's special
aura. By now his work is distinctly separate from earlier schools of American jazz,
and even from the clearly jazz-rooted
Amazing Adventures Of Simon Simon.
In some ways, it's not surprising that
Surman's work has traveled so far afield.
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version of ragtime first," John muses.
And there's no question that John's first
strong musical experience was singing in
achurch choir. When his voice broke at
age 15, he replaced singing with a
clarinet he found in ajunk shop.
By then, the late '50s, "trad" jazz was
being revived in England. He heard the
music on Saturday mornings on the
radio. He also located ajazz club and
found aman who had amail-order jazz
record business. John recalls sitting in a
booth, being introduced to Ellington,
Armstrong, and the jazz mainstream.
"When Idid start to listen, Ilistened to
nothing else for the best part of 10 years,"
he recalls.
He spent money on books on how to
play brass instruments—"or anything,
because the instruments themselves interested me. Ireckon that later Itook to
synthesizers out of that same sort of
curiosity about what instruments can do.
It was that way with saxophones. Ididn't
really know what I'd do with music. But
the first saxophone I got—that was
great. Ijust fooled around with it until
things arrived:'
When he was 18, he went to study for
He has always been an adventuresome
musician, or he would not have begun three years in the London College of
Music, then spent ayear at the London
playing jazz—an exotic career for any
foreign-born musician. Once he chose Institute of Education. Afterward he
jazz, it was natural that he would develop taught briefly, then "went out into the big
a taste for the musics of other non- world as a saxophone player:' First he
worked in an octet led by Mike WestBritish cultures. His musical curiosity is,
anyway, in keeping with the spirit of the brook, who took his group from Plymjazz avant garde. Furthermore, he has outh to London. John also played other
matured as a member of a subculture
gigs, met other musicians, and by his
within a subculture—that is, a non- early 20s established himself firmly as a
multi-reed player. He was inventive and
American jazz musician who has played
versatile; he could be bawdy or gentle; he
rarely in the U.S. In the U.S., not only
audiences but also many jazz musicians could hit surprisingly high notes on barihave little knowledge of the thriving jazz tone. He could also play soprano, bass
community in other countries. So Sur- clarinet—and a little tenor, though he
man has the ultimate freedom of the says he has always preferred bass clarinet
maverick to go in whatever direction he because it can do all the things he is interested in exploring in the tenor's regwants without coming under fire from
the home-folks. And this gutsy, folksy,
ister. And just as his career went into high
open-minded musician has decided to gear, he stopped playing for 18 months.
"It was a growing-up problem," he
draw upon all kinds of cultural resources
thinks in retrospect. " It's rather like befor inspiration to improvise music.
ing astudent and then being ateacher.
You have no experience and not much to
it Impressionistic Modern Music.
offer. Then you just go around to the
John Surman says he has been evolving toward it since he fell in love with jazz other side of the desk. I'd played alot for
two years in The Trio with two Ameriin his teens, in a very unlikely place:
Plymouth, England. John was born in cans, [drummer] Stu Martin, who died in
1980, and [bassist] Barre Phillips. Istill
Tavistock, Devonshire on August 30,
1944, and brought up in Plymouth. at a play with Barre—a great influence on
me. We played and played and played.
time when American jazz records were
And in the end, Iwasn't sure why Iwas
very scarce in England because of aMuplaying. Or I got tired of what I was
sicians' Union ban. His earliest musical
playing. Iwanted to step back. Nowamemories are of church music, which
might have caused his affinity for the days, they say you took asabbatical.
gentle swells that asynthesizer can pro"So Itook some time out to think about
duce. He heard two orchestra concerts a what Iwas doing rather than just carry
year and a local dance band, a bit of on doing. It wasn't everything Iwanted
Gilbert & Sullivan,. and church music.
from music. Ididn't know what it was. It
was acase of okay, let's regroup. It proved
Buddy Holly was just coming out. And
John's father was agood amateur pianist
to be quite valuable. It's curious the numwith a collection of Fats Waller sheet ber of other musicians who have done
music. "So Isuppose Iheard my father's
the same thing. Iwon't make obvious

pall

comparisons, such as Sonny Rollins"
(probably the most influential of all the
horn players for Surman, he says).
He lived in the country with his wife,
grew food, worked with neighbors on
farms and "scuffled by for awhile And
then he simply got back to music, starting
with a solo record, Westering Home, in
1972—the first of several solo records he
has done. He also began to overdub and
play things with "other sounds," as he
calls his concept. He used his three main
instruments plus flugelhorn "and some
little kind of electronic tape trick with
delays and loops and aSwanee whistle"
for Westering Home. He still had never
used asynthesizer. In 1973 and '74, he
played with atrio, SOS, with two English
saxophonists, Alan Skidmore on tenor
and Mike Osborne on alto. Then it was
fairly unusual to have agroup with only
saxophones—this predated the World
Saxophone Quartet, among others—so
John brought in asynthesizer for some
background and colors.
He composed a piece for the Paris
Opera, performed by adance company
led by American dancer Carolyn Carlson; he remained affiliated with the company until 1978, becoming extremely
experienced with the synthesizer, "which
was so good for creating atmospheres
and landscapes—space in which the dancers could move. Iused the synthesizer a
heck of alot for five or six years!' Afterward he worked with bassist Miroslav
Vitous' group, primarily in Europe, and
toured the U.S., too. Then he began
working with singer Karin Krog, developing his synthesizer material even further: "That's my basic outlet for that kind
of material now," he says about his work
with Karin.
Otherwise he works fairly regularly in
duos with Barre Phillips on bass or with
Stan Tracey, an English pianist, and was
planning an extensive European tour
with German trombonist Albert Mangelsdorft So it is primarily on records
that you can hear John's pretty, interesting work with synthesizers, unless you
visit Europe and hear him perform with
Karin. She and John do tour, traveling
with equipment 100 kilos overweight,
never sure if they'll encounter problems
with electricity, supplies, or public antipathy to synthesizers.
ÉÉ nut to me, it's another instrument.
Uthat's all, no more than that," says
John. " How good the music is all depends upon how well the music is played.
It can be an abomination, agrotesquesounding instrument, or, used the right
way, it can be very effective. I'm still
looking for the right way to use it. But,
you know, it's an instrument.
"I'm not interested in the synthesize'
as something that recreates the sound of
existing instruments. That's not important to me. Ican pick up the saxophone
and play it. People are concerned that

you can make abig noise with asynthemonth based in Woodstock, NY, toying
sizer without really being involved in the
with the idea of staying in the U.S. But
same way as when you play saxophone or
gigs weren't forthcoming. So he went
drums. Ifeel the same sensation coming
back to England, where he settled in
up: the power to play. You can do some
bucolic Charing, Kent, living near his
things with the synthesizer that you can't
wife, from whom he is divorced, and his
do with asaxophone.
son Ben. And from that base, he has
"If you take away the synthesizers, I gathered strength and momentum, with
wouldn't bleed. I'm amuch better reed
playing opportunities lining up in Euplayer than I'll ever be a synthesizer
rope. He expects to do more work with
player. But no one has taken away the
Dave Holland, with whom he recently
reeds so far. So all the instruments are
played in agroup, and to keep "beaverthere. And they're all part of something.
ing away with Karin, finding possiIwant to be able to use any of them to get
bilities!'
out whatever it is that I'm feeling. So for
"I'm aiming to get more fluent, to get
me, Ineed all the help Ican get. Colors
to the point faster and be clearer, to
are the thing to me. That's why Iprobacommunicate better!' He has some diffibly have that combination of soprano,
culty in trying to define goals and analyze
bass clarinet, and baritone!'
directions. "As soon as you try to put your
His plans don't include touring the
finger on it, analyze it, it goes away— for
U.S., where it's the rare European who
me anyway. A lot of what Iget out of the
can compete successfully with American
music is the spontaneity and variety. I'm
players commercially. Once John spent a not always sure of why it is different. But
I don't like to get very set. So much
commercial music is so set and so dead.
"I want to be with the people who are
JOHN SURMAN'S
there at that moment in time, and to see
EQUIPMENT
what we can get together. I'm quite interMulti- instrumentalist John Surman's baritone sax
ested
in playing totally improvised tunes.
is aSelmer Mark VI (with no low A), fitted with a
Berg Larsen 125/1 metal mouthpiece and Rico
That is to say, no one's music!' ( He plays
Royal No. 5 reeds. His soprano is also aSelmer
his own compositions nearly exclusively
Mark VI, with aSelmer " E" ebonite mouthpiece
on records, except for Coltrane's Expresand Rico Royal No. 4 reeds. He sports aNoblet
sions on Such Winters Of Memory.)
bass clarinet, with the standard Noblet mouth"On my last tour, the group Iworked
piece as supplied, though with the lay opened up
somewhat, and Bari hard (synthetic) reeds.
with played off the cuff. And that's in my
His primary electronic axe is an English EMS
goals category, because, to do that, it
Synthi "A", though he also makes use of aMinitakes a lot from the ear, and a lot of
Moog, an Arp Odyssey, and aYamaha DX7
understanding. And it's completely fresh
and feels fantastic. Quite afew audiences
know what's happening up there, when
JOHN SURMAN SELECTED
the music suddenly locks up and flies off
DISCOGRAPHY
in a direction— that's interesting to
as a leader
WITHHOLDING PATTERN— ECM 1-1295
mer
SUCH WINTERS OF MEMORY—ECM 23795-1
Before his sabbatical, he was playing
THE AMAZING ADVENTURES OF SIMON SIMON— ECM
"straightahead" jazz, taking all his clues
1-1193
UPON REFLECTION— ECM 1-1148
from the American repertoire. "You've
MORNING GLORY—Antilles 7004
got to know what you're doing, to know
WESTERING HOME—Help 10
HOW MANY CLOUDS CAN YOU SEE?—Deram 1045
that repertoire inside out." But by the late
with John McLaughlin
1970s, after he had expanded his horiWHERE FORTUNE SMILES — Pye 12103
zons with an EMS Synthi—"E for Egbert,
with Mirosiev Wtous
M for Monkey, S for System," he says—
FIRST MEETING—ECM 1-1145
MIROSLAV VITOUS GROUP— ECM 1-1185
with a sequencer that enables him to
JOURNEY'S END— ECM 1242
store apattern of notes, then change the
with Barre Phillips
sound and key of the notes when playing
MOUNTAINSCAPES—ECM 1076
JOURNAL VIOLONE II—EOM 1-1149
them back, he started listening to other
MUSIC BY— EOM 1178
musics avidly. "Folk music, Irish, Scotch,
with The Itio
and Indian music, that swing like mad
THE TRIO — Deram 3006
and have free, improvised passages—
with Stu Martin
LIVE AT WOODSTOCK HALL — Pye 12114
other cultures influenced me. And I
with S.O.S.
listen to choral music. I'm writing some
S.O.S. — Ogun 400
church choral music for amateurs to do
with Brotherhood Of Breath
BROTHERHOOD OF BREATH — RCA/Neon 2
some church concerts in Norway. I'm
with Mumps
working with Karin and also aSwedish
A MATTER OF TASTE — MPS 15.501
pianist, Bengt Hallberg, who was about
with Mike Westbrook
16 when he played with Stan Getz. HallMARCHING SONG—Deram S-1
CITADEUROOM 315— English RCA 8433
berg is doing arrangements of J. J. Johnwith Barry Altschul
son's Lament and Ellington's Come Sunday.
IRINA — Soul Note 1065
I'm doing original compositions, just
with Mick Goodrick
IN PAS(S)ING — ECM 1
1139
going my own way, a loner with the
with Tony Levin
synthesizer, not trying to find out what
LIVE AT THE MOERS FESTIVAL—Moers Music 1006
other people do with it. I'm a selflearner!'
db
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up here, it is not intended in any way to
diminish the originality of Dave Holland as a
bass player, composer, and leader. Far from
it— in fact, Ithink that this album moves Holland into the company of Jack DeJohnette and
David Murray at the very forefront of what is
happening in jazz today. And that is aposition
that Charles Mingus was used to occupying,
too.
—jim roberts

DAVE HOLLAND
SEEDS OF TIME— ECM 1292: UHREN; HOMECOMING; PERSPICUITY; CELEBRATION; WORLD PROTECTION BLUES; GRIDLOCK (
OPUS 8); WALK-AWAY ;THE GOO() DOCTOR; DOUBLE VISION.
Personnel: Holland, bass; Steve Coleman, alto,
soprano saxophone, flute; Julian Priester, trombone; Kenny Wheeler, trumpet cornet, pocket
trumpet, flugelhorn; Marvin "
Smitty" Smith,
drums, percussion.
* * * * *
When Charles Mingus died, his wife had a
good idea: keep the body of his music alive
with a bana of ex- sidemen and associates.
Dave Holland has taken that astep further.
Although Seeds Of Time is not expressly
dedicated to Mingus ( as the group's first
album, Jumpin' In [
ECM 1269], was), his spirit
looms large. The oose, open sound of the
band—three horns, bass and drums— invites
the kind of conversational exchanges and
long, unfolding melodies that lifted Mingus'
music above the hard- bop clutter of the '50S.
Steve Coleman's Gridlock, with its street-talk
intro, is a 1985 update of Mingus tunes like
Scenes In The City: aslice of the urban landscape. Holland's Homecoming has awonderfully simple, swinging riff- melody that leads to
a powerful bass statement and a Mingusian
collective solo. Former Mingos sideman Doug
Hammond contributed bot Perspicuity, with a
Dolphyish flute melody set against arco bass,
and the album's finest tune, World Protection
Blues. Like amoaernized Boogie Stop Shuffle,
W.P. Blues unites contemporary rhythmic and
harmonic ideas with the same kind of deep
blues and gospel roots that made Mingus'
music so emotioral.
As fine as all the compositional ideas are, it is
really the empathy of the players that makes
the music work. On tune after tune, the key
element is if e conversational quality of the
playing. Most of the tunes begin with adialog
between one of the homs and the bass or
drums. The other instruments then add commentary, either individually or collectively. The
Good Doctor, for example, opens with Julian
Priester's stately trombone set against astark,
funereal beat on the snare drum. The bass,
trumpet, and sax add contrapuntal lines that
twine around the trombone and then retreat,
leaving only the original dialog at the end.
Walk-A- Way reduces the group's philosophy to
its most basic elements in a pure exchange
between bass and drums. It is atour- de-force
for Holland and Marvin Smith, whose active,
coloristic style is perfect for the group—as
Dannie Richmond's was for Mingus.
If the name of Charles Mingus keeps coming
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McCOY TYNER
JUST FEELIN '— P
alo Alto 8083: JUST FEELIN'; I
DIDN'T KNOW WHAT TIME I
TWAS; BLUES FOR
BASIE; BERLINER; You DON'T KNOW WHAT LOVE I
S;
THERE I
SNo GREATER LOVE; MANNA DE CARNAVAL.
Personnel: Tyner, piano; Avery Sharpe, acoustic, electric bass; Louis Hayes, drums; Babatunde, percussion (cuts I
,7).
* * * * *
IT'S ABOUT TIME— Blue Note 85102: SPUR OF
HE MOMENT; You TAUGHT MYHEART To SING;
T
IT's Asour TIME; HIP TOE; No FLOWERS PLEASE;
TRAVELIN'.
Personnel: Tyner, piano; Jackie McLean, alto
saxophone ( 1-4); Jon Faddis, trumpet ( 1, 4); Ron
Carter, acoustic bass ( 1, 4, 5); Marcus Miller,
electric bass (2, 3, 6); Al Foster, drums; Steve
Thornton, percussion (
2, 3).

*** GOOD

** FAIR

* POOR

the music. Even a solo piano performance
such as You Don't Know What Love Is which
starts off glittering and posh becomes forceful
before many measures have passed. There's
an astonishing piano break— aswirling, multidirectional knockout punch— leading into
Tyner's slashing solo on IDidn't Know What
Time It Was. The title cut, with its gospelish trio
sound, is the most contemporary track, and its
repetitive, cumulative development and electric bass foretell acouple of tracks on It's About
Time. But this trio album consistently delivers
on Tyner's heavy credentials of the past ( not to
mention Hayes) and vast creative powers of
the instant: Tyner's best in along while.
It's About Time, by contrast, seems piecemeal: trio and quintet tracks with different
personnel and different emphases of improvisation and expressive intensity. The two
best performances, Spur Of The Moment and
Hip Toe (
with McLean and Faddis) ignite like
the McLean/Tyner/Woody Shaw pieces on the
recent One Night With Blue Note Preserved
set. McLean's deliberate phrasing, angular
intervals, and tart, heavy tone are ideally suited
for Tyner's percussive powerhouse style. And
Faddis' bent-tone solo entry on Spur is chilling.
No Flowers, atrio cut with superbassist Carter,
maintains the same high musical standards,
but the rest of the album is marginal.
The sweetness of You Taught My Heart To
Sing dilutes McLean's usual sour tone. Nothing
gained here. The title cut (with McLean) is an
'80s hook that's long on melodic repetition and
short on solo development. Travelin' is better; it
features Miller's electric bass and a joyously
slugging Tyner. Although this album lacks the
consistently strong Tyner focus of Just Feelin',
the Tyner/Carter/Foster/Faddis/McLean performances are excellent. Why wasn't the whole
album done with this band and the exotica and
bluesiness of Spur and Hip applied across the
board?
— owen cordle

* * *
McCoy Tyner's musical identity lies in acertain
physical— as distinguished from intellectual—
component of sound. At his best, he's awesome, like aviolent thunderstorm or the gods
roaring down from the mountains. As asteadfast exponent of the acoustic piano during the
'70s and early '80S, when many of his contemporaries were turning to electronic keyboards,
he has retained the identity that he forged in
the classic John Coltrane Quartet of the 1960s.
These records show what happens when Tyner
galvanizes the whole scene—tunes, sidemen,
improvisation, and that special spiritual element necessary for true communication—or
only part of it.
The premise of Just Fee/in' is as simple as its
title—Tyner, his working trio, and a set of
familiar tunes. This combination connects
electrifyingly on every track. It crackles on
Tyner's Blues For Basie, in which he conjures
up the Shout and swing of the entire Basie
band, with Sharpe's bass capturing the spirit,
too, in asolo that reeks of Kansas City.
This, then, brings up the obvious point that
Tyner is an orchestral pianist. Like an orchestra
conductor, he commands a certain weighty
momentum, and he usually calls it up early in

OREGON
CROSSING— ECM 25025-1: QUEEN OFSYDNEY; PEPE LONGUE; ALPENBRIDGE; TRAVEL BYDAY;
KRONACH WALTZ; THE GLIDE; AMARYLLIS; L
OOKING-GLASS MAN; CROSSING.
Personnel: Ralph Towner, synthesizer, piano,
guitars, cornet, percussion; Paul McCandless,
oboe, soprano saxophone, bass clarinet; Collin
Wolcott, tabla, percussion, sitar; Glenn Moore,
bass, flute, piano.
* * * *
There's a bittersweet quality in listening to
Crossing, knowing it was recorded only a

month before Collin Walcott's death in a
November 1984 car crash. His tragic departure
reminds me that Oregon was among the first in
the now popular sub- genre of World Music,
having been together 15 years as Oregon and
a few years before that as part of The Paul
Winter Consort. In that time they've remained
remarkably true to their original vision: an
acoustic, improvisational confluence of classical motifs, ethnic percussion, and environments performed amidst aRenaissance air.
Oregon has always been willing to play with
their basic formula and, unlike Coca-Cola,
rearrange it without apologies. In that light,
Towner continues to integrate his Prophet 5
synthesizer into the group's fabric, never as a
lead instrument, but as an ambience. It's the
first sound we hear on Crossing, an ostinato
pattern on Queen Of Sydney that anchors an

GumiRitenourlHarlequin

GRP 0952

spimittEspit

essentially free improvisation. McCandless'
soaring oboe arcs with Indian- like bends and
Walcott's tabla and cymbal punctuations are
unmistakable signposts.
Walcott's Indian percussion and tabla have
always been a trademark of Oregon, but
they're willing to have fun with it on Glenn
Moore's Pepe Linque. It's as funky as you can
get with an acoustic bass and tablas. Towner
even tries to get down on cornet. Amaryllis is
more typical, however, beginning with a slow
raga- like exposition by Towner on 12- string
acoustic guitar over the tamboura drone of his
synthesizer. McCandless lifts it off with a lyrically ecstatic oboe solo across the swells of
Towner and Moore.
The Glide finds Oregon in a more traditionally jazz- like format. It recalls the Dave
Brubeck Quartet, with Walcott shifting deftly

Bdy Cobham/Warning

LEE RITENOUR. ON THE LINE
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between beatnik tablas and shuffling hi- hat
rhythms and Towner's slightly off- center block
chords on piano. McCandless' lilting soprano
saxophone pays tribute to the late Paul Desmond.
Pensive introspection and meticulous arrangements remain the forte of Oregon:
Towner's rippling piano refrains on the trio ballad, Looking- Glass Man; the wistful peace of
Alpenbridge with the sitar subtly doubling the
oboe; the moody title track that closes the recording; or Moore echoing the sequencer ostinato on Queen Of Sydney with his flute. It is the
sound of Oregon, the timbral interplay, that still
sets them apart from the many groups that
have followed in their footsteps. Crossing is not
the definitive Oregon record or anew direction,
but an appreciation of aprecious sound.
—john diliberto
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rom the hottest legends in jazz to the most
innovative new age pioneers, celebrate a
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tery with the company that has made asçience
out of sound.
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JACK REILLY

MARATHON
MAN

Composer/Jazz Pianist
Carousel CLP 1002

JACK REHM, Solo
"Tributes"
"This is amajestic album...
Reilly is quite an exceptional
talent" ****
Lee Jeske, Downbeat

1//14

LAURENT REBBOAH
San Jose, CA
Gerry Mullmar

1009 hours,
6minutes,

Lester Young
Count Basic
Coleman Hawke ,.

20 seconds

Roy Eldridge
Billie Holiday
Henry

Revelation Recor,1

. Il

JACK REILLY TRIO
"November"

pCK Rl']UY

11111,

w/ Jack Six, bass &
Ronnie Bedford, drums
"Outstanding pianist. subtle
and superior" ****
Fred Goodman, Rolling Stone
Jazz Record Guide

LI
.4

Revelation Records-Rev:36

JACK REILLY Solo "The Brinksman"
Grammy Nomination 1982 for
Best Jam Instrumental Solo
"Ile adopts an independent. freshly sensitive line ..
developing through several clearly defined stages"
—Max Harrison Jazz Erprem
Also available:
"Together Again", Revelation 35
"Duo w. Marco Di Marco", Modern Jazz Records MJC 300
** * *Rolling MeeneJazz Record Guide
-Carol

Lian Plays", Carousel CLP 1003:
tIrar Jack's classical Suilefor Piano with Improvisation
Available exclusively through:
Ni eh Country Distributors, Cadence Building,
Redwood, NY 13679 ( Tel: 1-315-287-2852)

"A CORNERSTONE FOR ANY7I
JAZZ BOOK COLLECTION."
—Booklist

JAZZ
2ND
STYLES, ED.
MARK GRIDLEY's new Second Edition
"Hits it on the head!— Dizzy Gillespie
A well organized, erudite study and analysis of
jazz styles and their historical development that's
"One of the most readable books about the inner
workings of ja7.7.. . .
excellent . . recommended!"
—Cadence
Gridley provides ". . neat summaries of important jazz innovators and musical trends.....
— Jazz Times
And, his coverage ( tithe evolution of styles since
the early PX)0's". . . is the most inkightful and extensive Ihave seen . . . Gridley's second edition
is a masterpiece . ."— Popular Music and
Society. (
Pub. jan. '
85, 445 pp., paperbound)
For your FREE 15-day trial copy, fill out this
coupon and mail to, PRENTICE-HALL, Route 50
at Brook Hill Drive, West Nyack, NY 10905
When you discover how wonderful this musical
handbook is, just send 51705, plus postage and
handling, or return the guide within 15 days and
owe nothing!
NAME
ADDRESS
CITY
STATE
ZIP
SAVE!! If payment, plus your state's sales tax accompanies your order, Prentice- Hall pays
postage and handling.

For credit card orders, call: (201)767-5049
FULL REFUND GUARANTEED
Dept. 1 50913-3
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Red Asen
Ben Websim

—

Rex Stewart
Thelonmus Monk

VARIOUS ARTISTS
THE REAL SOUND OF JAZZ— Pumpkin 116:
F
AST AND HAPPY BLUES; WILD MAN BLUES;
ROSETTA; BLUE MONK; IL
EFT MYBABY; DICKIE'S
DREAM; FINE AND MELLOW; THE T
RAIN AND THE
RIVER; BLUES.
Personnel: Count Basie All-Stars (cuts 1, 5,6):
Basie, piano; Roy Eldridge, Joe Newman, Joe
Wilder, Doc Cheatham, Emmett Berry, trumpet;
Vic Dickenson, Dickie Wells, Benny Morton,
trombone; Earle Warren, alto saxophone; Coleman Hawkins, Ben Webster, tenor saxophone;
Gerry Mulligan, baritone saxophone; Freddie
Green, guitar; Eddie Jones, bass; Jo Jones,
drums; Jimmy Rushing, vocal; Red Allen AllStars (2, 3): Allen, trumpet, vocal; Rex Stewart,
cornet; Vic Dickenson, trombone; Pee Wee
Russell, clarinet; Coleman Hawkins, tenor saxophone; Nat Pierce, piano; Danny Barker, guitar ;
Milt Hinton, bass; Jo Jones, drums; (4):
Thelonious Monk, piano; Ahmed Abdul Malik,
bass; Osie Johnson, drums; (7): Billie Holiday,
vocal; Roy Eldridge, Doc Cheatham, trumpet;
Vic Dickenson, trombone; Coleman Hawkins,
Ben Webster, Lester Young, tenor saxophone;
Gerry Mulligan, baritone saxophone; Mal
Waldron, piano; Danny Barker, guitar; Milt
Hinton, boss; Osie Johnson, drums; Jimmy
Giuffre Three (
8): Giuffre, clarinet; Jim Hall,
guitar; Jim Atlas, bass; Pee Wee Russell/Jimmy
Giuffre Quintet (
9): Russell, Guiffre, clarinet;
Danny Barker, guitar; Milt Hinton, bass; Jo
Jones, drums.

When Laurent
sat down for his
record breaking attempt, his
trusty Pro-Mark Texas Hickory
747s were in his hands. More
than 42 days later, Laurent had
broken all previous records and
earned aplace in the Guinness
Book of World Records for continuous drumming!
Marathon Men use Marathon
Drumsticks ... only Pro-Mark.
We're setting it straight ... for
the record!

pPo•criaPk

The World's Class Drumsticks

10706 Craighead Dnve/Houshin, TX 77025
(713) 666-2525

KIM STONE of
SPYRO GYRA
plays
The

VERTICAL
BASS .

* * * * *

Although it is possible that the majority of our
readers were not yet born at the time this music
originated on live television, let me assure you,
from the vantage point of recollected impact,
that this was unquestionably the finest moment
in the history of filmed jazz improvisation.
Some younger collectors, particularly those
interested in our music's venerable roots, might
have obtained an LP copy of the rehearsal
tapes for this December 8, 1957 broadcast.
Recorded three days earlier in Columbia's New
York studios, it was originally released on CL
1098 and is currently available in reissue on
JCS 8040. But there are substantive differences between the contents of the initially
issued LP and the actual presentation as it was
seen and heard across the country on that
historic occasion.
First of all, the opening selection by the
Count Basie All-Stars, Fast And Happy Blues,
which includes stellar solo performances by
Hawkins, Wells, Mulligan, Newman, and Basie,
was not even included on the earlier LP; secondly, although it was Mal Waldron whose
Nervous appeared on the Columbia album, it
was the then even more radical Monk who

The first bass of its kind
designed to play like an
acoustic bass. The Vertical
Bass features Spruce Spring
Bars ( Patent Pending) which
allow the bridge and strings
to vibrate as freely as they
do on a double bass, so it
feels and plays like one
Other features include'
Maple neck and ebony
fingerboard — Fully adjustable string length and
height — Magnetic and
piezo-electric pick-ups —
Custom color- lacquer
finish — Lightweight and
compact size. Write The
Bass Shop Inc., 95 Van
Dam St., New York. New
York 10013, or call (212)
989-2517, in Los Angeles
(213) 470-3437. Dealer
inquiries welcome.

Photo by Conicola
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It's their first time together and it about time.

showed up for the filming; thirdly, and predictably, there were some other personnel shifts—
Morton for Frank Rehak and Mulligan for Harry
Carney; fourthly, and perhaps of most importance, not only was the order of solos on the
arranged numbers modified after the rehearsal, but the quality and intensity of the solo
work also seems to have been enhanced by
the generally shared excitement of the moment. Everyone, from the eldest member of the
troupe down to the youngest, appears, even by
their audio accountings alone, to have been
inspired by the occasion. After all, television,
although by no means in its infancy in 1957,
had yet to provide unstinting support for pure
jazz, at least jazz that was not "enhanced" by
visual gimmickry.
Outstanding performances abound
throughout this magnificent broadcast, recorded and issued here in its entirety, incredibly for the first time since its original airing.
There can really be no good excuse for this
music's overly late delivery, because jazz film
collectors and independent record producers
have had access to kinescopes and high
quality tapes of this program since it was first
seen and heard. Why it took so long to be
made generally available is a question that
others must try to answer. As for myself, I
will be
more than satisfied to just sit back and revel in
the sounds of Pee Wee and Hawk, Red and
Rex, Billie and Pres, Roy and Vic, Ben and
Gerry, and that loveable 10 x10, Jimmy and
Count.
—jack sohmer

McCOY TYNER AND JACKIE McLEAN
Fired up with the excitement of playing tne One Night With
Blue Note Concert McCoy. piano. and lackte, sax, collaborated
for the first time to make this musical gern. Featuring Ron
Carter. bass, Al Foster, drtrns. Jon Faddis, trumpet and guest.
Marcus Miller electric bass.

It's About Time.
McCoy Tyner and ledge Mi.Lean together ter the first time.

gip
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BLUE NOTE.

ON BLUE NOTE RECORDS AND HIGH QUALITY XOR CASSETTES.

CHICK COREA
SEPTET

I/4 -2 5
035
ADA,
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WILLEM BREUKER
KOLLEKT I
EF
WILLEM BREUKER KOLLEKTIEF—About Time
1006: AMSTERDAM RHAPSODY OVERTURE; SYLVIA'S
PROPOSAL; WOMEN'S VOTING RIGHTS; PREPARATIONS AND F
AREWELL; BENARES; KONTRAFUNKT;
SONG OFMANDALAY.
Personnel: Breuker, E-flat clarinet, soprano,
alto, tenor saxophone; Andre Goudbeek, alto
saxophone; Maarten van Norden, soprano,
tenor saxophone ; Andy Altenfelder, Boy
Raaymakers, trumpet; Bernard Hunnekink,
trombone, trombone overdubs (cuts 1, 3, 4, 6);
Henk de ionge, piano; Arjen Gorter, bass; Rob
Verdurmen, drums.

" . . . FORMAL STYLES ARE ONLY AN AFTERTHOUGHT— AN OUTGROWTH OF THE CREATIVE
IMPULSE. MUSICIANS DON'T CARE IF A GIVEN COMPOSITION IS JAZZ, POP OR CLASSICAL MUSIC. ALL
THEY CARE ABOUT IS WHETHER IT ISGOOD .
(CHICK COREA TO THE

SAN FRANCISCO CHRONI-

CLE, 1983)

KNOWN FOR BRINGING COMPOSITIONAL CLARITY
TO IMPROVISATION, PIANIST CHICK COR EA
PRESENTS AN ALBUM OF ORIGINAL CHAMBER
MUSIC, SEPTET, PERFORMED IN FIVE MOVEMENTS
BY STRING QUARTET, PIANO, Fl UTE ANDiR ENCH
HORN.

* * * *
With the possible exception of the Vienna Art
Orchestra, Holland's Breuker Kollektief has
garnered more raves from North American
critics and listeners than any new music aggregation currently operating in Europe. The rea-

ECM

EDITIONS OF
CONTEMPORARY
MUSIC

ON ECM RI( ORDS AN
FOR

A FREE

ECM

CA.SSET TES. MAN UEACTURED AND DIS I"RIBUTED BY WARN F. R BROS. REI-00.05INC.
CATALOG

PLEASE

WRITE,

WARNER

BROS.

RECORDS,

0.0.

BOX

6868 -1,

1985, ECM RECORDS

BURBANK,

CA

91510
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son's not hard to figure—Breuker, who delights
in trashing high culture, is something of a
populist, and his music's supremely accessible. He revels in parody and pastiche—the
latter represented here by the bizarre namethat-tune medley Preparations— but however
esoteric the joke, the tunes he mocks tend to
be readily identifiable, be they patriotic anthems or schmaltzy pop numbers. The Kollektief makes liberal use of noisy dissonance, too,
but it's almost always for satiric effect: the
underlying structures are comfortably tonal. If
Breuker's aMarxist, the Marx he honors most is

Chico.
But this big band has more than asingular
attitude. Even where the music's constructed
from spare parts, it has a sound of its own,
largely due to the lovely wail of the soprano- led
reed section. Stepping out for solos, the three
saxophonists share a penchant for guttural,
vocalized timbres. In apparent celebration of
two firsts—a stateside recording for a stateside label; the majority of the band's LPs are on
the Dutch BVHaast label—tenorists Breuker
and van Norden ape the ubiquitous Junior
Walker-derived commercial sax sound Amer-

Manhattan

School of Music
JOHN CROSBY, PRESIDENT

A GREAT JAZZ &

ica's given the world. Yet both undermine
cultural imperialism; the leader's statement on
Preparations ends in feverish distraction, van
Norden's on Kontrafunkt in yakety grunts and
boozy moans.
That progression from the serious to the silly
has become a Kollektief cliche. At its outset,
Sylvia Proposal borrows its quiet sobriety and
ascending four-note motif from Gil Evans' Out
Of The Cool version of Where Flamingos Fly.
But midway through, the leaders affecting
clarinet solo degenerates into snarling cornedy—Breuker rarely lets himself display
beauty without recourse to the distancing effect of irony. (The most conspicuous exception
here is a straightforward treatment of Kurt
Weill's Benares, where sweet horn voicings
demonstrate Willem's kinship with Carla
Bley—who, by the way, is similarly enamored
of tangos, marches, and musical burlesque.)
If Breuker and company often run the risk of
acting too cute for their own good, the players'
saving grace is that they have the chops and
discipline to pull off whatever zaniness they
attempt. Any band that can play Weill's hyperkinetic Mandalay at an unflagging 196 beatsper-minute is doing more than just fooling
around.
— kevin whitehead

COMMERCIAL MUSIC FACULTY
Joe Allard
Bob Brookmeyer
Harold Danko
Rich DeRosa
Justin DiCioccio
Roy Eaton
Jack Gale
Ed Green

Dave Lalama
Hal Lieberman
Dick Lowenthal
Marian McPartland
Bob Mintzer
Daniel A. Ricigliano
Harvie Swartz
Jack Wilkens

A GREAT
MASTER'S DEGREE CURRICULUM
including:
Jazz Trumpet Styles
Jazz Piano Styles
Pop and Jazz Harmony
Jazz History
Jazz Pedagogy
Film Scoring
Jazz Keyboard

Electronic Music
Commercial Music
Jazz Arranging
Business of Music
Styles and Analysis
Composition
Jazz Improvization
and more...

BUD
—SHANK_
—....... .
LIVE PT THE HPIG

BUD SHANK
LIVE AT THE HAIG -- Bainbridge 6830: How
ABOUT You; L
OVER MAN; AMBASSADOR BLUES; I
HEARD You CRIED L
AST NIGHT; OUT OFT
HIS
WORLD; MILES SIGN- OFF
Personnel: Shank, alto saxophone, flute (
cut 5);
Claude Williamson, piano; Don Prell, bass;
Chuck Flores, drums.
* * * * *
THIS BUD'S FOR YOU— Muse 5309: I
'LL BE
AND;
SEEING You; NICA'S DREAM ;NEVER NEVER L
SPACE MAKER; VISA; COTTON BLOSSOM; BOUNCING WITH BUD.
Personnel: Shank, alto saxophone; Kenny Barron, piano; Ron Carter, boss ;AlFoster, drums.
* * * *

For information, catalogues, and applications:
Write or telephone:
Richard E. Adams
Director of Admissions

Manhattan School of Music
120 Claremont Avenue
New York NY 10027
212/749-2802, extension 445

CALIFORNIA CONCERT— Contemporary
14012: I
T'S SAND, MAN; MAKIN' WHOOPEE;
KANSAS C/TY T
ANGO; AH- L
EU CHA; ECHOES OF
HARLEM ;MIA; AUREX.
Personnel: Shank, alto saxophone; Shorty
Rogers, flugelhorn; George Cables, piano ;
Monty Budwig, bass; Sherman Ferguson,
drums.
* * * *
These records would make a great blindfold
test. Play Live At The Haig, recorded in 1956
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and just now issued, and have 'em guessing
Lee Konitz, Paul Desmond, maybe even Art
Pepper. Play This Bud's For You or California
Concert, both recorded within the last year,
and have 'em at least considering Phil Woods.
But if they've been listening closely since 1974,
when Shank formed the L.A. 4 and began
easing out of the studios that had been his
musical home since the early '60s, they'll
recognize Bud clothed in The Growl and maneuvering with more exaggerated phrasing.
Live At The Haig may be more deceptive.
But, man, it's a beautiful record, with Shank's
strong sense of melody laced with Bird licks,
the bop vocabulary everyone knew then. And
that tone—somewhere between the melancholy of Konitz or Pepper and the sweetness of
Desmond— is neither as wistful as Shank's
commercial studio tone of the '60s nor as
aggressive as it would become in the '80s. But
it's perfect for the weight and character of his
lines, lines which swing and devour the
changes in a controlled, rarely fragmented
flow.
This quartet worked together from '56 to ' 59,
and its sense of rapport was already apparent
on this, its first gig. Shank's liner notes paint the
scene: "
We were starting to get away from that
soft sophistication. . . . Listen to Claude
Williamson ( Bud Powell) and Chuck Flores (Art
Blakey)." Listen to the little arrangements that
make this superior to jam session fare. But
most of all, listen to the unstinting quality of it
all— improvisation, interplay, moods, swing.
Cut in anywhere; it's not the wimpy West Coast
bag at all.
As if to defy such a misconception, Shank
blows hard and more raw on This Bud's For You.
Maybe it's the tight East Coast rhythm section
that spurs him. Maybe it's the freedom to make
a no- holds- barred bop record. Whatever,
things are exuberant: this cat is eating the horn
on his samba, Cotton Blossom; he's biting off
huge chunks of melody and changes on
Be
Seeing You like avindictive slugger who'll be
back for more blood; he's most emphatic about
the passion he feels on Never Never Land.
Can't help that comparison with Woods, but if
you dig Bird, can really handle the horn (and
Shank can), and throw yourself into the music,
you could sound that way some. Consummate
bop alto plus New York- hip rhythm section will
get you four stars as long as we remain in
Bebop Standard Time on the modern jazz
reference scale.
Cut to Pacific Standard Time, 1985, Orange
Coast College, site of California Concert and
the recently reunited front line of Shank and
Rogers, who shared similar duties in 1953 in
Howard Rumsey's combo at the Lighthouse.
This is an excursion into the design of combo
jazz, with Shank's alto blowing effusively in his
new manner and Rogers' flugelhorn circling
the middle register to suggest the old West
Coast melodic verities. Ah, yes, such aspringy
rhythm section, too, and such nice charts by
Rogers—Makin' Whoopee introduced by double-time variations whirling into the melody,
Echoes revamped in 12/8, Rogers ballad Mia
showing some of the old Shank movie scoreromantic playing, Aurex stepping off toward
the Orient, and more. The writing and interplay
CONTINUED ON PAGE 35

IT'S A
VOYAGE
IT'S ADREAM
IT'S A
FANTASY
but you travel in your own mind.

but you're very much awake.

but it '
sreal.

FABLES. NEW FROM JEAN-LUC
PONT1
Take the journey

.

Produced by.I.L. Ponty forf.L.P Productions. Inc.

On Atlantic Records and Cassettes.
1985 AdordIc Record.ng Corp..A Warne. Corrononot ° bons Co
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Up For The Count
Not surprisingly and certainly not lamentably,
the jazz world now seems to be in store for a
rush of reissues and new, but previously withheld releases by the late Count Basle. Though
this marketing practice, that of corporate
capitalization on the death of arevered performer, has always reeked of the sanguine, it
nevertheless can sometimes prove aboon to
the serious, non- sentimental collector. A
case in point is this month's bonanza.
Phontastic, an admirable label of Swedish
origin, has recently come out with two volumes of carefully selected performances
recorded live in stereo at aWest Coast jazz
club over aspan of 10 nights between June
24 and July 3, 1958. Only the second of the
two albums is at hand for appraisal, but if the
first ( reviewed in db, Sept. '84) is anything
like the one just heard, then all lovers of prime
Basie should seek out the pair.
Count On The Coast, Volume 2( Phontastic
7555) is replete with solos by tenor saxmen
Billy Mitchell and Frank Foster, trumpeters
Joe Newman and Thad Jones and, on three
of the 12 titles, swinging vocals by Joe
Williams. Unlike the classic Basie band of the
'305 and '40s, which relied primarily upon

head arrangements and the solo talents of
such inspired and innovative improvisers as
Lester Young, Dickie Wells, Buck Clayton,
and others, the pianist's later orchestras,
those following his re-entry into the big band
field in 1952, concentrated more and more on
sectional blend, precise phrasing, and
"identity" scores. Towards this latter end, the
writing talents of such as Neal Hefti, Ernie
Wilkins, and Frank Foster were indispensable. All of these qualities, plus inspiration,
are evident on this and the following items.
While the Count On The Coast material is
totally new to LP, the same cannot be said of
Verve's MPS Series offerings, Basic Basie
(821 291-1) and High Voltage (
825 194-4).
Recorded respectively in October 1969 and
February 1970, these two albums appeared
first on aBASF twofer ( MC 25111), later partially reissued on Groove Merchant 2201 and,
more recently, on Pausa 7105. Considering
that, in toto, there are only 24 cuts involved,
most under three minutes in length, the current budgetpriced packaging is indeed the
more reasonable. All of the selections included are well-known pop standards arranged in the by-then-accustomed Basie
manner by Chico O'Farrill and, on Ghost Of A
Chance only, Eric Dixon. Tenorman Eddie
"Lockjaw" Davis is featured prominently
throughout, but there are also engaging solo

spots by altomen Marshal Royal, Bobby
Plater, Jerry Dodgion, and Bill Adkins, flutist
Eric Dixon, trombonist Buddy Morrow (an obvious ringer!), and trumpeter Joe Newman.
Perhaps the least characteristic of all Basie
albums is Afrique, previously released on
Flying Dutchman but here reissued on Doctor Jazz 39520. A December 1970 experiment, this session brought the basic Basie
personnel and band image face-to-face with
the composition and arranging talents of
Oliver Nelson, at the time a midway figure
between bop and the avant garde. Not only
did Nelson compose five of the eight tracks,
but he also redesigned compositions by
Gabor Szabo, Albert Ayler, and Pharoah
Sanders to attempt to bridge the gap between the perceived "then" of the orchestra
and the au courant " now" of the charts.
Nelson himself solos exceptionally well on
alto on Ayler's Love Flower, while additional
guest stars such as blues harmonica player
Buddy Lucas (who adds just the right tone of
authenticity to Hobo Flats) and flutist Hubert
Laws contribute the desired touch of felt
modenrity to what must have been thought at
the time to be awaning tradition.
But listen to this, and then compare it to
virtually any other group of Basie performances before or since. Now ask yourself,
"What price trendiness?"
—jack sohmer

Jaco, Geidel,Tee
Bellew, Scofield
These top musicians have recorded instructional video tapes that demonstrate the styles
and techniques that have made them among the
most respected players in the music business.
Since they're on tape they can teach you in
the privacy of your own home as often as you
Aside from learning their secrets you'li also see
Iwould like the following tapes:
Quantity
Beta

VHS

Drums

Steve Gadd " Up Close" ( 659.95)
Steve Gadd II " In Session" ($64.95)
Lenny White " In Clinic"($59.95)
Ed Thigpen " On Jazz Drumming" ($59.95)
Louie Bellson " The Musical Drummer" ($ 59.95)
((, page It )) ) 1: It ) accompany Bel Im al tape. ir 95
Guitar
Adrian Belew " Electronic Guitar" ($ 59.95)
John Scofield " On Improvisation" ( 659.95)
Bass
Jaco Pastorius " Modern Electric Bass"( 664.951
Piano
Richard Tee " Contemporary Piano" ( 859.95)
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them apply their tricks of the trade in performance segments throughout the tape.
The tapes are 60 to 90 minutes long in stateof-the-art I
sound.
To order one simply get in touch with your
local music store or fill out the coupon
below
Name
Address
City

State

Phone (

Zip
N.Y.S. residents add 8% sales tax

'Add *4.00 for postage per order in the U.S. and *7.00 for countries outside the U.S.
"For PAL tapes add * 6 ( U.S.) per tape for conversion costs.
For MasterCard or Visa orders, cal11-800-342-4500
In New York State call 212-582-2000
Make check or money order payable to:

DCI Music Video
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between the horns plus the always interesting
presence of Cables give this album a completely different ensemble character from the
other two.
Welcome back, Bud. And thanks to Gerry
Macdonald, who was sitting there in the Haig
on Wilshire Boulevard in 1956 with his new
stereo tape recorder.
— owen cordle

AHMAD JAMAL
DIGITAL WORKS— Atlantic 81258-1-G: POnyCIANA ; BUT NOT FOR ME; MIDNIGHT SUN; FOOTPRINTS ; ONCE UPON A T
IME ; ONE; L
A COSTA;
MISTY; T
HEME FROAA M*
A*S*H; BIENCAVO;T
IME
F
OR L
OVE ; WAVE.
Personnel: Jamal, piano, electronic keyboards;
Larry Ball, bass ; lraj Lashkary, percussion;
Herlin Riley, drums.
* * *
Miles Davis once called Ahmad Jamal one of
his favorite pianists and, on another occasion,
dubbed him " agenius." This trumpeter's admiration for Jamal becomes understandable
when one realizes that both musicians, much
more than most, have been concerned with,
even preoccupied with, the effects of musical
space, of silences, as much as sounds.
Even without Davis praise, Jamal's niche in
the history of jazz piano is small but secure. His
taut, truncated lines place him directly in the
lineage of Count Basie, while his bright dancing phrases, snappy and dandyish, situate him
in close proximity to two pianists Miles Davis
used, Wynton Kelly and Red Garland. All of
these features are preserved in this two- record
set from Atlantic.
No recording of Jamal's popular material
would be complete without a version of his
late-'50s hit Poinciana. This is a refined performance. Its pretty, chimey chords and hypnotic rhythmic figures help it achieve aformal
elegance, and its subtle, tantalizing use of
tension- and- release create atantalizing effect
as one tries to predict when the next broad
chord or double-time riff will occur. More importantly, this performance nicely embodies
Jamal's aesthetic in that it's open, spare, and
elliptical. A happy, totally swinging But Not For
Me is the other Jamal hit here, and listening to
Jamal again easily becomes a game of predicting what will come next from this pianist— a
pretty chord, adouble-time doodle, or aunison
kick from the full group?
The most notable of the selections present,
however, is Jamal's version of Wayne Shorter's
Footprints, atotally burning performance featuring Jamal's taut, rough-hewn lines carving
brittle snippets of thought, kicked along by
Herlin Riley's blow-for- blow drumming and Irai
Lashkary's popping congas. This, the muscular, probing, dark side of Jamal, is the one
most worth exploring. Unfortunately, the challenge that it makes is fulfilled by none of the
other tracks here. Instead, we have showpiece
ballads (
Misty, Once Upon A Time, Midnight
Sun), several rather tired latin excursions, and
One, abit of catchy, slick funk, which suggests
that Jamal may have picked up afew tips from

The Slçy's
The Limit

OTB

Out of the Blue is the hot -new band in famous Blue
Note ensemble form. The traditon is secure with
Me future in their 'rands.
"OTB:' Out re the Blue.
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Minute of Love",
takes only "One
18-8505-1.
one minute to send you
onto a musical journey full
of romance, adventure,
and exotîc sounds of the
unexpected."

Listen To Our Visioi on quality Teldec or Audiophile pressings,
Chromium Dioxide BA.S.F. cassettes and Compact D.scs.
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JAJ Records Presents

DC 0
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"DUO"
an album of original progressive music
JENEANE CLAPS - vocals, keyboards
JUDE ST. GEORGE - marimba, percussion

JAJ / 1001
(MAIM I \ MA`,I IHI I)

UNIQUELY DIFFERENT. PROGRESSIVELY SOUND.
Available through:

J&J Musical Enterprises
P.O. Box 575
Kings Park, New York 11754 U.S.A.

YOU'VE
MADE US

Ramsey Lewis over the years.
At best, however, Jamal's music reminds us
that simplicity can be elegant, that less can
indeed be more, and that understatement is a
potent musical strategy. For these musical
lessons as well as for the sheer joy of urbane
swinging, Ahmad Jamal deserves our thanks.
—jon balleras

THE SUNSET ALL-STARS
JAMMIN'AT SUNSET,VOLUME 1— Black Lion
30112: IFOUND A NEW BABY ;1SURRENDER DEAR;
T
EA FOR Two ;SKYLARK; CALIFORNIA CLIPPER; VENTURA JUMP; WINDJAMMER ;GHOST OFA CHANCE;
Au T
HE T
HINGS You ARE; EXPERIMENT PERILOUS.
Personnel: Cuts 1, 9: Buddy Childers, trumpet;
Willie Smith, alto saxophone; Vido Musso, tenor
saxophone; Andre Previn, piano; Eddie Safranski, bass; Lee Young, drums ;cuts 2, 3, 6, 8:
Howard McGhee, trumpet ; Charlie Ventura,
tenor saxophone ;Arnold Ross, piano; Dove Barbour, guitar; Artie Shapiro, bass ; Nick Fatool,
drums; cut 5: Andre Previn, piano; Dave Barbour, guitar; John Simmons, bass ;cuts 4, 7, 10:
McGhee trumpet; Smith, alto saxophone; Lucky
Thompson, tenor saxophone ; Ross, piano;
Scrfranski, bass; Young, drums.
* * * * V
2

—PREFERRED BY TOP PLAYERS AROUND THE WORLD—

• "SUPER POWER CHAMBER"
SAX MOUTHPIECES
by

DUKOFF

•THE SUPER SOUND OF -SILVERITE" METAL
•THE BIGGEST, RICHEST SOUND EVER
•250% MORE OF EVERYTHING YOU'VE EVER w...o:TED
• ENHANCES YOUR FLEXIBILITY AND CREATIVITY
• EVEN REGISTERS FROM TOP TO Borrom
• FLAWLESS INTONATION
SEE YOUR LOCAL DEALER
•SUPER RESPONSIVE FACINGS
OR ORDER DIRECT
• FASTER TECHNIQUE AND EASIER BLOWING
1101111Y DUKOIT MOVED PIECES
•SENSATIONAL HARMONICS ( ALTISSIMO)
P.O.
HON
361002, KENDALL. FI. 33IMi
L •
RICH AND LUSH SUB TONES
(30R) 255-3967
WORLDWIDE
INQUIRIES INVIT ED
•WITH CAP AND LIGATURE

ALTO & TENOR AVAILABLE IN SOLID STERLING SILVER

ic ay-D;to_SIAop

BILL CROWDEN'S

Alto, tenor, and baritone saxophones in
Sheffield stainless steel or Ebonite and for
clarinets and soprano saxophones in Ebonite
only.
See your local dealer
or for free brochure write or call
Robert Levine, Importer
80 Blenheim Dr., Easton, PA 18042
Tel. 215/258-4266
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DRUMS IND
MINK'S DRUM SHOP
218 S WABASH
8th FLOOR
CHICAGO. ILL 60604
1312 427 8480

JAMMIN 'AT SUNSET,VOLUME 2— Black Lion
30113: GET HAPPY; BLUES I
NMYHEART ;SWEETS;
I
TWAS MEANT To BE; JEFFERSON JUMP; NOTHIN'
FROM NOTHIN'; 1FOUND A NEW BABY; 1NEVER
KNEW ;T
HESE FOOLISH T
HINGS ;MYBLUE HEAVEN ;1
COVER THE WATERFRONT; MESSIN' ON MELROSE.
Personnel: Cuts 1, 3, 9: Harry Edison, trumpet ;
Herbie Haymer, alto, tenor saxophone; Arnold
Ross, piano; Les Paul, guitar ; Red Callender,
bass; Shadow Wilson, drums ; cuts 2, 4, 6, 10:
Emmett Berry, trumpet ; Vic Dickenson, trombone; Lem Davis, alto saxophone; Dodo Marmorosa, piano ; John Simmons, bass; Henry
"Tucker" Green, drums; Ernie Sheppard, vocal;
cuts 5, 12: Ray Bauduc, drums, with unknown
trumpet, tenor saxophone, piano, guitar, and
bass; cut 7: as for Volume 1(
4, 7, 10); cut 8: as
for Volume 1 ( 1, 9) ; cut 11: Ross, piano;
Callender, bass.
* * * * /
2
1
Sunset was asmall but prolific, independently
owned, Los Angeles- based label which flourished between 1944 and '46, and which specialized in the small combo jazz styles of the
period. Though absent from its broad- based
catalogue are any examples of the then- revolutionary bop sounds of Gillespie and Parker
(already in the process of being documented
on Manor, Guild, Savoy, Dial, and Musicraft),
Sunset did manage to capture much of that
interesting transitional phase of jazz now
known as " Swing To Bop." Typical of their
output are the 22 titles gathered together in
these recent two volumes produced by Black
Lion.
None of the groups assembled for these
sessions were in any sense of the term "working units:" they were, rather, ad hoc combos
put together according to the vagaries of the
traveling band business. Much in the manner

R
ECORD R
EVIEWS
of the Teddy Wilson, Billie Holiday, and Lionel
Hampton dates of the mid- and late-' 30s,
Sunset producer Eddie Laguna drew his personnel from the star soloists of the big bands
then appearing in and around Hollywood.
Thus, we find Willie Smith, Nick Fatool, and
Arnold Ross from the Harry James band;
Childers, Musso, and Safranski from Stan Kenton; Edison, Berry, and Wilson from Count
Basie; Ventura from Gene Krupa; Marmarosa
from Artie Shaw; and Davis and Dickenson
from the Eddie Heywood Sextet. Other positions were filled by local jazzmen then employed in the studios, i.e., Haymer, Barbour,
Callender, and Young, or working as free-lance
soloists and/or leaders, i.e., McGhee and
Thompson.
Far more than amere curiosity, though, is the
presence of 16- year- old Andre Previn, whose
already mature style and technique reveal a
prodigious mastery of the Tatum and Nat Cole
approaches to modern piano. What a pity his
musical interests were so broad, for he might
have developed into one of the major jazz
pianists of the ' 50s and later. But, in any case,
his playing here should be an ear-opener to
many.
Also in the area of oddities is the wholly
atypical offering by famed dixieland drummer
Ray Bauduc. Long known for his skilled,
idiomatic contributions to the Bob Crosby Orchestra, by far the best of the more traditional
big bands, Bauduc is heard here with amodern swing combo of excellent proportions.
Unfortunately, the personnel is unknown, but
may possibly be comprised of swing veterans
then employed in the studios.
Predictably, outside of these tracks, the best
and most interesting jazz comes from the more
well-known soloists, such as McGhee, Edison,
Berry, and Dickenson; Smith, Thompson, Ventura, and Musso; and Ross and Paul. Of additional interest to collectors is the fact that many
of the titles being issued here for the first time
are in the form of previously unreleased alternate takes.
It is to be hoped that Black Lion continues in
this venture and resurrects much more from the
old Sunset catalogue, for their process of
remastering is truly admirable considering
both the 78 rpm source and the times.
—jack sohmer

OLD WINE, NEW BOTTLES

Not For Europeans
Only
It should come as no surprise to American
audiences that some of the better jazz records
produced by U.S. musicians over the years
have never been heard ( or at least released) in
the states. Granted, some were made on the
Continent during European tours. But some
sessions such as Arvell Shaw's International
Jazz Group date were actually recorded in
New York and in a sense smuggled out
stamped " for Europeans only." This crop of

Taking the less familiar finds first, Lucky
DRG/Swing 8404)
Thompson's Paris 1956 (
gives us a glimpse of state-of-the-art swing
tenor just prior to John Coltrane's first wave and
Sonny Rollins' Saxophone Colossus. Lucky
Thompson was ( and presumably still is, although he hasn't been heard in some years) a
Coleman Hawkins man filtered and expanded
through Don Byas and selective cherry- picking from the bebop rule book. This LP is one of
the most satisfying he ever made. His uptempo
solos on original pieces ala Thin Ice and Minor
Delight are phrased in smooth rolling lines
played in acircumspect, warm tone and clustered into sleek little musical archipelagos.

eight LPs from the Swing wing of DRG Records
continues the company's practice of offering
repatriation to many of these born- in- exile sessions.
Not all have been without previous American
issues. The Coleman Hawkins/Benny Carter
collection, for instance, may still be available
on apair of old 1969 Prestige reissues. And the
Bill Coleman and Django Reinhardt material
has seeped into the country via various imported EMI labels. But the newer 1954-60
sessions, which include the Shaw, Jonah
Jones, Lucky Thompson, and Clark Terry
dates, will be new to all but the most esoteric
collectors.

JAZZ GUITAR
BARNEY
RUMARK DUALITY INSTRUCTIONAL VIDEOTAPES
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Jazz Guitar
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World renowned Jazz Guitar Performer and Seminarist
Designed for anyone who spends his time playing guitar
professionally or just for fun, and wishes to be inspired to
greater heights of motivation and satisfaction by world
famous guitarist Barney Kessel. Barney has an immense gift
for teaching, which is only matched by his skill and mastery
of the guitar. He offers you one of the most unique learning
experiences you'll ever have as aguitarist...giving you
deeper insight into creative music.
From the beginnings of Jazz up to this time the most
creative musicians have set standards of excellence
incorporating the ability to develop personal original
musical ideas within themselves and be able to
express them through their instruments almost
instantaneously. Ihave discovered and organized the
do's and don'ts for myself over the years and now I
can pass it all on to you in ahighly effective and well
produced video cassette.
Ihope you will have lots of fun and that it will help
you grow in stature as ajazz musician.

ALSO
NOW
AVAILA BLE

Learning

CLASSICAL
GUITAR
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A 4 volume video series.

Acomprehensive and highly effective
learning system by Douglas Reach.
concert performer and educator. Using
sophisticated video techniques. Effective
as ahome study program, for all ages, or
in conjunction with classroom teaching.
Each volume is 90 minutes, approximating
6-8 weeks of lessons and includes its own
instruction booklet.

You can buy them at your local music store or send coupon below.
DESCRIPTION
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RED
mTHE
East W .nd Records
presents the
Unusual and Compelling
Work of five
leading Russian
Jazz Masters

For freE brocrt-re write
East Wind
Hunoerford St
Fartford, CT 06106
or call
12031) 724-4106

RECOFDS PRESENTS

JOHN SHAW with
'ASSEMBLAGE"
NEW RELEASE
(Produced by John Shaw &
Kurt bona)

AN INNOVATIVE MUSICAL
COLLECTION featuring
•John Shaw • Kurt Burro
• Jon Friedman e Calvin Fill
• Cand•do • Jo'tinny Coles
•Frank Wess • Chip While
•Bill Bickford • Erute Ohms, Etc.
AISHA RECORDS INC.
Box 1021, C'sted, St. Croix, U.S.V.I. 00820
Box 643, Bronxville, NY 10708
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When his lines stretch out longer his sound
tends to become more heated and passionate
(Why Weep, Your Move). The steady see- saw
rhythmic character eschews open bopisms in
favor of afull- forward- gear drive. But his phrasing is nevertheless supremely elegant, always
swinging, and full of unexpected turns within
familiar chords that underpinned bebop improvision. You'll also hear a little of Paul Gonsalves as he opens his fourth chorus near the
end of Takin' Care Of Business. Emmett Berry's
fluent ( and always muted) trumpet provides
journeyman ballast on side one, and Guy
Lafitte makes it atwo- tenor ensemble on side
two.
An even more delightful find is trumpeter
Jonah Jones' Paris 1954 Vol. 1(
DRG/Swing
8408). In the late ' 50s Jones found a mass
audience through a pair of major Top 10 hits
(On The Street Where You Live and Baubles,
Bangles And Beads). Those and his other
records in the muted, shuffle- rhythm format
were quite good by commercial standards.
But they never produced the warm, open jazz
heard on this LP, which is as good asession as
there is in the Jones discography. Jonah is a
player of phenomenal technique, but with taste
to match. His playing here is amixture of Armstrong (
Black And Blue), Roy Eldridge (
Barbecue), and Charlie Shavers, who possessed
asimilarly sharp, biting precision in his attack.
Above all, Jonah always brings a sense of
pace and drama to a solo, a structural discipline first brought to jazz by Louis Armstrong.
Some have said it's like " telling a story with a
horn." Well, that's one way of putting it. Like a
storyteller Jonah's playing builds incrementally
toward a climax. He never starts out too loud,
too fast, or too passionately. That's where one
ends, and getting from here to there in three or
four choruses is what storytelling in jazz is all
about. Jones is a master yarn spinner on this
LP. And the supporting octet of French musicians provide just the right chords and riffs to
set off Jones to his best. They also hold their
own very nicely in extended jams on Perdido
and the Blues, especially Michel DeVellers,
who manages both aMulliganish baritone turn
and some stubbly alto.
Clark Terry's Paris 1960 (
DRG/Swing 8406)
is the most erratic of the releases, although the
trumpeter rises to some pleasant peaks along
the way. The three numbers with Eric Dixon are
uniformly weak, however, and singer Billie
Poole's bellowing vocal on Don't Ever Leave
Me stands out as a particular ear- sore. The
titles with trombonist Quentin Jackson start out
with a promising In A Mellotone, but promptly
collapse when Jackson starts crooning. The
remaining five cuts are Terry's contribution to a
film soundtrack by pianist Martial Solal. The
music is vaguely evocative and contains afew
swinging moments, but for the most part it fails
to stand on its own.
The International Jazz Group (
DRG/Swing
8407) is a mainstream dream date come to
light. Led by bassist Arvell Shaw, it includes
trombonist Vic Dickenson, tenorman Budd
Johnson, Taft Jordan on trumpet, and drummer Gus Johnson. With six titles per side, the
performances are terse and concise in the
tradition ' 30s small band sessions, although
Moten Swing and Concerto Du Blues each go

HAT HUT RECORDS PRESENTS

FRITZ HAUSER
SOLODRUMMING
Recorded in the historical Berlin
MARTIN-GROPIUS-BAU.
This extraordinary building with its
amazing acoustic, is the ideal
partner for this imaginative music
on hat ART 2023 ( 2LP's)
DIGITAL/OMM.
MAIL ORDER SOURCES:
NMDS, 500 Broadway, NYC 10012
CADENCE, REDWOOD NY. 13679
Wayside Music, Box 6517, WHEATON, MD 20906

Pat. No. 4,192.213
INTL. PATS PEND.

elflEMBEinalER
122 S ROBINSON AVE • NEWBURGH. NY • 12550
(914) 565-4005

FREE BROCHURE

(lb() Diane Schuur has the
most passion and pathos of any
singer since Ella Fitzgerald
well over five minutes without any strain. Some
nicely scored frameworks and ensemble
backgrounds fill out the soloists' work and
make the date more than just ajam session
(not that there'd be anything wrong with that!).
Taft's Blues is a moderately fast swinging
delight, with Shaw's bass a propulsive backbone of power, as he is throughout the album.
He even has the restraint and good sense to be
brief in his own solo number, Arvell's Tune; is
there anything more boring on records than
long bass solos? Budd Johnson's ballad performance is amasterful four minutes of inspiration. And Dickenson plays superbly on his own
Keys To Your Heart. The only weak spots turn
up when pianist Andre Persiany boggles
things down with unswinging block chord
solos. But that notwithstanding, there weren't
many swing-oriented sessions from the midand late-'50s that outdid this one for warmth
and good feelings.
The other four LPs of the current Swing
series focus on the 1930s, atime when American jazz and jazz musicians first began to
reach the Continent in force. It was amigration
urged by the pulling effect of anxious European audiences and the pushing effects of
racism in the midst of depression. Among the
LPs documenting this lively pre-war period is
Coleman Hawkins & Benny Carter (
DRG/
Swing 8403), which happens to contain two of
the most famous sides in jazz history—the
saxophone quartets of Honeysuckle Rose and
especially Crazy Rhythm— and their inclusion
here puts this album on that rarified list of
"essential" jazz records. In this 1937 date
Hawkins and Carter are joined by six European
players, including Stephane Grappelli on
piano, Django Reinhardt on guitar, and two of
the Continent's best reedmen, Alix Combelle
and Andre Ekyan. On Crazy Rhythm each horn
is allotted a chorus, and the two European
players equit themselves with astonishing panache. But then Carter comes pirouetting in like
the wind blowing everything else away; followed by Hawkins who begins with the sort of
punch most players would save for the final
thrust and builds to an explosive climax in his
second bridge. Most of the rest of the album is
almost as good. Hawk's Out Of Nowhere is
another milestone. Carter leads a 1938 sax
quartet through four numbers, and caps things
with the last of the Chocolate Dandies sessions
(Ben Webster, Sid Catlett, Buck Clayton, Al
Grey) from 1946. There's not a weak track in
sight.
Carter is also heard on ahalf-dozen of the 23
cuts on Willie Lewis And His Entertainers
(DRG/Swing 8400/01), and his impact is clear,
both in his playing and arrangements. The
sparkle in the reed soli is unmistakable— in a
few fleeting passages, almost to the point of
self- parody— and some of Carter's finest
trumpet (Armstrong inspired, of course) is
heard on Stardust and All Of Me. Yet, this set is
more for those with ataste for me-too, sometimes quaint, period orchestras, heavy on the
singers. It was agood band which could take a
stock swing chart like Sing Sing Sing or Sweet
Sue and do well by it, but it had little instinct for
challenge. Lewis played whatever came
along, and novelty pop numbers from Tin Pan
Alley abound here, few informed by originality

and Sarah Vaughan,' 14,
she is truly aclassic.

-STAN GETZ

DIANE

For afree color catalog write to:
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'Electrifying' Hypnotizing, Spellbinding"...
Pop/Jazz critics and audiences are at no loss
of words to describe the phenomenon that is
singer/pianist Diane Schuur. Since the release of
last year's "
Deed/," Diane has been making
all the right stops (
T White House, Hollywood
Bowl, Marlene% an ationally televised "Great
Performances"). •
Now in the company of José Feliciano, Dave
Grusin, Lee Ritenour and Stan Getz, Diane
Schuur puts her greatest talents forward in acollec.
tion that is aguaranteed '
Scheer Thing:'
Available on GRP records, cassettes
and compact
„ discs.

GAP Records. Dept, C
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W.

New

York, N.Y. 10019

57th Street

A Rare Beauty For
Your Collection.
James Newton shows why he was the overwhelming choice as # 1Jau Flutist M
Downbeat's Critics Poll on this brilliant new
album of Duke Ellington and Billy Strayhorn
compositions. Featuring the incomparable
Roland Hanna, piano. Arthur Blythe, alto.
John Blake, violin, Rick Rosie, bass, Jay
Hogard. vibes and Billy Hart drums.
-The

Afncan Flower" James Newton's
tnbute to Ellington
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all- new
charts
ALL OF ME
FLY ME TO
THE MOON
SINGIN' IN
THE RAIN
FOR ONCE IN
MY LIFE
AFTER THE
LOVIN'
WHAT KIND OF
FOOL AM I?
—AND MORE—
scored for
female or
male voice
with big band
AVAILABLE
NOW FROM
YOUR LOCAL
SUPPLIER

WITH
BIG BAND
SERIES
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or an individual mark, save for the superior
work of Bill Coleman on trumpet.
A companion LP devoted to trumpeter BM
Coleman's Paris 1936-38 (
DRG/Swing 8402)
gets Lewis' principle soloist out from under the
weight of acommercial dance orchestra and
into the more open envrions of different small
groups. While there are no classics here, the 20
cuts (on one LP!) are uniformly fine, and mostly
instrumental jazz. Coleman is surrounded by
the best players in Europe to boot, including
Reinhardt, Grappelli, reedman Frank Goudie,
and Herman Chittison, who emerges as a
stomping pianist far from the cocktail keyboard
he purveys on the Willie Lewis records. As for
Coleman himself, his solos are full of Armstrong implications and quotes (
Exactly Like
You, Hangover Blues). But he also parallels in
these European records the evolution out of
Armstrong that was taking place stateside in
the work of Roy Eldridge. Listen to Coleman's
1937 After You've Gone. Ultimately, Coleman's
path out of Armstrong would be through alight,
almost elegant style closer to Buck Clayton
than Eldridge.

If Eddie South was the greatest violinist ever
to play jazz, as some have suggested, the
case might as well stand or fall on the music of
his LP, Eddie South Accompanied by Django
Reinhardt (
DRG/Swing 8405). These 10 sides,
made in Paris in the fall of 1937, mostly with
Stephane Grappelli, are not only the definitive
South Records, but maybe the definitive jazz
violin performances. For anyone who's marveled at Grappelli in the last decade, or Reinhardt's rhythm guitar of any time, this record is
highly recommended. Particularly astonishing
are the two versions of the first movement of
Bach's Concerto For Two Violins. The tendency
when jazz players take on Bach—and South
and Grappelli may have been the first— is to
approach the material with reverence and
discretion. These guys come out shooting,
though; and when they double- up, their improvisations intersect as fluidly and passionately as the actual Bach themes. South
and Grappelli succeeded because they made
the material their own rather than peer at it
under vacuum-sealed glass. This is asuperb
LP.
—john mcdonough

CRITICS' CHOICE
Art Lange

NEW RELEASE: Herbie Hancock/Foday Musa Suso, Village Life (
Columbia). Minus the
thumping, relentless rhythm section of their previous collaborations, Hancock's mellow synth
maneuverings complement the Gambian griots pastoral songs.
OLD FAVORITE: Jack Teagarden/Pee Wee Russell, Big Eight & Rhythmakers (
Riverside/OJC).
Long out-of- print, just reissued, a listing of personnel should suffice: Rex Stewart, Barney
Bigard, and Ben Webster on the trombonist's side, James P. Johnson and Dickie Wells
assisting the canny clarinetist.
Capitol). If you're lucky you can import this stunning '56
RARA Avis: Serge Chaloff, Blue Serge (
session from Japan, otherwise you'll miss out on the late baritonist's baroque stylings
(accompanied by Sonny Clark and Philly Joe Jones).
SCENE: Dr. John's hoodoo blues kept NYC's Village Gate rocking, fueled by Pretty Purdie's
drums and ahorn line of Fathead Newman, Lou Marini, and Lew Soloff.

Fred Bouchard

Street

NEW RELEASE: Jorge Dalto, Urban Oasis (
Concord Picante). The lush lines and sensuous
rhythms of multi-keyboarder Dalto and his lnteramerican Band belie the neat architecture of
the precision arrangements. In sweet supporting roles are flutist Artie Webb and guitarist Jose
Nato, but Dalto masterminds this " upbeat, pretty" album.
OLD FAvonrm: Kenny Burrell, Midnight Blue (
Blue Note). Just one of the many happy reissues
from the fertile Blue Note '50s and ' 60s catalog. The fine groove recaptures those hip, halcyon,
finger-poppin' blues-of-all-shades from the guitarist and Stanley Turrentine.
Phillips). This has stood the test of time as an
RARA AVIS: David Fanshawe, African Sanctus (
incredibly sensitive and beautiful synthesis of world musics. The English composer/traveler
wrote modern choral pieces interwoven with tapes of tribal chants, keening muezzins, and
goatherder's tunes from the desert.
SCENE: Bill Hardman and Junior Cook gave patrons at Boston's 1369 club agenerous helping
of finely featured bebop— boosted by arhythm team of Donald Brown, Teddy Kotick, and Joe
Hunt.

City

Bill Milkowski

For a FREE catalog:
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Kendor Music, Inc.
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PO. Box 278
Delevan. New York 14042
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NEW RELEASE: Harvey Swartz, Urban Earth (
Gramavision). The bassist, who works frequently
with vocalist Sheila Jordan in duet, has put together an adventurous, swinging unit; David
Sanborn's alto is typically hot, and guitarist Mike Stern has never sounded better.
OLD FAVORITE: B. B. King, Live & Well (
ABC/Bluesway). One side live at the Village Gate in
NYC— but check out the studio side, with bassist Jerry Jemmott supplying the soulful groove.
RARA AVIS: George Coleman, Bongo Joe (
Arhoolie). Picture Gabby Hayes doing astream-ofconsciousness rap accompanying himself on oil drums. Odder than a Pee Wee Herman
nightmare.
SCENE: Jumpin' jive at Hanratty's in Manhattan, with the City Light Orchestra, aK.C. quintet
specializing in the sounds of Louis Jordan, Jimmy Lunceford, and Bennie Moten.

JAZZ STANDARDS
from Da Capo Press
THE WORLD OF
COUNT BASIE

NEW RELEASES
(Record Companies: For listing in the
monthly New Releases column, send two
copies of each new release to Art Lange,
db, 222 W. Adams, Chicago, IL 60606.)

TIERRA
John Fahey, father- figure to the Windham
Hill guitarists reissues apathbreaking '67 set
of solos, REQUIA. Oregon, '
73's exotic debut
of the acoustic/ethnic/jazzy quartet, MUSIC OF
ANOTHER PRESENT ERA. Ben Tavera King,
guitarist offers his own newly recorded style
of acoustic Tex-Mex border MUSIC, SOUTHWESTERN SCENARIOS. Jukka Toionen, Finnish
acoustic guitarist in an atmospheric set of
originals, TOUCH WOOD. Clyde Criner, pianist
with impressive jazz credentials debuts with
soft electric moods, NEW ENGLAND. Sandy
Bull, cult guitarist from ' 69 added an oriental
and arabic lilt to instrumental folk, EPLURIBUS
UNUM.

DISCOVERY/MUSICRAFT
Teddy Wilson, smooth pianist's ' 45-47
tracks in solo, trio, and sextet combos, AS
TIME GOES BY. Buddy Childers, Windy City
trumpeter fronts his own big band, JUST
BUDDY'S. Guy Pastor, son of big bandleader
Tony Pastor presents his vocal premiere, THIS
IS IT.

by Stanley Dance

Count Basle/Joe Williams, classic ' 55
charts, heavy on the blues, as COUNT BASIE
SWINGS, JOE WILLIAMS SINGS. Oscar Peterson, another songbook of sorts, as the ' 59
trio records A JAZZ PORTRAIT OF FRANK
SINATRA. The Swingle Singers, a pair of
reissues from the cool choralsters, one a ' 63
Grammy winner as they swing JAZZ SEBASTIAN BACH, and the other ' 65 collaboration
with the MJQ at PLACE VENDOME. Nina Simone, the sultry songstress' 65 collection of
THE BEST OF . . . Arthur Prysock/Count
Basle, the popular crooner's ' 65 session with
a master accompanist, PRYSOCK/BASIE.
Dinah Washington/Brook Benton, hot and
cool running soul dating from ' 60, THE Two OF
US. Jacques Loussler, French pianist performs Bach in a swing style circa ' 62, PLAY
BACH land 2.

420 pp, 48 photos/ $ 10.95 pbk

WHO'S WHO OF JAZZ:
New Edition
by John Chilton
362 pp, 97 photos/ $ 11.95 pbk

TO BE OR NOT TO BOP:
MEMOIRS OF
DIZZY GILLESPIE
by Dizzy Gillespie and Al Fraser
574 pp, 35 photos/ $ 12.95 pbk

GOLDEN AGE OF JAZZ
by William P. Gottlieb
158 pp, 200 photos/ $ 10.95

Available at local bookstores or from
DA CAPO PRESS

PAUSA
Four Freshmen, circa ' 60s reissue of sweet
harmonies and brassy accompaniment, 4
FRESHMEN AND 5TRUMPETS. Peggy Lee, anCONTINUED ON PAGE 42

233 Spring St.
New York, NY 10013
Toll-free: 800-221-9369
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ECM
Lester Bowie, iconoclastic trumpeter
leavens his wit with his Brass Fantasy, IONLY
HAVE EYES FOR YOU. David Torn, Everyman
Band guitarist duets with percussionist
Geoffrey Gordon in high-energy music, BEST
LAID PLANS. Jan Garbarek, sax chronicler of
the Scandinavian sensibility fronts a new
quartet and says IT'S OK TO LISTEN TO THE GRAY
VOICE.

gteat jazz
faculty •

BLACK SAINT/SOUL NOTE
John Lindberg, synthesis of composition
and improvisation in TRILOGY OF WORKS FOR
ELEVEN INSTRUMENTALISTS. Billy Bang, exciting album of eclectic music from the violinist
and his sextet, THE FIRE FROM WITHIN. Paul
Bley, introspective pianist waxes 10 ' 83 solo
pieces of his own device, TANGO PALACE.
Anthony Braxton, current directions from
the free- spirited creator, FOUR COMPOSITIONS
FOR QUARTET 1984. Misha Mengelberg, pianist from Holland leads Lacy, George Lewis,
et al in works by Herbie Nichols, CHANGE OF
SEASON.

Ss Department
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tude
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Fred Buda-. percussion
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George Russell.. cenpos,

VERVE/PHILIPS
Oscar Peterson, prodigious pianist plays in
B. ' 59 trio setting, THE JEROME KERN
SONGBOOK. Ella Fitzgerald, '
60 live gig includes Jim Hall on guitar, ELLA IN BERLIN.

ot Jae Ensemble
Gel Vaiente.. trombone
\litous-. bass ,Department
Chairman
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R
ECORD R
EVIEWS
other ' 60s reissue with the wry vocalist
backed by Benny Carter arrangements,
SUGAR ' N' SPICE. Mark Murphy, vocal outing
some 20 years old arranged by Bill Holman,
THIS COULD BE THE START OF SOMETHING.

Nancy Wilson, emphasis on blues arranged
by Billy May in the reissue, NANCY- NATURALLY.
Dan Siegel, keyboarder/vocalist plumbs the
fusion motherlode looking for a hit, ON THE
EDGE.

WINDHAM HILL
Mike Marshall/Darol Anger, mandolinist
and fiddler and friends find a comfortable
mood to explore, CHIAROSCURO. Bola Sete,
best-known of the original Brazilian guitarists
cuts an impressionistic '82 outing, JUNGLE
SUITE. Don Grolnick, Steps Ahead- keyboarder waxes as leader with cohorts including Michael Brecker's sax, HEARTS AND NUMBERS. Michael Hedges, acoustic guitarist/
vocalist documents his viewpoints in song,
WATCHING MY LIFE GO BY. Various Artists,
introduction to nine new pianists not otherwise on disc, PIANO SAMPLER.

JAZZ PLAY-A- LONG SETS

new!

*014 04
ROOK á 2- RECORD SET

a

FOR ALL INSTRUMENTS
18 of Wayne's best-known songs.
Played by Ron Carter, Kenny
Barren & Adam Nussbaurn

$9.95 per set (
LP & Book) unless indicated.

0 VOWME 1-"A NEW APPROACH" Beg./Int. level. Chapters on
melody, modes, Blues scale, Pentatonic scale use, ear training,
articulation, blues melodies, chromaticism, etc. Required scales
and chord tones written in each measure. Blues in F and Bb,
Dorian minor tracks, cadences, cycle of Dom. 7ths, IIN7's, 24measure song . . . transposed parts too
$9.95
DI VOL. 1"A Haw Approach" & VOL. 21 "MOW It Together" will get
you started on the right track!
$21.90
VOLUME 24 MAJOR & MINOR- for ALL Instrumentalists &
Vocalists. Contains Book, 2 stereo LP's, and a special 7" EP
demonstration record featuring J. Aebersold playing sax. Set
covers ALL Major & Minor keys at comfortable tempos-30
ectoodoiTracks to practice with. Transposed parts. This set is
designed to help you gain confidence regard less of your ability. Use
for warming up- pick adifferent key each day. Piano, bass, drums
rhy. section.
PRICE $11.95
D VOWME 21 "OETTIW IT TOGETHER" For all musicians regardless
of ability and for jazz players in particular. Use for daily warm-ups,
scale/chord practice, etc. Don't overlook this disciplined comprehensive (but exciting) method of practicing or improvising in all
keys: Major, minor, Dom. 7th, Lydian, Sus. 4, Half-dim., Mel/Har.
minor & Blues Bb and F. "get your chops together" 2-LP Set $11.95
VOLUME 2 "NOTHIN' BUT BLUES"-Beg./Int. level. 11 different
Blues in various keys and tempos. This volume is truly fun to play
with. Rhythm section on LP grooves! Scales and chord tones are
written with transposed parts and melodies.
$9.95
VOLUME 3 "THE II/V7/1 PROGRESSION"-Int. level. Probably the
most important musical sequence in modern jazz. A must for all
jazz players! Supplement includes 11 pages of 11N7/1 exercises to
be applied with LP 8 tracks to improvise with and practice in all
keys.
$9.95
U VOLUME 4 "MOVIN' ON"-Int./Adv. level. A challenging collection of Aebersold & Dan Haerle tunes. Book contains melodies and
needed scales/chords for all instruments.
$9.95
D VOLUME 5 "TIME TO PLAY MUSIC"-Int. level. Similar to Vol. 4
except the songs are much easier. Modal Voyage, Killer Fate,
Groovitis, etc. Next logical Vol. after Vol. 3. Lots of variety. $9.95

a

VOLUME 6 "ALL BIRD"-Adv. level. 10 songs written by Charlie
Parker. Ron Carter, bass; Kenny Barron, piano; Ben Riley on
drums. Record has excellent Bebop feel! Best way to learn these
famous tunes.
$9.95

JAMEY AEBERSuLu

Seymour Shrlfrin, two albums' worth of vocal music composed by the late U. of C./
Berkeley and Brandeis professor, CANTATA TO
THE TEXT OF SOPHOCLEAN CHORUSES and
CHRONICLES/THREE SONGS/FIVE SONGS. Henry
Brant, composer who favors ultra- large ensembles and polyphonic choir techniques
offers awork for jazz musicians, orchestra,
and voices, WESTERN SPRINGS. Ernst Krenek,
amazingly prolific composer presents a
piece from his " romantic period," STRING
QUARTET NO. 5. Charles AmIrkhanlan, multimedia composer has created unique combinations of sound and text, MENTAL RADIO.
John Anthony Lennon/Shelia Silver, two
recent ('82 and ' 75 respectively) expressionistic pieces by younger composers, STRING
QUARTETS.

INDEPENDENT'S
Johnny Winter, second session on the
comeback trail by the burning blues
guitarist, from Alligator Records, SERIOUS

by Jamey Aebersold

new!

FOR VOCALISTS & INSTRUMENTALISTS!

ENDORSED BY THE PROS!

new!

FOR VOCALISTS & INSTRUMENTALISTS!

18 favorite standards from the cream of
the golden age of songwriting. Includes
transposed parts, chords and lyrics. Rhy.
thm section is Hal Galper-piano, Stave
Gilmore-bass and Bill Goodwin-drums.
JUST FRIENDS
ON GREEN DOLPHIN STREET
OVER THE RAINBOW
STOMPIN' AT THE SAVOY
LAURA
BLUE MOON
and 12 more!

FOOTPRINTS
WITCH HUNT
E.S.P.
INFANT EYES
NEFERTITI
JUJU
MIYAKO
and more...

VOL.33-$13.95

Robert Cray, up-and-coming
bluesman follows the success of his debut
disc with astrong second outing, from Hightone Records, FALSE ACCUSATIONS. Robby
Krieger, ex- Doors guitarist adds ex- Mother
Don Preston's keyboards to his instrumental
creations, from Cafe Records, ROBBY
KRIEGER. Johnny Reno, Texas saxist/vocalist
leads his Sax Maniacs in roadhouse sounds,
from Rounder Records, FULL BLOWN. Blind
John Davis, 72-year-old blues and boogie
pianist regales the keyboard, from Red
Beans Records, YOU BETTER CUT THAT OUT.
Doc & Merle Watson, legendary country
picker and his son plus friends find themselves, via Flying Fish Records, PICKIN' THE
BLUES. Robin & Linda Williams, husbandand-wife team perform traditional folk material and originals from Flying Fish, NINE '
Tit_
MIDNIGHT. Anne Hills, popular artist on the
Midwest folk circuit branches out, from Hogeye Records, DON'T EXPLAIN. Anne Romaine,
committed songwriter addresses social and
political concerns, from Flying Fish, TAKE A
STAND. Danny Carnahan/Robin Petrie,
CONTINUED ON PAGE 44
BUSINESS.

CRI

BOOK ai 2- RECORD SET

VOL.34-S13.95

D VOLUME 7 "MILES EINIS"-Int./Adv. level. Eight classics by
Miles Davis. Four, Dig, Solar, Tune Up, & Milestones, etc. $9.95
D VOLUME 8 "SONNY ROLLINS"-Int./Adv. level. Nine classic jazz
originals written by Sonny Rollins. Contains 9 of Rollins' most
famous tunes, in their original keys
$9.95
12 VOLUME 8"
WOODY SH/Wr - Int./Adv. level. Eight jazz originals
written by Woody Shaw. Little Reda Fantasy, Blues for VVood,
Moontrane, Tomorrow's Destiny, Beyond All Limits, etc. . $9.95
0 VOLUME 10 "MID BAKER"-Int./Adv. level. Eight beautiful
originals by David Baker. One of the most prolific composers in jazz
today. Tunes offer awide variety of styles and tempos.
9.95
$
VOWME 11 "BERRIE HANCOCK"-Beg./Int. level. Eight of Herbie's greatest songs. Maiden Voyage, Cantaloupe Island, Watermelon Man, Dolphin Dance, Jessica, etc.
$9.95
[2 VOLUME 12 "DUKE EWNGTON"-Int. level. Nine all time favorites. Satin Doll, Perdido, Solitude, Prelude to A Kiss, Sophisticated Lady, Mood Indigo, ILet A Song Go Out of My Heart, In A
Sentimental Mood, "A" Train.
$9.95
VOLUME 13 "CANNONBALL ADDERLEr - Eight songs made famous by Cannonball, Work Song, Del Sasser, Unit 7, Jeannine,
This Here, Scotch & Water, Saudade, Sack of Woe.
$9.95
CI VOLUME 14 "BENNY GOLSON"-Int./Adv. level. Killer Joe, Along
Came Betty, Are You Real, Whisper Not, IRemember Clifford,
Stablemates, Blues March and Ease Away Walk.
$9.95
0 VOLUME 15 "PATIN' DUES"-Int./Adv. level. Nine familiar chord
progressions every dues- paying jazz great has played ... part and
parcel of the jazz repertoire. Based on standards!
$9.95
D VOLUME 18 "TURNAROUNDS, CYCLES & 11/1/7's"- Int./Adv. level.
A 2-record set continuation of Vol. 3, but much more in depth.
Covers all keys, most playing situations and common harmonic
formulae. Includes Joy Spring.
$12.95
El VOLUME 17 "HORACE SIWER"-Eight songs. Song for My Father,
The Preacher, Sister Sadie, Jody Grind, Peace, Nutville, Silver's
Serenade, Gregory is Here. Rhythm sec. same as Vol. 18. .$9.95
D VOLUME 18 "HORACE SILVER"-Int./Adv. level. Eight songs.
Strollin', Room 608, Nica's Dream, Mayreh, Ecaroh, Etc.
R. Carter, K. Barron, Al Foster.
$9.95
VOWME 19 "DM UEBMAN"-Int. level. Brite Piece, Lookout
Farm, Slumber, Oasis and others. Rhythm section: Richard
Bierach, Frank Tusa, Al Foster.
$9.95
CI VOLUME 20 "JIMMY RANEr-Int. Level
$9.95
Contains special EP recording of Jimmy playing transcribed solos.
Chord progressions to ten standards. Great bebop study.

BOOK & RECORD SET

Eight soulful ballads played by agreat
rhythm section . . . Hal Galper-piano,
Steve Gilmore-bass and Bill Goodwindrums. Transposed parts complete with
melody, chords and lyrics! Includes:
LOVER MAN
YOU DON'T KNOW WHAT LOVE IS
SKYLARK
YOU'VE CHANGED
SOUL EYES
CHELSEA BRIDGE
LUSH LIFE
BALLAD BLUES

VOL.32-$9.95

D VOL 22- STANDARDS 13 songs, 2 LP's. Long awaited set of
standards for all instruments. Set includes these songs, Easy
Living, IRemember You, If IShould Lose You, Lover (2versions),
My Ideal, My Old Flame, Soon, The Nearness of You, Stella by
Starlight, Tangerine, Out of Nowhere, Wives & Lovers, & It Could
Happen To You. Rhythm section is Dan Haerle, Ed Soph & Todd
Coolman. Lyrics included!
( Book & 2 LP's) $12.95
VOWME 23-ONE DOZEN STANDARDS. Lyrics and melodies
transposed for all instruments. Angel Eyes, But Beautiful, Everything Happens To Me, Herea That Rainy Day, IShould Care,
Imagination, Like Someone In Love, Polka Dots and Moonbeams,
Violets For Your Furs, Will You Still Be Mine, You Say You Care, and
Personality. Rhythm section is Michael Weiss, piano; John
Goldsby, bass; J. Higgins, drums
( Book & 2 LP) $12.95
D VOLUME 25-17 ALL-TIME STANDARDS. Lyrics and melodies
transposed for all instruments. Summertime, Speak Low, September Song, Old Devil Moon, The Partya Over, My Funny Valentine,
My Favorite Things, Love Is Here To Stay, ILove You, ICould Write a
Book, ICan't Get Started, Foolish Heart, Come Rain or Come
Shine, and A Foggy Day, etc. Rhythm section is H. Galper, piano;
S. Gilmore, bass; B. Goodwin, drums.
( Book & 2 LP's) $12.95
O VOLUME 28 "THE SCALE SYLLABUS" played by David Liebman &
J. Aebersold. 2 LP's & supp. Hear soloing on ALL scales jazz
players use. You too can play along.
99.95
VOLUME 27 "JOHN COLTRANE"-Mr. PC., Some Other Blues,
Naima, Like Sonny, Spiritual, Blues Minor, Crescent, The Promise.
R. Carter, bass; H. Mabern, piano; A. Nussbaum, drums $10.95
VOLUME 28 "JOHN COLTRANE"-Impressions (
slow), Impresssions (
fast). Giant Steps (slow), Giant Steps (
fast), 26-2, Up
Against The Wall, Dear Lord, ALove Supreme, Mr. Day, Countdown
(medium tempo). R. Carter, H. Mabern, A. Nussbaum.
$10.95
D VOLUME 29 "JIMMY RANEr - Ten JAll DUETS. In Stereo-you
can play with either channel, or both. Book & LP.
$9.95
D VOLUME 30A & 308 RHYTHM SECTION "WORKOUT". Play with
the pros . . . solo or comp! Valuable tips & suggestions, too. D.
Haerle, Ed Soph, J. Petersen, T. Coolman. VOL 30A designed for
KEYBOARDS/GUITAR. VOL. 308 designed for BASS/
DRUMS
Each $9.95
D VOLUME 31 "BOSSA NOWr-Ten favorites. Rhy. section same as
Vol. 32. Girl From 1panema, Meditation, Desafinado, Quiet Nights
Of Quiet Stars, Once ILoved, How Insensitive, Wave, Little Boat,
Summer Samba, One Note Samba.
$9.95

Box 1244-D
HOW TO USE: . . each volume includes aquality stereo record and acoordinated booklet with parts FOR ALL INSTRUMENTS. The volumes do not necessarily
NEW ALBANY, IN 41150 USA get progressively difficult. Popularly termed The Most Widely Used Jazz Method On The Market' Suggested order of study. Vol. 24, 1, 21, 2, 3, 5 . . .

NEW ITEMS

JAZZ SOLOS/TRANSCRIPTIONS

DAVID BAKER BOOKS

D JAZZ IN ANUTSHELL- Bunky Green's method of theory following practice as ashort cut to Jazz ' repro/. NEW!
$7.95
O STEVE GILPAORE BASS UNES off Vol. 34 Jam Session $4.95
D COKER FLASH CARDS- 156 cards. 13 chord varieties $27.00
D GUITAR SEEDS by J. Gressel. Theory, Tech., Practice $12.95
D PIZZICATO FUNK. Finger Mute Bass style for Fretted, Fretless
&Acoustic
$8.95
O WNW UEBMAN/30 COMPOSITIONS for piano. Melodies &
chords. 80 pages. Great modern study
$10.00
DRUMMING: "STUDIO & BIG BAND" by Steve Houghton $15.95
D ART FARMER TRPT, SOLOS Trans. by Don Erjavec
$8.95
D MODERN WALKING BASS TECHNIQUE by Mike Richmond$10.00
DRUMS: CUTTING THE CHARTS. Big band bk., C. Morey $4.95
CI TRUMPET, MODERN TECHNICAL STUDIES by Pat Harbison. First
Book to incorporate all modern jazz scales into practical
studies. A modern Herbert L. Clark!
$9.95
D WORLD'S GREATEST FAKE BOOK. Songs by C. Corea, H. Hancock, M. Tyner, W. Shorter, F. Hubbard, J. Pastorius, W.
Shaw, E. Dolphy et al 80 composers-484 pages . $32.00
LENNIE NIEHAUS-JAZZ CONCEPTION for SAX: Basic C#1,
0#2, $5.00 @. D Int. 1:1 Adv. $8.00@. 5 songs for Sax
Section and rhythm section 111#1, 111#2
each $12.00
ID ADV. TECH. for MODERN DRUMMER by Jim Chapin ... $7.00
A GUIDE FOR THE MODERN RHYTHM SECTION S. Houghton
Book, record, parts
$25.00
0 JAll TRUMPET SOLOS-Satch, Morgan, Hubbard & more.
Inc. Bios. and Analysis. 16 Solos in all.
$7.95

0 TENOR SAX SOLOS- Hawk, Trane, Getz & more. Complete
with bios. and analysis
$7.95
D MILES DAVIS. 17 Solos in Bb key. So What, Four, Filles, All
Blues, Freddie Freeloader, Budo, etc.
$10.95
D DAVID LIEBMAN SOLOS- 2 transcribed tenor solos w/cass.
David is on one channel, rhy section on other.
$5.00
D CLIFFORD BROWN SOLOS 16 solos trans. by Ken Slone $8.95
D PHIL WOODS SAX SOLOS. 11 transcribed solos.
$5.95
D RED RODNEY TRUMPET SOLOS
$6.95
O C. PARKER- 14 solos
Cl C, D Eb
@ $7.95
0 CHARLIE PARKER OMNIBOOK of 60 transcribed solos.
ID Concert key; O Eb; ;ij Bb
ea. $9.95
D CHARLIE PARKER SOLOS FOR 1113 and Ckeys. 9solos transcribed
off records w/piano accompaniment.
$4.95
D JOHN COLTRANE SOLOS in Bb key. Blue Train, M. Notice, Lazy
Bird & 5others by Don Sickler
$5.95
D WOODY SHNN SOLOS 16 solos for Bb instruments.
$6.95
O JOE HENDERSON SOLOS. 7original songs and transcribed solos
in Bb key by Don Sickler
$5.95
D MILES DI
11 solos
D C, 0 Bb
@ $7.95
C T. MONK-8 tunes & solos (concert key)
$7.95
D BUD POWELL-6 transcribed solos
$7.95
D 28 MODERN JAZZ TRUMPET SOLOS transcribed by Ken Slone
and edited by Jamey Aebersold. Solos are in Bb key with
chord symbols. Bk # 1D; Bk #2D
ea. $5.95
O DIZZY GILLESPIE SOLOS for Bit and Ckeys. 14 transcribed solos
off records by Dizzy with piano accomp.
$6.95
0 LOUIS ARMSTRONG SOLOS in MIkey only. 20 beautiful solos by
Louie exactly as on records
14.95
O SONNY ROLLINS SOLOS. 0 C; 0 Bb
Each $7.95
D BENNY GOODMAN SOLOS. 1:1 C; D Bb
@ $7.95
0 MILES DAVIS SOLOS with Original Recordings! 10 solos by
Miles with aLP record of Miles playing the solos. Book and
LP set. Hear & see Miles' solos together! Bk/LP .... $9.95
1:1 THE JAZZ STYLE OF F. NAVARRO- D. Baker
$9.95
D BEBOP JAll SOLOS by David Baker. Correlated with
J. Aebersold's play-a-long records Vol. 10 & 13. Great way to
improve sight-reading and learn the language of jazz.
II Concert, D Bb, O Eb, CI Bass
Each book $4.95
ID TROMBONE, STYLES & ANAIYSIS by David Baker. History of the
trombone via trans. solos, 157 solos in bass clef off records
by known trombonists
$16.50
D ALTO SAX, STYLES & ANALYSIS by Harry Miedma and David
Baker. 125 transcribed and annotated solos
$12.50

D HOW TO PLAY BEBOP- Bebop scales and other scales in
common use
$7.95
D ARRANGING & COMPOSING for SMALL ENSEMBLE ... $21.95
D JAZZ PEDAGOGY by DAVID BAKER. Acomprehensive method
of JAll EDUCATION for teacher 8. student
$22.95
D D. BAKER'S MODERN JAll DUETS, Vol. 1, Cookin', Treble 0
Bass O; Vol. 2, Smokin', Treble D Bass D
@ $8.95
D DINE BAKER »MINCED EAR TRAINING BK w. Cassette $12.00
D J. LJOHNSON MONOGRAPH by David Baker. In-depth study of
J. J.'s style. Transcribed solos, too.
$5.95
D JAZZ QUIZBOOK "
Trivial Pursuit" of Jazz
$2.95
D C. PARKER MONOGRAPH by D. Baker. In depth study of
"Bird" includes 4 transcriptions
$5.95
D JAZZ IMPROVISATION by David Baker. A practical theory book
aimed at performance. Comprehensive method of study for
jazz players. Spiral bound. Revised edition.
$21.95
D THE JAZZ SOLOS by David Baker. Correlated to Vol 5 & 6
play-a- long records. Excellent sightreading. Can use with
LP's. D Concert, D Bb, D Eb, D Bass
ea. $4.95
D EAR TRAINING for JAZZ MUSICIANS book with 2 cassettes by
D. Baker. Designed to aid hearing and recall
$22.00
El THE BWES-HOW TO PLAY by David Baker. Exhaustive study
of the blues
0 Treble
D Bass
@ $9.95
0 THE BEBOP ERA by D. Baker.
D Treble or
0 Bass
0 Vol. 1, $8.95; D Vol. 2, $8.95
D Vol. 3, $8.95
D CONTEMPORARY PATTERNS D Treble D Bass
e $9.95

GUITAR BOOKS
D
D
0
D
D
0
0
D
C
D
D
:1
D
12
ID

GUITAR ELECTRONICS-A workbook by Don Brosnac $13.95
HISTORY of the GUITAR in JAZZ. 274 pages.
$17.95
JAZZ GUITAR TECH. in 4TH'S by Jack Grassell
$7.00
BARRY GALBRAITH "GUITAR IMPROV" Book and LP play-a- long
set. Volume 5
$11.90
BARRY GALBRAITH Vol. 3 "GUITAR COWING". Transcribed
guitar comping & bass lines in treble clef. Milt Hinton on bass
w/Barry. Bk. & LP set
$11.90
BARRY GALBRAITH GUITAR METHODS. D # 1Logical Fingering. ICI # 2 Daily exercises. DI #4 BACH two-part inventions. ( bk & LP). Each book $4.95; LP is $6.95
JIMMY RANEY Play-along LP, Bk Vol. 20
$9.95
JIMMY RANEY "Duets" Play-along LP/BK Vol. 29
$9.95
C. CHRISTIAN-transcribed solos, concert key
$7.95
DJANGO REINHARDT-16 solos (great book!)
$7.95
WES MONTGOMERY GUITAR BOOK by Steve Khan. Improvisations & interpretations of 17 of Wee solos
$5.95
JAZZ GUITAR WORKBOOK. Theory by M. Crum
$4.95
JAZZ GUITARISTS. Interviews from Guitar Player Mag $6.95
SCALES & CHORDS for JAll/ROCK GUITAR by Chris Wilson.
Spiral bound, 172 pages
$20.00
JAll STYLES & ANALYSIS for GUM transcribed & annotated
by Jack Petersen. 74 solos from 64 guitarists
$9.95

DRUM BOOKS
D JOE MORELLO- Master Studies for drums.
$6.95
LATIN-AMERICAN PERCUSSION by B.Sulsbruck. Bk & 3casa.
The best book out on Latin Percussion!
$35.00
D DRUMS: DU. AFRO-JAll RHY. CONCEPTS by L.Nazzaro $8.95
O JIM BLACKLErS SYNCOPATED ROLLS for the MODERN DRUMMER. Complete revised 2volume edition
$20.00
12 HI-HAT INTEGRATION by J.Prins. HiHat Independence $6.95
TEXTBOOK of DRUM SET EXERCISES. 25 charts
$3.95
D ED THIGPEN-RHYTHM ANAIYSIS & BASIC COORDINATION for
DRUMS. Good primer book
$4.95
D IT'S TIME for BIG BAND DRUMMER, M.Lewis/C.DeRosa $9.50
D SYNCOPATION for the MODERN DRUMMER by Ted Reed $4.00
D THE SOUND of BRUSHES. Ed Thigpen. Book 8. casa. . $12.95
D BASIC BEATS for the working drummer
$3.95
D MK DE JOHNETTE & CHARLIE PERRY-THE ART OF MODERN
JAll DRUMMING. Principles and techniques of drumming
that are applicable to fusion and rock as well as jazz $15.00
BRUSHFIRE by Willis Kirk. An innovative method for developing brush technique
$13.50
O VIBES, Four Mallet Tech., D.Samuels ID # 1; D # 2@$14.95
D DIFFERENT DRUMMERS by Billy Mintz. Exercises & solos in
the style of the jazz greats!
$9.95
DRUM WISDOM by Bob Moses
$5.95

BASS BOOKS
D THE COMPLETE ELEC. BASS PLAYER. Chuck Rainey LJ # 1 he
Method - $14.95. D # 2Playing Concepts & Dexterity. D #3
Bass Improv. O #4 Slapping Techs. D # 5 Bass Chording.
#2-#5
@ $7.95
D THE BASS TRADITION by Todd Coolman. 36 transcribed solos
by the masters w/biography & discography. " The Past,
Present & Future." BRAND NEW!
$
um
D STEVE GILMORE BASS UNES off Vol. 25 LP's
$4.95
D JAZZ RIFFS for BASS- Rick Laird
$5.95
D RON CARTER BASS LINES off VOL.15 Payin' Dues LP. $4.95
D FUNK-E-TUDES for Elec. Bass. Step by step approach to
THUMB & POPPING style. Bk/Cass. # 1D; # 2D ea. $9.95
D PAUL CHAMBERS-20 Bass Solos by J. Stinnett
$10.95
D LEFT HAND GYMNASTICS for ELECTRIC BASS by Scott Reed.
Technique building book. DJ # 1, D # 2
@ $8.95
RON CARTER BASS UNES off Vol. 6 record of play-a- long
series, wichord symbols. A must for bassists!
$3.95
D THE EVOLVING BASSIST by Rufus Reid. An indispensable aid
to developing atotal musical concept
$17.00
D EVOLVING UP RD-Bass Book II by Rufus Reid- Book on
thumb position for acoustic bass
$7.50
1:1 RAY BROWN'S BASS METHOD Spiral bound, 136 pages $12.95
D RUFUS REID BASS UNES transcribed off records Vol. 1and 3of
play-a- long series. Exactly as recorded.
$4.95
0 HARMONICS for ELECTRIC BASS. by Adam Novick
$7.95
NO NONSENSE ELEC. BASS. D # 1, D #2, D #3 . @$5.95
BIG BAND BASS by John Clayton
$8.95
0 THE IMPROVISOR'S BASS METHOD by C. Sher. Endorsed by E.
Gomez, R. Reid. etc. Transcribed lines & solos .... $14.00
0 BEBOP BASS acollection of bass lines and solos
$4.95
0 THE BASS LINE BOOK by Am Evans. Great book for constructing and performing good walking bass lines
$
e.se
D "DOUBLE VISION" Electric bass duets. Bk & cass
$9.95

ARRANGING & COPYING
D AMUSIC NOTATION PRIMER by G. Rosecrans. Music calligraphy, 2nd ed.
$3.95
El MODERN ARRANGING TECHNIQUES by G. Delamont . $23.00
D INSIDE THE SCORE" by Ray Wright. Revealing the jazz
arranging secrets of T. Jones, B. Brookmeyer & S. Nestico
Book
$25
Bk & LP $32.00
THE JAZZ COMPOSER'S COMPANION By Gil Goldstein. Great
composing book w/interviews
$12.95
C COMPOSING for the JAZZ ORCHESTRA by Wm Russo & Reid
Hyams. Textbook, workbook & cassette of examples $16.95
D THE ART OF MUSIC COPYING by Clinton Roemer. Copyist Bible
for composer, arranger, student, teacher. Revised. . $19.95
STANDARDIZED CHORD SYMBOL NOTATION by C. Roemer & C.
Brandt. Uniform system for musicians
$5.95
THE PROFESSIONAL ARRANGER & COMPOSER by Russ Garcia.
Standard text for big band writing, D # 1, D #2 @ $14.95

JERRY COKER BOOKS
D JAll KEYBOARD by Jerry Coker. For basic tech.
$8.95
CI IMPROVISING JAZZ by Jerry Coker ( paperback). Excellent
$5.95
introduction to jazz theory
0 THE JAZZ IDIOM by Jerry Coker ( paperback).
$3.95
D PATTERNS for JAll by Jerry Coker et al. Excellent book for
daily practice. Teaches you to play in all keys and really helps
develop your ears! Can be used with Vol. 21
D Treble clef; D Bass Clef
@ $18.00
0 USTENING TO JAZZ by Jerry Coker. Paperback
$6.95
D A COMPLETE METHOD FOR JAZZ IMPROVISATION by J Coker.
New book by master teacher. W/play-a-long cassette $20.00
C DRONES FOR IMPROVISATION. Playalong BK/Cass. of asst.
electronic drones
$14.95

PIANO BOOKS
li
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"KO" 30 KENNY DORHAM Songs for piano.
$13.95
ANTONIO CARLOS JOBIM Piano/Vocal book
$4.95
DOBBINS:"Cont. Jazz Pianist" D#1 0#2 D#3. @ $25.00
McCOY TYNER " Inception to Now." Piano book
$9.95
TRANSCRIBED PIANO VOICINGS by Jamey Aebersold. FIRST
OF ITS KIND. Comping to the volume 1record! With hands,
chord symbols and other markings. Learn about chords and
voicings on piano
$4.95
JAZZ KEYBOARD by Jerry Coker. For basic tech.
$8.95
PIANO: Practice Routines-4th, Ext. Dom. & Aug llths $5.95
JAZZ IMPROV, FOR KEYBOARD PLAYERS by Dan Haerle. Creating
melodies- use of left hand-soloing and much more.
D Basic Concepts $4.95; 0 Inter. $3.95; D Adv. $4.95;
D 3Volumes complete
Spiral bound
$14.00
BILL EMUS #1, 6 transcribed songs- Interplay, Time Remembered, Very Early, etc.
$4.95
BILL ENS # 2, 5transcribed solos and 1song
$4.95
BILL EMUS #3, 5 transcribed solos and 15 songs off
records- Paris Scope, Elsa, Peace Piece, etc.
$4.95
BILL ENS # 4, 4transcribed solos for piano
$5.95
BILL (WINS #5, the 70's (8songs)
$4.95
HORACE SILVER: 53 transcribed songs exactly as recorded by
Horace
Sister Sadie, Nica's Dream, etc.
$6.95
JAZZ/ROCK VOICINGS for the CONTEMPORARY KEYBOARD
PLAYER by Dan Haerle. A must for any keyboard player who
needs new voicings!
$5.95
ASTUDY IN FOURTHS by Walter Bishop, Jr.
$4.50
TECHNIQUES & THEORY for POP KEYBOARD PLAYERS by Preston
Keys. Thorough book, I
nt/Adv.
$7.95
INTERPRETING POPULAR MUSIC at the KEYBOARD by Jeri
Southern. Excellent book, spiral bound
$12.00
ART TATUM PIANO SOLOS- 23 solos by the master ... $5.95
GARY BURTON, The Music of. 22 songs for keyboard . $7.95
CHICK COREA, THE ESSENTIAL. Chick's greatest songs $8.95
CARLA BLEY, The Music of. 26 songs for piano
$7.95
HORACE SILVER PIANO BOOK. 41 songs
$9.95
BILLY TAYLOR "Jazz Piano History" paperback
$11.95

TO ORDER :Send check or money order, Postage and handling charge $1.25 for 1to 3items in U.S. Free postage for 4items or more. FOREIGN add $3.90 for
1BK/LP set and $1.30 each additional set. Foreign book rate $1.00 for 1BK. and 75e each additional BK.
NO C.O.D.... USA FUNDS ONLY.
VISA MASTERCARD welcome . . . MINIMUM $
15. See right hand border on ordering. Dealer inquiries welcome. SEND TO:

FREE
CLINIC BOO.
WITH EACH
ORDER OF
$30.00
OR MORE.
REQUEST WHEN
ORDERING.

MISCELLANEOUS
D VOCAL IMPROV-AN INSTRUMENTAL APPROACH- P. Coker.
Bk & Cass
$20.00
D INSTRUMENTAL JAZZ INSTRUCTION-Kuzmich/Bash $22.95
D UP FLEXIBILITIES by Dr. Colin. D Trpt, D TBone ... $8.50
D COMBO CHARTS by the "Jazz Messengers". Write for list ea. $10
D CARMINE CARUSO-Musical calisthenics for brass .. $9.95
0 A TEXTBOOK FOR JAZZ IMPROVISATION- R. Naroff. New
revised/expanded edition
$15.00
D FAKE BOOKS, Contemporary. D S. Nestico, IC) V. Feldman,
D L. Niehaus, O B. Holman, ID S. Rogers, D D. Grove,
M. Lowe, 71 L. Bellson. Melodies and chords Each $6.95
D MAN'S ETERNAL QUEST by P. Yogananda. 57 lectures $5.50
12 KEYS TO JAZZ CONCEPTS by Chuck Marohnic $8.95
D THREE OCTAVE SCALES & CHORDS for sax by Joe Allard $4.95
D STUDIO RECORDING for MUSICIANS. Survival manual $14.95
D TROMBONE METHOD (Tenor) by Buddy Baker
$8.95
D The EDGAR CAYCE PRIMER by Herbert B. Puryear. The wisdom
of the sleeping prophet revealed. Discovering the path to SelfTransformation
$2.95
D THERE IS ARIVER. The story of Edgar Cayce by Thomas Sugrue.
The one book that has opened the door for mill ions of people to
an awareness of the spirit within.
$2.50
D BILL
TROUS "TROMBONISMS" by Watrous/Raph
88.95
D THE JAZZ EXPERIENCE by Joseph Levey
$6.95
D JAZZ STYLES by Mark Gridley, paperback
$19.95
D LENNIE NIEHAUS-DEVELOPING JAll CONCEPTS. 45 pieces,
treble clef. Great sightreading
$6.95
REPOSITORY OF SCALES & MELODIC PATTERNS Yusef Lateef
Large spiral bound book, 270 pages with awealth of patterns,
licks & ideas
$25.00
67 TUNES FOR IMPROVISATION. Originals by D. Haerle,
R. Matteson & J. Petersen. Lead lines combo bks. Order by
instr. ICI C. Treble, D Bb, D Eb, D Bass Clef Ea. . $9.95
D 7 PLAYALONG CASSETTES aligned with above Bk.
$35.00
O HOME RECORDING FOR MUSICIANS by Craig Anderton. Make
professional-quality recordings at home
$14.95
O BIRD LIVES by Ross Russell, Story of Charlie Parker $12.00
D JAZZ: LISTENERS GUIDE by J. McCalla
$10.95
0 DAM' STUDIES for SAXOPHONE by T. Kynaston
$5.95
CHARLIE PARKER 2LP ALBUMS. C,ontains 30 songs, 220f which
are in the OMNIBOOK! Savoy 2201.
$11.95
D JIMMY HEATH-31 compositions D # 1; 0 #2 ... @$5.95
CHESKY CONTEMPORARY JAZZ/ROCK PATTERNS
Treble D # 1; D # 2
@$5.95
D NU-ART technique exercises D treble D bau @$4.95
MOURNS for IMPROVISATION by Oliver Nelson. Treble clef
book of 81 different patterns & songs
$8.00
ENCYCLOPEDIA of IMPROVISATIONAL RHYTHMS & PATTERNS.
D Treble clef
$18.95
D Bass clef
$15.00
CI LOOKOUT FARM-Acase study of improvisation for small jazz
groups. By Dave Liebman & group. Two sound sheets and
transcribed solos. Excellent book!
$9.95
El THE JAZZ ENSEMBLE DIRECTOR'S MANUAL by Rick Lawn.
Very informative!
Book & record
$16.00
CI TAKE THE LEAD by Stan Seckler. A basic manual for Lead
Altoist in jazz band
$5.00
D NEW CONCEPTS IN LINEAR IMPROVISATION by Ray Riker.
Textbook study of scales/chords. Treble clef
$7.95
CI WORKBOOK for NEW CONCEPTS IN UNEAR IMPROVISATION w/
cassette practice tape. Workbook in concert key .. $12.00
D AUTOBIOGRAPHY of aYOGI by Yoganada.
$2.50
D SCALES for JAZZ IMPROVISATION by Dan Haerle. 21 scales in
all twelve keys in treble & bass clef
$8.95
PENTATONIC SCALES for JAZZ IMPROVISATION by Ray Ricker.
Study of Pentatonic scales in modern jazz with many
exercises and licks. Portions of solos by Corea, Hancock,
Farrell Henderson, Jarrett, and Shorter
$8.95
TECHNIQUE DEVELOPMENT in FOURTHS by Ray Ricker. An
advanced book of the treatment of fourths.
$7.95
0 "WITCH HUNT" LP featuring Jamey Aebersold, alto/tenor; Dan
Haerle, piano; Rufus Reid, bass and Charlie Craig, drums.
Chord progressions and two solos provided
$5.95
D COMBO CHARTS by J. Aebersold, David Baker, Horace Silver,
Dan Haerle & SUPERSAX.
Write for catalog.
D HOW TO CREATE JAZZ CHORD PROG by C. Marohnic
$5.95
D SAX SOUND MIRROR by Ploeger. Makes sound bounce back to
ears. It really works
$17.00
D THE JAll LANGUAGE by Dan Haerle. Outstanding new theory
text for individual or group jazz study. For improvisation or
composition
* 95
C MUSIC AS THE BRIDGE by Shirley Winston. Based on the Edgar
$3.95
Cayce readings.
ID CIRCULAR BREATHING for all wind players
$5.95
FLEXIBIUTY & IMPROV. PATTERNS by Rich Matteson & Jack
Petersen. U Treble. CI Bass
458.00
D Ritil SHANKAR: LEARNING INDIAN MUSIC Bk 8. casa. $29.95
0 HORACE SILVER COMBO ARRANGEMENT Trpt. Ten. & Rhy.
Doodlin', The Preacher, Room 308 & Creepin' In . $10.00
Prices subject to change without notice.
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LEARN MUSIC
THE WAY GARY BURTON DID.
AT BERKLEE.

reels, jigs, and Irish folk tunes in this acoustic
duet. from Flying Fish, Two FOR THE ROAD
Chris Proctor, mostly original program of
tunes from acontemporary troubadour, THE
DELICATE DANCE.

Paul Zukofsky, violin wizard premieres
work by classical pianist Artur Schnabel,
from CP' Records, SONATA FOR SOLO VIOLIN
Richard Dirlam, four new music pieces for
saxophone with or without tape- sounds, from
Minnesota Composers Forum, PURE SAXOPHONE. Buddy DeFranco/John Denman,
jazz and classical clarinetists team up in
swinging arrangements, from Lud Records,
DEFRANCO/DENMAN. David Lanz, piano solos
of a pastoral cast, from Narada Records,
NIGHTFALL. Cyrille Verdeaux, heavily synthesized sounds " designed to expand the psychic mind of the listener," from Catero Records, MESSENGER OF THE SUN. Michel
Genest, electronic composer who incorporates the sounds of nature in his music, from
Sona Gaia Productions, CRYSTAL FANTASY.
Charles Austin/Joe Gallivan, reedman and
synthesist lead The New Orchestra in a
heady combination of jazz and electronic
music, from Hannibal Records, AILANA.
Davey Williams, intuitive improvisations expand the sound potential of the guitar, from
Trans Museq, CRIMINAL PURSUITS. Tone Road
Ramblers, new music reed/brass sextet
(plus percussion) play their own compositions, from TR 2 Records, TONE ROAD
RAMBLERS.

"Berklee offers ' real world' music studies. Singers, players,
and writers are involved with the challenges of today's many contemporary professional music styles. And student musicians can engineer
and produce music in our 24-track studios, synchronize their music
onto video or film, or break new ground in music synthesis.
It was from Berklee that Ibegan my career as aperforming and
recording artist. And Berklee has remained my musical home. As
Berldee's Dean of Curriculum, Ihelp make sure that the music and
techniques you study at Berklee will get you started in the right
direction, too.''
-Gary Burton
Goy Burton is the world's foremost vibist. He is acclaimed as amultiGrammy Award winner with more than 35 recordings to his credit. Some
recent releases include: Lyric Suite for Sextet and Zurich Concert with
Chick Corea, Real Life Hits with the Gary Burton Quartet, and Makoto
Ozone featuring pianist and Berklee alumnus Makoto Ozone.
Berklee has helped produce thousands of professionals who now enjoy successful careers in all aspects of today's music business. For acurrent catalog, contact the Berklee Admissions Office. Call toll-free: 1-800421-0084 (9a.m. to 5p.m. EST). In Massachusetts call: 617-266-1400.
Or write: BERKLEE, Admissions Office, Dept. W14.1140 Boylston
Street, Boston, MA 02215.

Berklee
COLLEGE OF MUSK:
Where careers in music begin.
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Lennie Tristan°, live recordings from a ' 58
Half Note quartet gig with Warne Marsh and a
'64 quintet date w/ Marsh and Konitz, from
Jazz Records, CONTINUITY. Chuck Foster,
Buddy Rich-trumpet- alumnus blows with
some of L.Ks finest, from SeaBreeze Records, LONG OVERDUE! John Basile, guitar
student of Barry Galbraith celebrates quartet
and orchestral backings, from SeaBreeze,
VERY EARLY. Larry Douglas, trumpeter leads
his varied- sized Alltet through a variety of
musical styles, from Swajola Records, DEDICATIONS. Steve Rawlins, trumpeter fuses his
contemporary influences into new sounds,
from SeaBreeze, STEP RIGHT UP. Betty
O'Hara/Johnny Varro, multi- brass instrumentalist and in-demand pianist halve a
quartet date, from Magnagraphic Jazz Records, HORNS APLENTY. Woodenhead, electric
quartet (plus guests) from New Orleans jam,
from Broken Records, LIVE. Various Artists,
Flora Purim, Laverne Butler and others from
Nawlins join an instrumental band featuring
harpist Patrice Fisher, from Broken Records,
SINGERS. First Light, electric quartet of English fusioneers debut, from IOU Records,
HOW THE LAND LIES.
db

MAIL ORDER SOURCES
If your local record store doesn't carry these

records, try writing NMDS, 500 Broadway, NYC
10012; Daybreak Express Records, POB 250
Van Brunt Station, Brooklyn, NY 11215;
Roundup Records, POB 154, N. Cambridge,
MA 02140; or North Country Records, Cadence
Bldg., Redwood, NY 13679.
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EARL BOSTIC. L
ET'S MOVE Our (
from
MUSICAL PEARLS BTBOSTIC, King). Bostic,
alto saxophone; unidentified vibist and band.
Wow—this guy's got tone, that beautiful
Earl Bostic kind of sound. Ilove alto in
the r&b style; there's not much of it,
besides Louis Jordan—mostly tenor
players, and Leo Parker, the great
baritone player, though Paul " Hucklebuck" Williams did some things. This has
that swing feel, and it's so down home,
gutbucket. It sounds like Bostic—fat,
greasy tone, short tunes, a corny La
Cucuracha, but it's alittle jazzier. It is him?
Iwish Ihad acopy, I'd put this on every
morning. This must be mid '50s, something he did for King. Ah, look at that
cover—teenyboppers dancing. Ican relate to that.

FI

LUCIA DLUGOSZEWSKI. T
ENDER
T
HEATRE F
LIGHT NAGEIRE (from SONOROUS
EXPLORATIONS, CRI). Dlugoszewski, percussion,
composer;Gerard Schwarz, trumpet, conductor;
five other brass.
Ihate music like this recorded in abig
room; it should have more presence,
should sound much stronger. Is this a
long piece? I'd have to hear the whole
thing to get an idea of form; Idon't like
long pieces based on one idea, that noodle— I'm reacting against that. One of
the American new sound composers,
Dlugoszewski, writes things like this,
with great range for the trumpet. Ilike
Ralph Shapey, too, but I'm not familiar
with anything he wrote for brass.
This has those cloud effects that
Xenakis likes to use; now it's moving to
another sound area—hear those glisses?
The 16th notes return as amotivic figure.
Once Iget a sense of how this sort of
piece is, Iget bored quickly with it. This
probably gets grants and awards in this
country, and that's ashame; the so-called
classical scene is blind to a lot of what's
really going on.

John Zorn
BYHOWARD MAN DEL
reeds player and composer, who in the
J
ohn Zorn is an iconoclastic, innovative

past 10 years has deconstructed the saxophone and built an opus from free improvisation and game- like rules.
A resident of Manhattan's Lower East
Side, Zorn first gained attention playing
with guitarist Eugene Chadbourne,
warming up on fast, flinty renditions of
bebop before veering off to explore fast,
oblique, detailed " noise." Growing up in
New York City, Zorn had slight interest in
jazz, preferring contemporary composers
and "a little rock" until his French tutor,
Jacques Coursil, played a solo trumpet
concert in the late '60s. "That changed my
life," the reedist remembers. " He made
every note count."
But Zorn has long indulged his wideranging ear. An avid record collector, he
worked as a record store clerk while
"practicing like a maniac." Since the late
'70s, he's produced such albums as School
(with Chadbourne, on Parachute), Pool,

shape. I've seen Art Ensemble sets where
Jarman would be blowing his guts out,
and Roscoe would walk to the bass sax
and blow one note!
SHORTER.
4 WAYNE
SPECIES (
from ATLANTIS,

ENDANGERED
Columbia).
Shorter, soprano, tenor saxophone, composer.

The harmonies have that Zawinul
sound—is that Shorter? It's got to be.
Must be arecent Weather Report record,
'cause Idon't know it. What abeautiful
soprano sound Shorter has. The most
beautiful sound Iever heard is on Native
Dancer.
We've established that this is Wayne,
but who's the composer? He doesn't
stand up for himself in Weather Report,
ROSCOE MITCHELL. BALLAD (
from
like he did on their first two albums—he
NONAAH, Nessa). Mitchell, solo alto sax- just plays parts now. But what he does
ophone.
with intonation, with little sets of pitches,
Well, right off we know this guy's into
phrases of notes—amazing. I think
Roscoe—oh, that sounds more like the
Roscoe's influenced by Wayne; again, evreal Roscoe than anybody else. It's got
ery note counts. But the Bostic was my
the sound of his curved soprano, a idea of funky. This isn't funky; it doesn't
tender, fragile sound; the worst thing he
make me want to dance.
ever did was change to that straight
[Later] Shorter's new record? Pretty
soprano. Every note Roscoe plays is difdisappointing. The fire's gone; the tunes
ferent—its attack, vibrato, the amount of are nice, but the way he's arranged them
air he puts into the horn. He shapes each
aren't so exciting—too soupy. Still, he's
one of the few jazz composers who's
note, and that's really affected me, that
every note is important. On the other
written a book of songs, like Monk's.
end of that scale is Joseph Jarman, who
Shorter has written the best tunes—all
goes for the grand gesture, the larger
the musicians think so.

El

Archery (
atwo-disc boxed set featuring 12
improvisers), The Classic Guide To Strategy
(saxophone solo), Locus Solus, and Ganryu
Island. He contributed to the Monk anthology That's The Way IFeel Now (A&M),
and has recorded with Derek Bailey
(Yankees, Celluloid), among many others.
He perfor-ms frequently, and has a particular interest in Japanese culture.
This was his first Blindfold Test; he was
given no information about the records
played.

n

HENRY THREADGILL. CREMATION,
BLACK BLUES (
from Jus rT
HE F
ACTS AND P
ASS
T
HE BUCKET, About Time). Threadgill, composer,
flute, clarinet, atto, baritone saxophone ;Deidre
Murray, cello.
Yeah, we know what this is—oh, no—it's
amixed group; I'll wait. Hmm, it's beginning to sound like Hem-, Threadgill's
band to me. Ithink he's avery interesting
composer; he takes alot of chances. At
first, I thought this was one of David
Murray's groups, but his writing is not
this good. This has that New Orleans
funeral kind of sound—Threadgill goes
for that. The cellist could be Deidre
Murray. Julius Hemphill is also agreat
writer in this context, like his St. Louis
records, '
Coon Bidness and Dagon A.D.
But Ilike this. It goes through lots of
changes, has nice spots for soloists, and
Henry has agood ear for sound, too— I
like the tambourine in there. He takes six
players—seven, himself included—and
makes them sound like 10. He writes for
the music, not just for himself to play on
top of.
Ithink this has similarities to some of
the ways Iwrite. Henry has surprises in
there; he sets things up for the soloists,
contexts to improvise in; the music is
challenging, difficult, but not impossible.
He inspires his musicians. And he
changes the context quite abit. He's writing compositions that tell a story—not
just sound pieces. That's important. db
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P
ROFILE
Mitchel
Forman
An electric album and astint
with the remodeled
Mahavishnu band have
brought the multi- keyboarder
into the limelight (
and out of
Keith Jarrett's shadow).
BY BILL BEUITLER
Mitchel Forman has come a long way
since being "discovered" by a pianist
cousin, who was so impressed by the
seven-year-old Forman's noodling at a
little play organ that she convinced his
folks to get him apiano. The Brooklynborn, Long Island-bred Forman, who
turns 30 next month, has since performed with the likes of Gerry Mulligan,
Stan Getz, and Carla Bley, recorded a
pair of solo piano albums and Train Of
Thought (
his first album as leader), begun
composing aclassical piano duet for Katia and Marielle Labèque and, most visibly, hooked up with John McLaughlin in
the guitarist's reconstructed version of
the Mahavishnu Orchestra. And alongside his varied creative labors, Forman's
found time to earn anice supplementary
income as one of Manhattan's top jingles
sessionists.
Like most pianists, Forman's early
training was classical; it wasn't until high
school that he became interested in jazz,
having happened upon some records by
George Shearing and Bill Evans. He
liked what he heard enough to go out
and find himself ajazz teacher named
Bert Konowitz, who "opened up the
whole improvisation thing" for Forman
by "giving me things like, 'Take aBach
invention and write out the chords, then
improvise in a Bach style over those
chords, and then improvise in ajazz style
over the whole thing:"
After high school (during which he'd
played in alocal big band and with his
own rock group), Forman moved on to
the Manhattan School of Music, where
he was quickly befriended by fellow
piano student Kenny Kirkland. Most of
his jazz work during his college years was
done on his own. " Most of what Ilearned
[at Manhattan] was about the piano, and
that was from aclassical teacher, Robert
Goldsand. He was agreat player, aChopin freak—great sound and stuff. He
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was pretty funny, a real strict German
guy. He'd ask, 'Veil Forman, vat can you
play for me dis veek?"
After graduating with adegree in classical performance in 1978, Forman did a
brief stint backing rocker Frankie Valli
before his drummer buddy Richie DeRosa helped him get hired by Gerry
Mulligan. Of his two years playing
straightahead jazz with Mulligan, Forman says, " He played some great stuff
every night, and it took me a while to
realize it." The Mulligan gig helped get
Forman noticed, and in 1980 he was recruited for asolo piano performance at
New York's Kool Jazz Festival, which in
turn led to his solo albums far the Soul
Note label, Childhood Dreams (
SN 1050)
and Only A Memory (
SN 1070).
The unmistakable influence of Keith
Jarrett's solo work on these albums was
noted so often by critics that Forman
started wondering if the comparisons
would ever stop. Not that the Jarrett
influence wasn't there: "When I was
growing up," Forman says, "Iwould just
listen to a lot of one guy, and tend to
sound like him. So Iwould start off with
Bill Evans and try to play exactly like Bill
Evans. Keith was the last one' Other
main influences included Chick Corea
and Herbie Hancock in jazz. and pianooriented classical composers like Chopin, Scriabin, Prokofiev, and Stravinsky.
Miles Davis was also important, particularly the 1973 a/bum Live-Evil, the
grooves of which Forman has worn down
from repeated listenings. His favorite
tune on the album? Funky Tank, featuring
the broken-key electric piano solo by—
you guessed it— Keith Jarrett.
Still, Forman longed for—and deserved— recognition as a stylist in his
own right, something he finally achieved

with his recent album on the Magenta
label, Train Of Thought (
MA 0201). "Critically, it's been doing very well," says Forman. "All my other records Iwas getting
called Keith Jarrett, so it's nice—Idon't
see his name once.”
Forman doesn't quite know whether
he agrees with critics who have labeled
the album fusion, despite its being his
first as leader to make such heavy use of
electronic keyboards: he plays acoustic
and electric piano, synthesizers, and
drum machine, backed by drummer Peter Erskine, tenor saxophonist Michael
Brecker, and bassists Marc Johnson and
Tom Barney. "People are calling it fusion, and Idon't know what to call k
really," he explains. " Iwas just trying to
pull together some different aspects of
the way Iplay, and my personality, and
try to make it into acohesive album. But I
don't know what to label it."
Others have noted the varied styles
encompassed by the album: the Mahavishnu-influenced Wonderama and Train
Of Thought, Part 2, the John Scofieldstyled blues/funk tunes More Mr. Nice Guy
and Monkey's Uncle. Then there are the
acoustic numbers Andy's Girl and Milton;
Forman's been compared to Bill Evans
and Lyle Mays on the latter, one of his
own favorite compositions from the
album (and it wouldn't have seemed at all
out of place on Keith Jarrett's album My
Song, if we dare risk dragging Jarrett's
name back into the discussion).
Our subject's other main artistic endeavor of late—recording the album Mahavishnu and then touring with John
McLaughlin—would be hard to label
anything but fusion, and it marked Forman's first major foray into the realm of
electronics. (His keyboards for the Mahavishnu tour included a Rhodes, a

Yamaha DX7, an Octave-Plateau Voyeput his expertise to work producing pop
bit, but if it was one or the other . . . . "
tra-8, Yamaha CS02, aMinimoog, and an
albums (some of his own favorite pop
And yet, as he discovered on the MaEnsoniq Mirage.) McLaughlin, says Forartists include Jeffrey Osborne, Kenny
havishnu tour, life on the road can have
man, "called me up one day and said,
Loggins, litickie Lee Jones, Joni Mitchell,
other advantages. "The other day we
'Come over and play in Paris. What are
Chicago, and the Police). As amatter of were just hanging around at the pool,"
you doing, can you come tomorrow?' So I fact, Forman admits preferring studio
he recalls, "and I was thinking, 'We
said, 'Give me two days and I'll be there:"
work to performing live: "Ireally love
should be grown men. Everyone's
Forman fit in easily with Mahavishnu,
recording—I'd like to have agreat studio
around 30, and sometimes I feel like
having played with two of his three fellow
at my disposal all the time, with anything
we're 12: It's such an odd existence, but it
sidemen before, both separately—with
Ineed in there. Ienjoy playing live alittle
keeps you young:'
db
saxophonist Bill Evans on Evans' album
Living On The Crest Of A Wave (
he also
appears on Evans' new album, Alternative
Man) and with drummer Danny Gottlieb
for six months or so in Stan Getz' band—
and together at jam sessions at Evans'
loft. ( Forman hadn't played with Swedish
bassist Jonas Hellborg before Mahavishnu.) In fact, the only thing Forman
wasn't used to was the crowds this fall's
three-week Mahavishnu tour attracted.
These new books by 3of today's
"I'm more used to apolite jazz audience,
outstanding jazz critics help you
rather than people just screaming and
going nuts," he says. "It was abig change
hear the music in awhole
for me when Ifirst started doing it. It's
new way.
kind of fun:'
How did he like playing with McMARTIN WILLIAMS
Laughlin? "He's great to play with, real
Jazz Heritage
supportive. He treats us as aband, not
companion volume to The Jazz Padition
just abunch of sidemen. And he's agreat
("essential reading for any jazz fan"
guy, too, just to hang out with:' How
—San Francisco Chronicle.). Williams's reviews,
about musically, did Forman learn anyjazz profiles, and "liner notes" cover musicians as
thing? "It takes awhile to seep in, but I'm
diverse as Fats Waller and Count Basie, Bud
slowly learning his scale patterns alittle
Powell and Bill Evans, Ella Fitzgerald and the
more, just how he thinks melodically and
World Saxophone Quartet, Jelly Roll Morton and
harmonically. Sometimes the notes go by
King Oliver, Miles Davis, Thelonius Monk and
so fast that it takes forever to really figure
much more. $ 17.95
out what he's doing:' He'll get another
chance at cracking the McLaughlin code
IRA GITLER
in early '86, when Mahavishnu plans to
Swing to Bop
be back in the studio recording asecond
An Oral History of the li.ansition in Jazz
album.
in the 1940s
Forman has somehow also managed to
their own words, more than 50 great
squeeze a good deal of lucrative studio
1 artists— some now dead— tell how they
work into his flurry of creative accomcreated this renegade music. Musicians interplishments of the past few years, perviewed recall not only their own experiences
forming on numerous jingles (including
but also evoke the legendary figures of bop who
some for Tropicana, Maxwell House,
were so influential in its development but were
and Burger King) as well as the soundnever recorded, people like Clyde Hart and
track for the film version of A Chorus
Freddie Webster. $22.50
Line. Jingle work can be abit of adrain on
an artist, but on balance Forman finds it
GARY GIDDINS
worth his time: "Some days you come
Rhythm-a-ning
home from that and think, 'What have I
been doing all day?' But most of the time
Jazzli-adition and Innovation in the 80's
it really can be fun, and it's kind of
nindispensable guidebook to jazz in the
challenging—you're usually surrounded
1980s."—N.Y limes Book Review. "
As an
by really great players. It's not unusual to
original mind in the jazz and pop field, he may be
walk in and find Steve Gadd on drums,
surpassed only by Cene Lees."—L.A. limes
Will Lee on bass; usually in between cuts
$17.95
everyone goes crazy jamming for awhile.
It doesn't take up that much time, and
At better bookstores or to order direct, send your check
plus $1.50 postage and handling your
for right now [the money] makes everything else so much easier:'
Oxford University Press,
Forman is quite at home in arecording
Dept. HS, 200 Madison Ave., NY, NY 10016
studio, and he says he'd eventually like to

Hear it in
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THE GIBSON'S
JAZZ PARTY

FAIRMONT HOTEL
NEW YORK— 1he musical sophisticates
of the Big Apple have, in the past, not
DENVER— Dick and Maddie Gibson's
cottoned much to down-home blues; but
23rd annual Jazz Party was the best ever.
from the evidence of radio broadcasts,
Of course, this is the kind of talk one
record- store displays, and nightclub
hears every year after the three-day, 31bookings, that uniquely American product of the rural South has been winning
hour series of five jam sessions comes to a
slowly wound-down end (this year's finale
adherents in this bastion of northeastern
was agentle blues by Red Holloway, with
urbanity. Louisiana-born singer and
guitarist Lonnie Brooks, appearing here Jay McShann, Herb Ellis, Ed Shaughnessy, and Major Holley). But this year
on the same bill as Texas bluesman Althe evidence was overwhelming.
bert Collins, worked hard to crack the
facade of Knickerbocker reserve, and
It wasn't just that the musicians handBob Wilber
was ultimately rewarded as patrons
picked by the Gibsons numbered arecord
danced in the narrow aisles.
60, of whom all but ahandful were worldthroughout the weekend were amazing;
Although he has been based in Chiclass artists. It was partly that the comonly a month earlier he had been told
cago for more than 25 years, the 52-yearpatibility of the bandstand's occupants
that he had cancer, but he postponed
old Brooks initially established his repu(who at any time might number from one
surgery or treatment, such was his eagertation in the Gulf Coast region under the
to 13) was almost consistently flawless. It
ness to be at the party.
name of Guitar Junior. His first record,
was also the choice of material: not too
A special delight of the parties is the
Family Rules, on the Goldband label, was
many tunes were repeated, and there is a
covered by white and black artists alike,
tendency nowadays to lean on material by
pairing off of musicians unlikely to be
heard together elsewhere in duo perand remains aSouth Louisiana standard
Dizzy, Bird, Monk, Miles, and Duke, as
well as on some of the classic pop stanformances. Guitarist Bucky Pizzarelli
to this day. Originally, by his own descripteamed both with his 25-year-old son
tion, a "country-rock" stylist, he strugdards. The party has pretty much outJohn and with Herb Ellis; Snooky Young
grown its Muskrat Ramble origins.
gled to find his niche in the bluesdrenched Windy City until his emersquared off with Marshal Royal; Billy
Most of all it was the profusion of
Butterfield with Warren Vache; Sweets
gence in 1978 on the Alligator Records
magical moments that arose from the
Edison with Joe Newman; Scott Hamilanthology Living Chicago Blues. Since
freewheeling ambiance that has always
ton with Buddy Tate; Phil Woods (as
been the essence of these bashes.
then, he has recorded three more Alligaalways happens) with Benny Carter, who
tor LPs in an eclectic swamp-blues vein.
Not all were spontaneous. To Ray
this year played almost as much trumpet
Brooks' new band—comprising orBrown goes credit for what was perhaps
ganist Tom Giblin, guitarist Larry Clythe peak point of the entire event: in a as alto; and, magnificently, pianists Dick
Hyman and Roger Kellaway, neither of
man, bassist Julius Hicks, and former
morning rehearsal, Brown gathered all
whom was ever less than stunning tothe bass players together ( Milt Hinton,
Otis Rush drummer Jesse Green—
gether or in other settings.
opened the show with aspirited rendiBob Haggart, John Clayton, John Heard,
Trumpet brothers Pete and Conte
tion of Green Onions. Brooks himself then
Carson Smith, Holley, and Brown), wrote
made his entrance, intoning Robert
Candoli, who duetted on Night In Tunisia,
an original piece for them, and perwere among the six Tonight Show band
Johnson's classic Sweet Home Chicago in a formed it that evening as atribute to the
members on hand (the others: Snooky,
high, clear tenor and punctuating his
late George Duvivier. With its four-part
Ross Tompkins, Bob Cooper, Shaughlong, keening guitar solo with pungent
harmony (the men took turns playing
nessy).
trademark licks. After arambling monoand holding the music for each other),
A few participants were Colorado resilogue, he launched into Don't Answer The
the solos, Holley's humming-cum-bowdents: Gus Johnson, drummer Bert
Door, a characteristic original composiing, and the evocative blues whistling by
Haggart that ended it, this was the sort of Dahlander, pianist Louise Duncan (who
tion on the theme ofjealousy that offered
tore into atwo-piano Battle Flymn Of The
fresh twists on musical and lyrical clichés.
ecstatic experience that can only be genRepublic with Monty Alexander),
Don't Take Advantage Of Me, from
erated under the singular conditions imguitarist Johnny Smith, tenor saxoposed by the party.
Brooks' latest album, Hot Shot (
Alligator
phonist Spike Robinson. Two came in
4731), is one of his strongest songwriting
A more spontaneous incident took
from Florida: Flip Phillips, whose Sweet
efforts, with clever, modern lyrics over a place while Bob Wilber and Kenny DayAnd Lovely is as mellifluous today as when
bouncing, bluesy vamp. Supported by
ern were trading off on clarinets. Three
he first recorded it in 1944; and the
the crack rhythm section, Brooks gave
of the trombonists standing back at the
always impeccable Buddy de Franco,
the number aforceful reading, ranging
side of the room began riffing. Soon all
who, aware that his Florida home was in
far afield during the extended instrunine trombonists joined in: Urbie Green,
mental coda. On the next tune, he found
danger during Hurricane Elena, played
Carl Fontana, Slide Hampton, Bill
astill deeper groove, calling forth memoWatrous, Al Grey, Frank Rehak, Benny
Ill Wind. (
The house survived.)
There were a few traditionalist mories of Guitar Slim and other Louisiana
Powell, George Masso, and the brilliant
Briton George Chisholm, flown in for
ments, the best provided by Peanuts
favorites; however, it was Lonely, Lonely
Hucko (Fats Waller's Stealin' Apples is still
Nights, an overly typical B. B. King-style
the third time. Soon they took over the
his specialty), Ralph Sutton ( playing
blues, that elicited the greatest audience
stand for themselves in awild workout
response.
— Garry birnbaum
on In A Mellotone. Rehak's spirits
Willie "The Lion" Smith's elegant Echoes
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Of Spring) and Chisholm (but he turned
Struttin' With Some Barecue into a bossa
nova).
Vocals have never been aspecialty at
the party, though in the past the Gibsons
have invited afew special guests such as
Sarah Vaughan and the then-unknown,
teenaged Dianne Reeves. This year, on
the final afternoon, they produced a
surprise guest, Joe Williams. "Dick asked
me to sing aballad," said Joe. " Itold him
Idon't know any." What he meant, of
course, was that he had sized up his
audience and gave it just what it

e

wanted— three down-home, straight from-the-gut blues, with Red Holloway,
Kellaway, and ex-Basieites Sweets,
Snooky, Al Grey, and Marshal Royal
(plus Ray Brown and Frank Capp) in his
peerless backup team.
Instrumentalists double as vocalists
now and then: McShann's blues singing
has become a welcome staple at every
party; trumpeter Joe Newman sang afair
Si. James' Infirmary, and bassist Milt
Hinton sang his seemingly autobiographical Old Man Timer (" I'm not 75,"
he assured us, " Ijust turned 25 for the

third timer)
For the statisticians: this year 576 admission badges were sold (" Better than
last year," Dick said), at $ 210 a throw—
that's just 24 short of the theoretical
maximum allowed. He's still operating at
aloss, he says; it should be added that he
continues to make such generous gestures as the flying in from Honolulu of
Trummy Young's widow and daughter.
That's the sort of spirit that makes the
jazz party what it is—athing of wonderment and joy for all concerned.
—leonard feather
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shared with Mike common pride in their
daughters artistic achievements.
Back to NARAS and its attitude towards jazz. Let me repeat: NARAS is and
always has been supportive of jazz. On
our Grammy Shows we have presented

many jazz artists including such names as
Wynton Marsalis, Miles Davis, Count
Basie, Al Jarreau, Pepper Adams, Sarah
Vaughan, Manhattan Transfer, Joe Williams, and Oscar Peterson. Out of 56 recordings in our Hall of Fame, 24 are by
jazz artists. And out of 32 Lifetime
Achievement and Trustees Awards, 10
have gone to jazz or jazz-oriented performers.
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Now I ask you, has NARAS really
slighted jazz? It's obvious that Mr.
Feather is deeply dedicated to jazz. Too
bad that he is not as deeply dedicated to
accurate journalism.
Michael Greene
National Academy of
National President
Recording Arts
and Sciences

I'm sure that if Iwere in Mr. Greene's situation
Iwould feel and write much the way he did.
However, one point calls for amplification: he
claims that my statement about Wynton Marsalis' walking off the show is "totally inaccurate." Following is an excerpt from Marsalis'
interview with Kalamu ya Salaam published
May '85 in the New Orleans magazine Wavelength:
. . . John Denver said you were sick.
What happened?
/was sick.
What were you sick of?
From food and music poisoning.
Explain that.
Ihad food poisoning. Ihad eaten some food
that wasn't cool, but then it attacked my stomach even more vigorously when Iheard what
was going on.
Which was?
Some bullshit. When Iwas talking with the
dude (from the Grammies), Herbie [Hancock]
and Thomas Dolby were up on stage committing crimes with those synthesizers, and everybody was just sitting around waiting for more
people to jump up on stage with weird hair-dos
and stuff It just wasn't the place for me to be.
Last year you performed. You did a
jazz piece and aclassical piece. Weren't
you scheduled to perform this time?
No; at first they were talking about me
performing but then they said no. When Igot
there, I discovered they had taken the jazz
segment off the show. Iasked them why and
they said they were rotating. Isaid [laughing]
"Well, why don't you just rotate the jazz back
on?"
They wouldn't include any jazz?
They announced the winners on tv, but they
didn't have any jazz performance nor any announcing of jazz categories on the tv. Iwas
very disturbed upon discovering this.
So that's the music poisoning.
That was part of it. A certain amount of cosignature of commercialism and stuff that's on
alow level so far as the human level, you can't
fight it. Sometimes you've got to say, "All right,
y'all go it," and split.
But weren't you invited to present one
of the awards?
They wanted me to give out the award for
opera. Idon't even dig opera. I'm ajazz musician. Icouldn't go for that. No jazz, no Wynton.

French American Reeds Mfg. Co., Inc., 3040 Webster Ave., New York, NY 10467 ( 212)547-5600

Irest my case.
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—leonard feather

STING & BAND

continued from page 18

strong points and shoot at anything they can't do. Like Ringo
Starr says, "Jazz music sounds like rats running around on atin
roof' Iread that in amagazine, and it's like, "How can he have
the nerve to say that?" He couldn't swing if he was hanging.
All: [
laughter]
BM: It's like me not being able to write like John Lennon and
then saying, "Well, John Lennon's music ain't shit." It's something Iwould never do, but things are based on divisions like
that. You have so many groups out there that are based on
inferior musicianship, and they take potshots at jazz musicians
and potshots at bands like this, whereas playing jazz or jazzinfluenced music forces you to have an open mind about
things because it forces you to see the world as it really is, not
the way it's convenient for you to see it. It's like when you have
white rock groups in America who don't listen to black
musicians—they say they want to sound like the Beatles, but
the Beatles were copying blues musicians, so they're like an
imitation of an imitation. Psychologically they're going 2,000
miles to hear something they could hear 20 miles down the
street. And the British cats are busting their asses trying to
sound like Little Willie John or Blind Lemon Jefferson. So if
it's anybody's fault, it's our own fault. That's why jazz musicians
can do what we want to do.
AL: Do you find yourself thinking or playing any differently in
this band than any other musical context?
BM: Idon't know about anybody else, but for me it was hard,
because it's different. Ican't explain it technically, but my ears
tell me it's adifferent thing, and it's only been the last three gigs
I've been able to play comfortably in this idiom. The timing
patterns are completely different—as aresult it's hard for me
to play jazz now; the ideas don't flow in the same way as they
used to. But it's just amatter of doing the gigs and switching
around again.
OH: I've been involved in alot of different types of music lately;
over the last five years I've been doing jazz stuff, funk stuff,
pop stuff, and Iguess it would be different for adrummer. For
me it's just amatter of getting into the slight attitude changes
that are required to deal with each music. What Ilike about
Sting's gig is that there are alot of different grooves in one
show. Imean, there's areggae tune in there that Ihave to play
totally different from Set Them Free, then we play Consider Me
Gone, aswing tune. So for me it's fun, but other than that I
don't feel I'm changing my personality, but injecting . . .
AL: Using adifferent aspect of your personality . . .
OH: Right, that's agood way to say it.
DJ: Ican only compare it with the last job Idid, and Ifeel like
I'm generally doing the same thing. I'm abass player, so that
means being the anchor, and playing so that everyone around
me feels comfortable, feels like, "Okay, Iknow the floor is there
so Idon't have to tiptoe, Ican walk." That's what Ido best, and
that's what Ibring to this job. Ithink that's why he hired me, because Ibring that kind of foundation.
AL: But is it adifferent foundation than the sort you played
with Miles?
DJ: Iwould say so, only because with Miles a lot of times I
literally changed basslines, there was no set bassline or set bass
pattern. Like on the Decoy record there's acut called Freaky
Deaky, and Miles told me he wanted the bassline to keep
rolling, keep rolling. He even made reference to an older tune
he played maybe 30 years ago—which Ihadn't heard—and he
started singing abassline that Iliterally couldn't put myself
into. So Ichanged alittle bit here and there and finally came
up with something that let me do what he was asking me to do,
and keep rolling. But now Ithink about it, with this band I
change patterns sometimes. Not as much. Ithink the two jobs
that I've been doing are actually nothing alike, but my
function is sometimes the same.
KK: Ithink for me it's abigger difference than for anybody
else. It's not like with Branford, who can play through things;
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my thing is parts. It's like orchestration, and what Iwas doing
before this was very free, so this is adrastic change for me. I
enjoy it, but it's like Omar said before, the discipline is good.
It's just as challenging to do that and not play awhole bunch of
stuff.
AL: Did you pick out the voicings on the synths for the
different arrangements, or did you and Sting work them out
together?
KK: A lot of the stuff Sting knows exactly what he wants.
AL: You've each individually been apart of one of jazz' most
popular groups—between Weather Report and Miles' and
Wynton's bands—so you're certainly not strangers to playing
in front of large audiences. But do these audiences differ from
the ones you're used to playing for?
BM: People scream while we play. [
laughs]
DJ: 14- year-old girls have a lot less inhibition than an intelligent 26-year-old.
AL: Do you think most of them heard what you were playing?
KK: Idon't really think so.
DJ: But they see you. What this band to me is about is raising
the consciousness of people who are not listening—that's why I
move around onstage, and when Iget ready to play something
Iwalk over to somebody and try to get people to watch and
listen. When Branford blows something Iwalk over to him to
bring some focus to what we're doing, so everyone's not
looking at Sting. But we need to be trying to educate—and I
don't even want to use that word—to make people realize,
"Oh, he just blew asolo:'
OH: The music that most of these kids hear, there's not alot of
improvising going on, so they can't identify it when it happens.
BM: When we started this band, people were asking me what
did Ithink was going to happen when we started playing, and
my attitude was completely pessimistic. Just from playing jazz
and watching the basic low level of understanding from even
jazz audiences, Ithought, well, this is really going to be atrip.

C

THE 1986 WORLD EXPOSITION

VANCOUVER • BRITISH COLUMBIA • CANADA

But the response has been overwhelmingly in the opposite
direction. There are alot of people in the audience who are
trying to understand what we're doing, which was a major
surprise to me. It's like what Sting said—he's enjoying this
more than alot of gigs he did with the Police in the later years,
when they were established, because people walk in and they
don't know what's going to happen. When we play in St. Louis and
in Iowa, Sting comes on stage and they cheer, but they sit back
and say, " Now what?" because they don't know. With the Police,
they know.
AL: It's obvious that you guys are enjoying yourself up there
onstage. Was it hard to come from, say, amore staid jazz environment, and relax and loosen up and dance around?
All: [
laughter]
BM: Ask the brothers. Man, as far back as that first Ritz gig it
was obvious I'd never done anything like this before. Then,
after we'd made the record, after we'd done the movie, after a
bunch of gigs, here Iam in L.A. thinking, "This is my gig for
the next eight months," and Iwalk out onstage and we start
Shadows In The Rain, pow, pow, and I'm standing there like this
[motionless], and the lights are going on, and I'm thinking,
"Man, what am Idoing? I'm not playing jazz now, Ican't do
this shit:' And the people were standing looking at me as if to
say, "Well, what are you going to do, man?" [laughter] So all of a
sudden Igo over and say, "Daryl, why don't you teach me that
step, man?" [
laughter] '
cause I'm one of the no-dancin'est
motherf**kers you've ever seen. [
laughter] So it's like going
from just playing and standing there and saying, " If you like it,
that's cool, and if you don't, the hell with you," to actually
reaching out to the audience and saying, "Come on, have fun
with us."
DJ: Itry not to choreograph what Ido onstage, but deal with
whatever is happening musically. Everything Ido physically is
adirect result of what's played, it's born of what's natural. It's
natural for me, if we're hitting the same accent together, to

1. Registration fee - $54.00 per registrant.
2. Performance for a world renowned panel of
adjudicators.
3. 5 day pass to the 1986 World Exposition site,
Expo ' 86.
4. Eligible for the "
down beat International Award".*
5. Scheduled public performance at Expo (weather
permitting) through on site amateur programming.
6. A festival rating of Gold, Silver, Bronze or Certificate
of Merit.
7. Access to over 30 hours of clinics and workshops.
8. Sunday evening participants party featuring a major
rock band.

OPEN TO:

1. Concert Bands
2. Jazz Combos
3. Dixieland Combos
4. Stage Bands
5. Vocal Jazz Combos
6. Jazz Choirs

9. Director's reception.
10. Consideration for an appearance on the National
T.V. Show.
11. Evening concerts featuring
Concert Band, Jazz Band,
Vocal Ensemble and
international guest artists.

Dates: May 14 - 18, 1986, Vancouver B.C. at the Expo ' 86 Site and Douglas College.
For information write: Jim Howard, Executive Director, Canadian Music Festivals, 135
Milner Ave., Scarborough, Ont. M1S 3R1 or call Rose Balluch at 416-298-1311. A limited
number of invitations are available.
*down beat international award competition applies to Stage Bands only.
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Canadian Music Festivals

look at him and [
gestures together], or if! hear something Kenny
plays, to turn around and groove on that.
OH: I immediately flashed on Weather Report with that
question, because I'm the kind of person who, no matter what
sort of gig it is, likes to go out there and have fun. And before I
joined Weather Report Isaw the band, and Joe looked so
serious—he looked mean, you know—so when I
joined Ididn't
know what to expect. Then when we started doing gigs people
were saying to me, "You know, Joe is smiling onstage, and he
looks happy!" And Irealized he has a really great sense of
humor and he's afunny cat. But Iguess because Iwas up on
stage having such agreat time, the vibe became contagious . . .
DJ: If you're doing all that and not having fun, what good is it?
BM: It's like ... the classical record I
just did was fun. It was the
hardest thing I've ever done in my life. Iwas scared to death,
but it was fun. Just adifferent kind of fun. Ilike this kind of
fun, though. [
laughs]
DJ: It's refreshing . . .
KK: It's probably going to make me play for acouple more
sears ...
BM: The music is definitely the best part of this gig, the most fun.
AL: Were you all pleased with the way the album turned out?
DJ: Ithink when people started reading that Sting was going to
use jazz musicians, they expected ajazz album. And I'm happy
it came out the way it did because it's just jazz musicians playing
pop music, though it has influences that bring it to ahigher
level. It's not just blowing—it takes alot of intellect to play on
this.
BM: I'm tired of hearing people talking all the time like it was
jazz, or jazz-fusion—jazz-fusion doesn't sell two million records. And since they don't know what to call it, it must be jazz.
Sting And His Jazz Band—one thing this record should have
proved is that it's not jazz, you know? One of the reasons Sting
did it was to try and wipe out labels, and they're still trying to
label it.
AL: How much input did the band have for arranging or
hanging the material in the studio?
BM: It wasn't the kind of input where you say, " Hey, Ihave this
great idea. . . . " We just played, that was our input. Like on
Children's Crusade, Kenny put the keyboard part down on the
very first rehearsal. Basically, Sting came in and said, "Okay,
this is the song," and Daryl did his thing, Kenny did his thing,
Omar came in with his thing . . . it was jazz-type input.
OH: There wasn't much talk, you know.
DJ: He had demos for every tune that sounded pretty good.
AL: In other words, he let you go with your strengths—the
playing, spontaneity, improvising . . .
BM: The rhythm tracks were done in eight days. These guys,
man, w000sh, finished. You read about guys being in the studio
for eight months, 10 months, and there ain't no record. Idon't
understand that. Imean, Sting wrote the music, came in, gave
the cats demo tapes, rehearsed the band for aweek, we did
three gigs—and Fortress Around Your Heart, he wrote that in the
studio, in one night . . .
OH: The same with Seventh Wave ... he wrote that while we were
in there.
DJ: Yeah, we jammed for like 20 minutes on this one groove...
OH: One World, yeah.
DJ: Sting said, "Let's play agroove similar to One World," and we
did, and they put it down on tape, and the next day he had
lyrics and everything.
AL: What's going to happen to the band after the tour is over
and Sting goes on to other things?
OH: Ithink that as aband—because we've discussed it amongst
ourselves, and Sting's record company has expressed interest
in us as aband—only we would know when we came to that
point if we could do something special that would merit keeping us together for another tour or whatever. Ithink we'll
probably go into the studio, write together, play, see how it
makes us feel, and if we've got something to say I'm sure we'll
o for it.
All: Right.
db
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SAXOPHONISTS
TIRED OF BEING BURIED BY ELECTRIC INSTRUMENTS AND DRUMS? Do you
desire more VOLUME AND RESONANCE? Of
course you do! Up until now an increase in volume
meant adecrease in the quality of sound.
INTRODUCING THE FIRST MOUTHPIECE to give you the volume you need with the
quality you desire, at a price you can afford.
Finally aBALANCED SOUND at ahigher sound
level.
DUE TO TREMENDOUS POPULAR DEMAND, master mouthpiece maker DAVE
GUARDALA is now offering two tenor sax
mouthpieces—ahigh baffle studio model and a
traditional baffle larger bore model (soprano, alto
and baritone coming soon) that are just like his
$500. custom-made mouthpieces [machined, (not
cast) from asolid brass ban lused by top pros:
MICHAEL BRECKER, DAVE LIEBMAN,
BILL EVANS, PHAROAH SANDERS, LAWRENCE FELDMAN, etc., at aprice of $150.
You can still have amouthpiece made any way
you want for $500., but if you like these models,
$150. is areal bargain. It is machined to the same
close tolerance as the $500. custom-made model
USING THE LATEST STATE OF ART COMPUTERIZED MACHINERY. Dave picked the
two models the pros like the most and is offering
them to you for $150.
EACH MOUTHPIECE IS PERSONALLY
TESTED BY DAVE GUARDALA AND THE
BAFFLES ARE HAND FINISHED.
CALL OR WRITE FOR A FREE BROCHURE
that contains detailed information about these two
mouthpieces. And you will see why the mouth-

piece you have been waiting for has finally arrived.
CONTACT: Dave Guardala
NEW HORIZONS MUSIC CO.
3Mineola Ave., Hicksville, NY 11801. USA
Phone: 518/433-3795
VVorldwide inquines invited

0.Jazz
Cassette
:Catálo

*26 pgs. containing .4
OVER 2,500 Jazz titles
Prices LOWER than your
nearest record store
Your order processed the
SAME DAY we receive it
Send $ 100 to cover postage & handling to:

MUSIC BY MAIL
17 West 8St

New York N.Y. 1001 1

Make music your life

FIVE TOWNS COLLEGE
•Jazz Performance • Music Instrument Technology
• Audio Recording ( 24-track) • Music Business
Call ( 516) 783-8800 or write:
Dept. 1113, 2165 Seaford Ave., Seaford, N.Y. 11783

subscriber, we must know your new
address six weeks before you move.
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Send to: down beat Subscribers Service
222 W Adams St.
Chicago, IL 60606
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Lee Konitz: Back to Basics
BY DAVID KASTIN
In Japan, where tradition is revered, and
where agreat potter or shakuhachi master is
designated a "National Living Treasure," Lee
Konitz would certainly be aprime candidate
for such an honor. Konitz is amaster of the art
ofjazz improvisation. The alto saxophonist on
Miles Davis' historic Birth Of The Cool
sessions, both sideman and leader in an extraordinarily wide range of contexts, Konitz is a
musician of unshakeable integrity who has
continued to develop and refine his craft. He
has also (for the last 40 years) been teaching
jazz—keeping alive atradition that for Lee
began during his own studies with the legendary pianist, saxophonist, composer, and theoretician Lennie Tristano.
For Konitz, music is more than aseries of
tones set in time; it is nothing less than "alife
force." Yet, as both performer and teacher,
Konitz has chosen to counter the rather mystical and potentially frightening challenges of
improvisation with aset of organically derived
back-to-basic techniques that are adirect outgrowth of his own very profound experience.
At first Lee is reluctant to talk freely about
his ideas and experiences as a teacher. His
reservations seem to stem from acombination
of the musician's natural wariness of words,
Lee's innate reticence about self-promotion,
and some understandable defensiveness, I
think, about both the questionable status of the
working jazz musician and our society's undisguised contempt for teaching. But once he
gets started, Lee Konitz talks a lot like he
plays—quiet, fluid, thoughtful, yet intense.
I studied with Lennie Tristano in Chicago when Iwas in my late teens. I'd
met him and was immediately impressed
by him. He was a blind man, and the
communication was unusual in that
sense; but he always talked very straight
with me. He was amusician/philosopher.
He always had interesting insights when
we got together for a lesson or a rehearsal. Ididn't know, as yet, anything
about the music as an art form. But he
felt and communicated that the music
was aserious matter. It wasn't agame or
just ameans for making aliving; it was a
life force. He got through to me because
suddenly Iwas taking music seriously.
He was the first one to present a
method for improvised jazz playing.
Almost everyone at some point or other
came to study with him to find out what
he was talking about. Irespect what he
was doing as an artist, and I'm trying to
keep that alive. I'm trying to be true to
what Ithink were valid principles—and
that means above all to deliver an ethical

product at all times.
The well-educated musician must have
the information from the music first of
all, and then find out what it all means—
the names and the rules and axioms. All
that adds up to awell-balanced musical
education. We start out playing by ear,
learning everything we can, and finally
ending up playing by ear again. You just
absorb it, and it becomes part of your
ability to perceive from then on.
In order to play, you need avery solid
view of the most basic information: the
tune and the harmony (about 10 7th
chords); that's all the harmony we're
dealing with in the traditional kind of
tune playing. Ihave tried to find amore
organic way of developing and using this
information so that people don't overshoot the mark when in their enthusiasm
they attempt to create new melodies.
The goal of having to unfold acompletely new melody—on the spot—and
appraise it as you go—the closer you look
at it, can be frightening! So Ithink that
first and foremost you have to adhere to
the song for amuch, much longer period
of time. You have to find out the meaning
of embellishment before going on to try
to create new melodies. Ibelieve that the
security of the song itself can relieve
much of the anxiety of jumping into the
unknown.
Isuggest the kinds of compositional
devices that are available—atrill, apassing tone, an appoggiatura—that can
bridge one melody note to another. The
point is, you're still playing the melody,
but you're doing something to it now.
And there are many levels of this process
before you get anywhere near creating
new melody material.
Starting out as a performer, I had
never explored these ideas enough.
There Iwas, just akid really, playing with
all these people [ Miles, Tristano, Mulligan]. It was as aresult of that experience
that Iwent back to analyze what made me
feel off-balance sometimes, like I was
overextending myself in some way. Certainly with the proper stimulus you can
function for awhile, and my spirituality
carried me through in many situations.
But then Istarted backtracking, and it
was in my own backtracking that it occurred to me that there might be away of
possibly taking some of the mystery out
of the process with more knowingness.
Ialso base my ideas about practice on
the playing of tunes and working with

Guitar and Bass

AT LAST! COMPUTER LOGIC
IN BOOK FORM
embellishment. So if one is given atwohour period of time to practice, Ifeel
that a student can play tunes for two
hours and end up knowing those tunes
better and faster than if he warmed-up
on scales and arpeggios for an hourandahalf and played tunes for half-an-hour.
Ithink, though, that in adaily practice
routine there should be a little section
called "Go for it!" Even if it's way beyond
what you're dealing with—just go for it,
anytime you feel like it, and then get back
and finish the practice.
Itry to address playing the instrument
properly, knowing as many of the principles as possible and still being flexible. A
player can choose what kind of embouchure is most natural to him, which
feels best and helps him produce the
sound he wants. But there are some right
and wrong ways to do things. For example, there's a right way of touching the
reed to produce what is called an "attack;" alarge variety of ways from the socalled "brush," alight brush of the reed,
to staccato, the hardest kind of hit, and
all the degrees in between that can be
experienced and then brought to the
music in apersonal way.
Then to play atune like All The Things
You Are, what you need—aside from the
basic information I've outlined—is an
example of someone you admire playing
aversion of it, and, overall, an intimate
familiarity with the great soloists, and an
understanding of what agreat solo con-

sists of. It's the most logical and sensible
thing to do—if you want to learn how to
hear Charlie Parker's music, duplicate
his solos. Listening that closely, you can
experience every detail. It's amatter of
being able to hear it, duplicate it on your
instrument, write it out, experience it
and draw your own conclusions.
Ifunction as atrouble-shooter of sorts
when Iteach. Ican see what's going on
from the perspective of a performer. I
can bring that kind of reality to the
subject right from the active area of my
music-making. So it's got to be more vital
than any kind of codified information or
theoretical fact from one who's not able
to demonstrate. Ihave students on all
levels—and considering my definition of
learning from analyzing recordings, I
realize that's what alot of the players have
done to my music over the years. So, I'd
have to consider those people my students, in away. Recently I
joined the staff
at Temple University in Philadelphia. I
do what's called amaster class and coach
agroup of students and play music with
them. Igot the position on the basis of
my being a performer first and that I
have to be free to do my tours. It's just
what we hope for as players. Often we
either have to take the security of ajob
like this and stop playing (as some people
do) or else find away to do both. And if a
school is really hip enough to know that,
you can bring them something special
that way—then it's ideal.

Lee Konitz has developed an approach to improvisation based on a10-level system. The first,
and most important, level is the song itself It then progresses incrementally through more
sophisticated stages of embellishment, gradually displacing the original theme with new ones.
The process culminates in the creation of an entirely new melodic structure. Konitz calls this
final level "an act of pure inspiration."
— D.K.
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If you want accelerated learning, plug into Dr
Fowler's fingerboard processing programs.
They make patterns easy to learn and hard to
forget.
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B.A. or B.F.A. Degree
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or Certificate of
PLUG
Performance
STUDY IN NYC WITH TOP JAll MUSICIANS,
including: George Coleman, Keith Copeland, Chuck
Loeb, Ronnie Matthews, Ron McClure, Jim McNeeley.
Bob Mintzer, Jimmy Owens, Benny Powell, Peter Yellin
Artist- in- Residence Joe Henderson.
COURSES INCLUDE: Improvisation, Arranging, Jazz
Theory, Private Study, Small Combos.
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You will then continue to receive every Issue
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on your lobel ore essential to leisure prompt
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Beat the price increase.
A super savings of
$9 off the cover price.

12 issues of

down beat
for $12.00
12 issues filled with the in-depth
interviews of today's contemporary musicians.
•Profiles on new talent.
•Bio's on the top high school and
college talent.
•Tips and how-to's from the pros.
•World accepted record reviews
•Blindfold Tests, Caughts in the act,
Transcriptions.
•Plus surprises.

Keep up with everyone and everything
making it happen in music—
with asubscription to down beat.
Fill in the coupon and mail today!

down beat/subs
180 W. Park Ave., Elmhurst, IL 60126

Yes, send me 12 issues of down beat
for lust $ 12.00!
E $12.00 1year
LII $ 24.00 2years
For subscriptions outside U.S., postage is
$4.50 additional per year.
E Payment enclosed LI New Li Renew
Charge my
Viso
Master Charge
Card No.
Exp. Date
Cardholder
Signature

The professional quality leather gig bag, fully padded
for complete instrument protection, made with our
exquisite leathers. Bags for trumpet, trombone, sax,
and many more instruments. Serious musicians
have made the Reunion Blues quality
world famous.
For our complete catalog,
send $ 3.00 to

PLEASE PRINT

Name
Address

lint)

City
State
Zip
(Offer expires 2/1/86)
(checks drawn on U.S.A. banks only)
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OUR SOLD IERS
FACE THE MUSIC EVERY MY.
And it's not always something
by Sousa.
In fact, we draw as much
from the hit parade as we do
from the March King. Not to
mention from all of the styles
there are in between.
What's more, Army bands
are as varied as the music they
play; there are stage, dance and

concert bands, as well as combos
and ensembles.
Surprised? You shouldn't
be. After all, Army musicians
perform an average of 40 times
amonth. With that much
playing time, you have to be
versatile. And you
have to be

good.

If you'd like to face the
music as. often as our musicians
do, why not play for us today?
(Yes, you have to audition.) Just
call toll fire 1-800-USA-ARMY.
Better yet, see your local
Army Recruiter and listen to
what he has to say.
It could be music
to your ears.

Awn BAHR
BE ALLYOU CAN BE.
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MUSIC and SOUND PRODUCTS
tional cassette tape. Features include:
programmable key split, tone layering,
sustain pedal, modulation wheel, and
stereo chorus. An on-board eight-track
MIDI sequencer with 3,500-note capacity, real time or step entry, can drive
external MIDI products for extended
performances. The keyboard has full
MIDI features and is eight-channel
multi-timbral, letting players perform
live on keyboard while it is being driven
from an external source.
Ovation's 12-String

Roland's TR-727
US (Los Angeles, CA) is
offering new latin sound dimensions
combined with programming ease in its
TR-727 Rhythm Composer, which has 15
digitally recorded percussion sounds
and the same programming features (including MIDI) found in the TR-707
Rhythm Composer. All percussion
sounds have ahigh signal-to-noise ratio,
abroad dynamic range, and are said to
be clear and realistic; they include low
and high bongo, high conga open and
muted, low conga, low and high timbales, low and high agogo, cabasa,
maracas, short and long whistle, quijada,
and chimes. The TR-727 stores 64
rhythm patterns and rhythm chains of
up to 999 measures; an optional memory
cartridge doubles the standard pattern
and track memory. Real-time and singlestep programming are available, and if
the TR-727 is connected to a velocity
sensitive MIDI keyboard all sounds can
be dynamically controlled with 128 levels
of loudness.

KEYBOARD COUNTRY

INSTRUMENTS I
NC. (
Bloomfield, CT) has added a12-string guitar to
its Collectors' Series, the first supershallow 12-string the company has produced. The guitar features the powerful
OP-24 on-board active equalization systernjumbo frets, satin neck and cutaway,
and an autumn sunburst finish. The
1985 model features the year inlay at the
12th fret. The guitar is also available as a
six-string model.
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Siel's MK Keyboard Line
The Siel portable keyboard line from
MUSIC TECHNOLOGY INC. (
Garden City
Park, NY) includes four models, each
featuring a custom PCM chip, full-size
keys, computer compatibility, digital
sound generation, built-in sequencer,
one-finger chord play, and a built-in
demo song. Cassette "talking owners'
manuals" are included with all models in
the MK series.

STRING SECTION

GUITAR WORLD
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Washburn's G-10 Guitar

WASHBURN INTERNATIONAL ( Buffalo

Casio's CZ- 5000
CAsK) I
NC. (Fairfield, NJ) has introduced
the CZ-5000, a61-key full-size programmable synthesizer using the company's
unique phase distortion sound generating technology. The CZ-5000 is a16- note
polyphonic keyboard when using asingle line of sound generators and an
eight- note one when combining two
lines. It has 32 presets, 32 internal memory locations, and can store sounds on
optional RAM cartridges or conven80 DOWN BEAT DECEMBER 1985

Grove, IL) is offering the G-10 guitar,
which features awide and flat-radiused
fingerboard for easy chording and
multi-fingered pull-off and hammer-on
techniques. Three main toggles activate
two single-coil and one humbucking
pickup in combinations of the user's preference. The guitar's volume pot features
abuilt-in push-pull coil-tapping switch to
produce asingle coil from the rear humbucker. Standard equipment on the G-10
includes one-piece rock maple neck,
24-fret fingerboard for added range,
graphite nut, and Washburn's Wonderbar torsion bar tremolo. Black, white,
and red finishes are available.

Barcus-Berry's

Grappelli Violin

BARCUS-BERRY INC. (
Huntington Beach,
CA) has added a Stephane Grappelli
model violin to its acoustic/electric line of
instruments. The Grappelli violin is
equipped with a Barcus-Berry transducer, and its body, made from maple
and spruce woods, is finished with handrubbed resin varnish. The violin's other
features include Hill-style pegs and tailpiece, and hardware finished in 24-carat
gold. Grappelli's facsimile signature appears on the label inside the instrument,
and the violin is strung according to
Grappelli's normal set-up preference. db
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EVIEWS
JAZZ STYLES: HISTORY AND ANALYSIS ( SECOND EDITION) by Mark
C. Gridley ( New York: Prentice- Hal l,
1985, 445 pp., $ 18.95, paperback).
Music sociologist, jazz history and appreciation teacher, and reedman Mark C.
Gridley has produced what many might
have thought impossible: abook which is
at the same time afascinating history of
jazz styles for the experienced listener
and a highly effective textbook for students who have had little or no exposure
to jazz. A veteran teacher of jazz history
courses for non- musicians, Gridley
knows where to place his emphasis in the
classroom, and he says so in the two
teachers' manuals he's put out (available
on request from Prentice- Hall). Teaching students how to listen and what to
listen for in jazz comes before teaching
them the history and analysis of jazz
styles. Gridley's book offers it all. A 34page illustrated appendix chapter gives a
short but thorough course in jazz listening for non- musicians. And his luminously clear, well- reasoned text presents
abroad, penetrating view of jazz history.
Experienced listeners can begin at the
beginning—and enjoy Gridley's 17-point
definition ofjazz, which should lay to rest
all those pointless arguments over what
single thing jazz essentially is.
This generosity of spirit, the tendency
to be inclusive rather than exclusive in its
definitions, analyses, and subject matter,
gives the book areassuring air of definitiveness. Yet Gridley's most valuable
strength lies in his consistent confrontation with the subtle affective distinctions
which abound in jazz (or any other) stylistic history and which he articulates
with point-by- point clarity and thoroughness. This sustained penetration of
the issues of jazz' stylistic history is what
keeps the book pleasurable, even for the
experienced listener, despite the virtual
absence of anecdote, so unusual in jazz
histories. Can you explain the difference
between Coleman Hawkins' and Lester
Young's style off the top of your head?
Gridley lays it out in atable (also one of
Armstrong vs. Beiderbecke, " West
Coast" vs. hard-bop, J. J. Johnson vs.
Curtis Fuller). Or on making associations: how many important jazz players
can you name who hail from Philadelphia or Detroit? You know there are alot
of them, but Gridley has alist. There are
also lists of musicians who came out of
the bands of Woody Herman, Art Blakey,
Horace Silver, Stan Kenton, Duke Ellington, and Miles Davis; stylistic disciples of
Johnny Hodges, Lester Young, Charlie
Parker, Monk, Omette, Bill Evans, Coltrane, etc.
CONTINUED ON PAGE 63

Runyon - The Originator - The Innovator - Has Changed Saxophone Technology
From The "Dry Sound" To The " Live Sound." Additional Tone Frequencies Have
Been Added To The Basic Saxophone Tone By Means Of A Secondary Reed. A
Previously Unheard Of Mouthpiece Concept.
A SECONDARY REED, INSIDE The Tone Chamber Of The Mouthpiece, Vibrates In Sympathy With The Usual Cane Reed.
Intensity Of Tone, So Essential To The Sound, Becomes Almost Automatic With
"THE SPOILER" The First Double Reed Saxophone And Clarinet Mouthpiece
Makes Possible:
• Extreme Dynamics • Beautiful Subtone With Ease.
• Fantastic Altissimo Notes • Great Intonation

"WE HAVE THE EDGE"
P. 0. Box 1018

PRODUCTS, INC.

Opelousas, Louisiana 70570

With our one-piece bell, every note
sings, carrying sound to all corners of a
concert hall. But you get more than
maximum projection. The Holton T-101
Symphony trumpet offers ycu durable
Monel pistons and exacting bore
dimensions. So together with your
talents, this horn performs!

HOLTON
For more information, write to
Leblanc, 7019 Thirtieth Avenue,
Kenosha, WI 53141
c G. Leblanc Corporation 1983. All rights reserved.
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Emilio Lyon

Rates: Minimum 20 words per ad. One issue, $2.50 per
word; 3consecutive issues, $2.10 per word; 6consecutive
issues, $1.80 per word; 12 consecutive issues, $1.60 per
word. /UI ads prepaid, no agency commission. Copy and full
payment for each issue must arrive by the 25th of the 3rd month preceding db cover date. Single prepayment for 6consecutive
issues earns 5% discount; single prepayment for 12 consecutive issues earns 10% discount, down beet/Classified, 222 West
Adams St., Chicago, IL 60606.

BOOKS
ALL NEW! Chuck Suber's 86 GUIDE 10 BUSINESS-OFMUSIC SCHOOLS & RELATED CAREERS— hundreds of
schools, studios, professional organizations, and careers—
$7.50. ShemeliKrasilovsky's THIS BUSINESS OF MUSIC—
completely revised 5th edition, music videos, new contract
forms—$19.95. Rapaport 'sHOW TO MAKE AND SELL YOUR
OWN RECORD—$12.95. MUSIC BUSINESS PUBLICATIONS new catalogs—$2.00 or free with order. Add $1.65 p/h
per order. MBPub, RO. Box 1191, Elmhurst, IL 60126.

Rayburn services professional musicians, students, schools & universities and carries every major brand, new or used.

rAyrurs
2834 Central St. Evanston, IL 60201
(312) 491-0075 • Send for our FREE CATALO
New hours for 1984'
Mss-Tues-Wed-fri, 10 a.m.-6 p.m.
Closed Sundry
Thurs. 10 a.m.-8 p.m/Sat, 10 a.m.-4 om.

MUSIC

BORGANI

LIBRARY OF JAZZ GUITAR solos, transcriptions, and
cassette lessons for pickstyle and fingerstyle guitarists. For
FREE list write: Mr. Herron, P.O. Box 842, Sevema Park, MD
21146.

SOPRANO SAXOPHONES

INSTRUMENTS & ACCESSORIES

Straight Model

$485'

Curved Model

$ 595'

& GIFT

SOPRANO SAXES—$.315

Bb Straight Imperial Special ,Top Players Like It' Save $ 1

Tiny Pocket Trump et — $
189
Bb 9I hes Long Use Your Mouthpi

Big Tmpt Soundi

Flugelhorn. $275, Valve Bone. $299, Chromatic Tuner. $149.95

FREE Cases & mp. ALL NEW! MONEY BACK GUARANTEE

Order now: IMPERIAL, Box 171-DB, Plainview, NY 11803

Case & Mouthpiece Included

ORDER DIRECT FROM

•RAYBURN •
"The Brass & Woodwind Center"
263 Huntington Avenue
Boston, MA 02115
(617) 266-4727
Ask for Emilio or David
WE BUY USED INSTRUMENTS

SUPER SAX STRAP
Alto — Tenor or Baritone

V/

!

nie

Non- slip soft, wide neckrest.
Sturdy 1" black webbed strap
with swivel spring hook. Used
by marching, jazz & classical sax
players. Holds instrument securely & safe—you save on unnecessary repairs.

SEND $8.95

(includes postage
& handling)

RAYBURN
"The Brass & Woodwind Center"
263 Huntington Ave - Boston, MA 02115

(617) 266-4727

1985 Pro-Line Guide
* If you're a pro sound user or contractor, get
the FREE 84 page CARVIN catalog. See top
groups like Missing Persons. Alabama. Roy
Clark. and Jefferson Starship play CARVIN.
* Choose from hi-end recording consoles with
parametric EQ. 800 watt amps, 1/
3 octave
equalizers, bi & tri amp crossovers, pro
monitor & concert speaker systems with
ElectroVoice, Renkus Heinz, & MagnaLab
drivers. Over 25 sound systems with further
reduced prices. Also, a complete line of guitars
and amps.
* Compare Carvin's exceptional values and service. Buy DIRECT at Pro- Net prices — saving
you hundreds of dollars.
Write: CARVIN, Dept. DB85, 1155 industrial Ave.
Escondido, CA 92025. PH 819-747-1710
FREE CARVIN CATALOG
Free Catalog
E $2 for Rush 1st Class Mail
Name
Address
City
Ltate
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ea.

263 Huntington Ave., Boston, MA 02115
(Next to Symphony Hall) 617/266-4727
We Buy Used Instruments }

NEW Professional Quality

WE BUY USED BRASS & WOODWINDS. TOP $. Send INF.
Rayburn Music, 263 Huntington Ave., Boston, MA 02115. (617)
266-4727. Emilio or David.

FREE Jazz & PopEUDOK
CATALOG

Est. 1939

41«.41, .-1 .2.ist444~,g1

CHARLES COLINS WORLD OF MUSIC BOOKS. Write or
call for FREE CATALOG, plus BONUS COUPONS. Charles
Colin, Dept. DB-12, 315 W. 53rd St., New York, NY 10019. (212)
581-1480.

CAREER OPPORTUNITY

Emilio, world renowned expert, will personally advise
you when you BUY,
TRADE, SELL WOODWIND OR BRASS INSTRUMENTS.

BOB ACKERMAN, THE MOUTHPIECE DOCTOR— Custom
Sax & Clarinet Mouthpieces. Mouthpiece Refacing & Crafting.
Write or Phone for Free Catalog: Bob Ackerman, 5127 W. Amherst, Dallas, TX 75209, (214) 357-6951.

PLAY BY EAR! Any Song or Solo—Quickly! Precisely!
IMPROVISE like the masters. Exciting New Method. Free
Information! Write Today. BATES MUSIC, 5256 Beard South,
Minneapolis, MN 55410.

MUSIC OPPORTUNITY/RECORD CONTRACT. We'll present
your demo-tape to major record executives. Service FREE if
not accepted. 25 years experience in industry. For details,
SASE. Milestone Media, P.O. Box 869, Dept. DB, Venice, CA
90291.

and his
Musical Instruments

WE BUY USED INSTRUMENTS

TOP QUALITY INSTRUMENTS
AT BIG SAVINGS!!!
Instruments

Below Are At Discount Prices!

Save 40% to 60% Off Regular Prices! You'll like them
and save S. All gold lacquered with case and mp. Money
Back Offer! For Professional Use!!!
( Ell, Piccolo Trumpet, No. 2573, $525. ( ) 131 Slide 1
Trombone, No. 1050, $275. ( ) Single French Horn, No.
61. $500. ( ) Double French Horn, No. 35, $725. ( )
Single French Horn, No. 3114, $345. ( ) Clarinet Outfit, 1
No. 1K wood, $249. ( IClarinet wood, E. Riedl, No. 3K,
$295. ( ) Clarinet No. 1102, Ebonite, $160. ( ) C
Piccolo, No. 1107, $180. ( ) Flute Outfit, No. 1115. 1
$195. ( ) Alto Saxophone Outfit, No. 723, $450. ( I
Tenor Sax Outfit, No. 743, $
560. ( IBaritone Sax ( to low I
B), No. 762, $
995. I I Bass Horn ( piston), No. 223, 1
$900. STRINGS: Al) Sizes, kh, Va, Va & full. Violins with
hard case & bow, $225. Violas with cover & bow, $295. •
Cellos with cover & bow, $ 550

Be

IMPERIAL CONCEPTS, Box 171, Plainview, NY 11803 1

MUSICAL INSTRUCTION

BASSBOOKS

By
BARRY SAHAGIAN

Thumb n' Snap Bass Vol. I
6.00
Thumb n' Snap Bass Vol. II
600
Thumb n' Snap Bass and Drums Vol III
600
Progressive Technique for Electric Bass
3.50
Bass Chords
5.00
Rhythms for Bass
400
Technical Bass Studies
4.00
Bass Duets
400
Cassettes available for any book
5.00
in stereo with separated Bass & Rhythm tracks
Bass and Guitar Duets
400
"Bass Expressions" Solo cassette album of
creative bass music
5.00
Add .50e post for total order $ 1.00 foreign
airmail add 1.00 per item
MA residents add tax to
Jayne Publications, P.O. Box 175, Malden MA 02148

RECORDS/TAPES 8. VIDEOTAPES
FAST RELIABLE JAZZ record service— foreign orders welcome—send for FREE LP sales list. Jaybee Jazz, Box 24504,
Creva Coeur, MO 63141.
RARE MODERN JAZZ, JAZZ VOCALS, Big Bands, Dixieland
Ips. Monthly lists. First Edition Records, Box 1138-D, Whittier,
CA 90609.
HUGE JAZZ record auction: Thousands of rare LP's. Free List.
Gary Alderman, P.O. Box 9164, Madison, WI 53715.
JAZZ and BLUES import and domestic LPs. For free catalogue write SLIPPED DISCS, Box 332A, Jericho, NY 11753.
RARE JAZZ/Pop Vocal LP's sold by auction. Free Lists. Also
buy/trade 1950-60's jazz. Top $ paid. Leon Leavitt, P.O. Box
38395, Los Angeles, CA 90038.
ABSOLUTE-BUDGET-CHOICE-DEPENDABLE. Mail Order
Jazz Record Service, Free Lists! Worldwide, RAMPAGE
RECORDS, INC., P.O. Box 24, Camden, AR 71701. (Visa/
MasterCard)
JAZZ VIDEO, RECORDS & BOOKS. Ellington, Condon, Mulligan, Armstrong, etc. FREE LISTS! JAZZLAND, BOX 366, Dayton, OH 45401.
COLLECTIBLE JAZZ RECORDS: Send SASE for list and
asking price ( negotiable). Donald Wermeyer, 789 Penn Ave.,
Apt 412, Pittsburgh, PA 15221

Is it Jazz?
Rock?
Fusion?
Hard to categorize?
It is Hunter, Airpocket's new album.
The five Fowler brothers team with Mike
Miller, Tony Morales, Chester Thompson,
Albert Wing, and singers Nikki Harris and
Roz Clarke Thompson.
For a fresh musical experience, send
$8.00 per album copy plus $ 1.50 total
postage and handling to:
FOWLER MUSIC ENTERPRISES
808 S. Alklre Street, Lakewood, Colorado 80228
Colorado resedenis add 65., sales ta

BOOK REVIEWS

cont. from page 61

One of Gridley's strongest points is his
treatment ofjazz in the recent past. In his
teachers' manuals Gridley says that one
trap jazz history and appreciation teachers often fall into is that of neglecting the
transformations of jazz and jazz-related
music from the past 20 years; that is, the
music which the students will have had
the most exposure to and therefore the
most curiosity about. He redresses this
problem with a tour de force chapter,
"Twenty Years of Jazz, Rock, and American Popular Music: the Mid- 1960's to the
Mid- 1980'e Here he treats the evolution
of fusion, the phenomenon ofjazz artists
moving towards rock and funk, and the
particular historical significance of
Weather Report. Other chapters in the
latter half of the book are devoted to Free
Jazz; Mingus; "Bill Evans, Herbie Hancock, Chick Corea, and Keith Jarrett;"
the "Second Chicago School," viz. Sun
Ra, the Art Ensemble, the AACM, Anthony Braxton, and the World Saxophone Quartet; "Wayne Shorter, Ron
Carter and Tony Williams:" Coltrane;
and "Big Bands of the 1960's and 1970's:'
The appendix includes a technical section "For Musicians," which explains and
notates key innovations in jazz history,
also an annotated bibliography, a glossary, and arecord buying guide.
The book has some significant omissions, such as the lack of any serious consideration of James P. Johnson, George
Russell, JoAnne Brackeen, women in
jazz, and jazz vocalists. Hopefully they

on lead styles, famous licks, and bass patterns, he also stresses the importance of
effective turnarounds, discusses the varieties of gospel sounds in the blues (or, as
he calls it, "churchy" music)-noting
that the more fundamentalist the church
the better the music-discusses blues
ballads, romps, waltzes, boogies, twohand integration, complex chord changes
(e.g. how to enrich the harmony of standards like The Saints and St. James Infirmary), gives advice on song writing,
and peppers the course with samples of
NEW ORLEANS PIANO AND THE
the styles of Professor Longhair, Fats
ROOTS OF ROCK by Dr. John ( Mac
Domino, Huey "Piano" Smith, James
Rebennack) (Woodstock, NY: HomeBooker, Lloyd Glenn, Charles Brown,
Ray Charles, and Allen Toussaint. He also
spun Tapes, five hour-long cassettes
performs some of his own compositions
plus taped album: Dr. John Plays Mac
in their entirety, including the vocal, then
Rebennack and book of transimplifies and explains some of the trickscriptions, $ 65).
ier parts, which are usually transcribed.
This taped course and 78-page book is
One feels listening to these tapes that
not abeginners "how to play the blues!' It
Dr. John really cares that the listener get
is aserious, though easy-going, instructhe whole story and get it right. The
tional package on the New Orleans solo
music is so deeply rooted in him-you
piano blues style by one of its acknowlcan practically hear its cadences in the
edged masters, Mac Rebennack, aka Dr.
way he talks-that it would be impossible
John. The course presupposes at least an
for him simply to offer formulas on how
intermediate grasp of the keyboard and
to play it. Eventually the New Orleans
asolid familiarity with chords. Naturally,
blues gestalt of these tapes gets to you and
the better you are already the faster you'll
you start to express yourself from inside
get through it.
this tradition, even if you're not from
Dr. John is in no rush, however. His
New Orleans. As Dr. John says apropos
teaching style is laidback, almost chatty.
of asomewhat complex vamp to his tune
But that's just the packaging. Inside is a Qualified: "If you can play this figure long
thorough and sophisticated exposition
enough it'll feel good to you, 'cause it's a
of blues styles, their variants and applicafunk figure, and as you feel the rhythm
tions, with a heavy accent on New Orin it you'll notice alot of boogie figures
leans styles, including samples of famous
will come in mind:' If you've gotten this
New Orleans blues pianists.
far, you can relax and let it happen. It
In addition to the expected pointers
will.
-joel Simpson
will be included in future editions. These
are minor, however, in comparison with
the accomplishment of this book: it illuminates the course of jazz education,
thus, hopefully, enlarging the jazz audience of the future, and does so with atext
that offers the pleasure of discovery to
even the most experienced listener.
-joel simpson

ET CETERA
CHARUE PARKER T-SHIRTS! Also Mingus, Dolphy, " Bebop
Lives", Ellington, Holiday ( ladies shirts also), Powell, Dexter,
Monk, Dizzy, Coltrane. Original Designs. Satisfaction guaranteed. S-M-L-XL, $8.00. Heavy weight shirts. BIRD LIVES, P.O.
Box 175D, Readstown, WI 54652.
1988 CALENDAR: Sketches of Jazz Artists by QUENTIN.
Includes Jimmy HEATH, Pepper ADAMS, Jon FADDIS, Rufus
REID, David YOUNG, Steve BAGBY J. J. WIGGINS, Terri Lyne
CARRINGTON, Lloyd MAYERS, Milt JACKSON, Anita
MOORE, Ira SULLIVAN. Copy by Kent HAZEN. Please send
check or money order-$10. per calendar to: QUENTIN, P.O.
Box 1743, Provincetown, MA 02657.
JOHN COLTRANE T-SHIRTS! Also Lee Morgan, Rashaan R.
Kirk, Lady Day, Stitt & Jug, Malcom-X, Martin L. King, Bob
Marley. Satisfaction guaranteed. S-M-L-XL, $10.00 plus $2.50
shipping and handling. 50/50 cotton/poly. Support , Enterprises, P.O. Box 29512, Baltimore, MD 21216.
JAZZ & BLUES PHOTOS. Original color photos, Blakey,
Rollins, Marsalis, etc. Send $1 (refundable) for list. Willis &
Assoc., P.O. Box 371394, Decatur, GA 30037-1394.
MUSICIANS- NEED MORE MONEY? Audio cassette, " Is
Piano Tuning/Repairing in Your Future?" by experienced tuner
averaging $25 hourly part time. Send stamped envelope for
free details. Target Tapes, Box 7065, Vallejo, CA 94590.
JAZZ/MUSIC GIGS IN NORTHERN CALIFORNIA. List of 200
clubs, festivals, music series, arts associations in Northern
California. Address, phone, contact, $15. Jazz Network, P.O.
Box 1089, Guerneville, CA 95446.

WHERE TO STUDY
DR. MAURY DEUTSCH: Arranging, composition, instructions;
private-correspondence, send for catalog. 150 W. 87th St.,
NYC 10024, (212) SC4-4722.
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DELFEATO MARSALIS,

20year- old trombonist, recently completed a tour as featured soloist
wth Ray Charles. The younger
brother of Wynton and Branford
Marsalis, Delfeayo was recruited
for the Charles tour during its stop
in New Orleans early this past
summer. Following the New Orleans date, Marsalis remained with
Charles for concerts in France,
Denmark, Spain, West Germany,
and across the U.S.
Marsalis has since resumed his
studies in Music Production and
Engineering at the Berklee College of Music in Boston, where he
is a frequent participant in the
school's Concert Series. Marsalis
has already established himself as
aproducer of note with his production of the LP Syndrome (
Elm
4834) by his father, pianist Ellis
tvta-salis. The versatle Marsalis
also designed the cover of his
father's album.

TOMMY BRIDGES,

20-yearold trumpeter from Syacuse, NY,
was the musical director for the
1985 Miss New York State Scholarship Pageant. He has been playing professionally since age 13,
when he was given a special
waiver to join the American
Federation of Musicians. Bridges
has appeared at such jazz festivals as the Sacramento Jazz Jubilee, the St. Louis Ragtime Festival, the Davenport ( IA) Bix
Beiderbecke Fest, and the Kool
64 DOWN BEAT DECEMBER 1985

down beat spotlights young musicians deserving wider
recognition.
Jazz Festival in Waterloo Village,
NJ. At 14, he recorded his first
album, Cornet Chop Suey, with
Jim Beebe's Chicago Jazz.
Bridges, a Getzen Company
artist and clinician, has won NAJE
Awards in Wisconsin and New
York, and he was a 1983 scholarship winner in the National Foundation of Advancement in the Arts
talent search. Bridges, who also
plays cornet, flugelhorn, and
piano, is currently majoring in Music Industry as ajunior at Syracuse
University. He performs regularly
with the Tommy Bridges Orchestra
and recently formed the Tommy
Bridges Publishing Company.

DAVID MANN,

22-year-old alto
and soprano saxophonist, has
moved quickly from being the outstanding college soloist in the
1985 down beat "
deebee" competition to performing with George
Russell's Living Time Orchestra,
with which he appears on the Blue
Note album The African Game.
Originally from Ann Arbor, MI,
Mann last year graduated with distinction with adegree in Jazz Studies from the New England Conservatory in Boston, where he
studied with saxophone teacher
Joseph Allard. Mann was the featured performer in the premiere
performance of Found Objects, a
piece written by Bob Brookmeyer
for Mann and the Conservatory's
Medium Rare Big Band, and he
has performed with Gil Evans, Anthony Braxton, and Bob Moses.
Mann earned outstanding performer and outstanding arranger
awards at the 1985 Notre Dame
Collegiate Jazz Festival, where
Medium Rare also took an outstanding performance award with
Mann as afeatured soloist. Mann's
influences include Miles Davis,
John Coltrane, Wayne Shorter, and
David Sanborn. He currently coleads two bands: Orange Then
Blue, a Boston- area combo, and
The Mann Brothers, a quintet featuring his brother Ned Mann on
bass.

ANNA PAL, 17- year-old bassist,

began her music studies on piano
at age seven, taking up flute in the
fourth grade and later playing piccolo in the Cascade Youth Symphony. She played tenor saxophone and bass in her high school
jazz bands and played bass in her
own quartet, which earned first
place at the U. of Idaho Chevron
Intl Jazz Festival. Pal currently
plays string bass in the Seattle
Youth Symphony, and she spent
last summer playing various club
gigs and attending the Bud Shank
Jazz Workshop, where she studied
with Ray Brown, and the Northwest
Summer Jazz Camp, where she
studied with Tom Kubis.
Pal's numerous honors include
second place in the PTSA Nat'l
Cultural Arts Composition Contest
for her Concerto For Electric Bass
And Piano, outstanding soloist
awards at the U. of Idaho and
Bellevue jazz fests, and several
awards for her compositions and
her work on both acoustic and
electric bass from her home state
of Washington. Her influences include Ray Brown, Charles Mingus,
Gary Peacock, and Jaco Pastorius. A graduate of Shorecrest H.S.
in Seattle, Pal is now majoring in
Composition/Performance at the
U. of Washington.

HARRY MOSKOFF,

18- yearold drummer from Toronto, graduated from Michigan's Interlochen
Arts Academy in 1985, having
been the drummer for the IAA Studio Orchestra. Moskoff, whose
teachers included John Alfieri in
Percussion, Thomas Knific in Jazz
Studies, and Peter Brockman in

Studio Orchestra, gave the first
drum set recital at the school's
master classes with Howie Smith,
David Baker, Stan Getz, and
Jimmy Haddad. Moskoff also performed at the Midwestern Band
Conference, the Percussive Arts
Society International Convention,
and in recitals with the New World
Jazz Quintet.
Among the honors achieved by
Moskoff are a runner-up award in
the Canadian National Stage
Band Competition and a NAJE
certificate for outstanding musicianship in percussion. Besides
his studies as a scholarship student at IAA, Moskoff attended the
National Music Camp in 1984, and
he is currently attending the
Berklee College of Music in
Boston on another scholarship.

JIM MANERI

is a 24-year-old
keyboardist from Columbus, OH,
and a recent graduate of Ohio
State University with a degree in
Composition. He started playing
piano at age eight, and by 16 he
was programming synthesizers
and playing piano and synthesizers in Columbus- area clubs
and garages (" Icome from the
suburban garage band scene,"
he says. " Ihave a lot of Jan Hammer licks that have to come out.").
Manen ihas led his own bands to
many Midwest collegiate jazz festivals, winning awards for performance and composition at the Central Ohio Jazz Festival, the
Cincinnati Jazz Festival, the
Cleveland Community College
Jazz Festival, and the Elmhurst
College Jazz Festival near Chicago.
Manen ihas done studio work on
piano and synthesizer for many
recording projects and commercials. His teachers included Columbus- area teachers Richard
Tetley-Kardos and Hank Marr, and
his influences include Cecil Taylor,
Lennie Tristano, Joe Zawinul, Herbie Hancock, Chick Corea, and
Bill Evans. He is currently playing
with The Vince Andrews Band and
is heard on the band's third album,
Simply Convincing.
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Give your performance an expressive edge with Roland's
I
mag i
ne h
av i
ng one
keyboard synthesizer that can deliver classic analog sounds, as well as rich-timbred patches
usually associated only with digital synthesis, and is also a dy nam i
c MIDI k
eyb oar d
controller to boot! That's the 6-voice JX-8F The super sound of this sta ndo utsynth st
ar t
s w ith
12 Digitally Controlled Oscillators. Each can be set for any of 4 wave f
orms. W ave f
orm
cross- modulation is the key to Roland's unique AM Synthesis technique. Also, i
nd
ep
en d
en t
routing of envelopes to the mixer section for separate control over DCO2 resu lt s i
np
ercuss i
ve
effects normally found only in digital synthesis. Velocity sensitivity and aft ert
ouc hsens iti vity make the X-8P" 61- note keyboard incredibly expressive. The afte rto uc hsens iti vity can
be used to control vibrato, brilliance, or volume. 6different keyboa rdmo des ( 2se tti ngs eac h
for Poly, Unison, and Solo) let you get more out of each patch. Fueled by Rol
an d's newes t
technology, the À-8P L64 presets offer one super set of sounds. Plus, you can program your
own patches into an additional 32- location memory bank, or instantly acce ss ano th er 32
patches with the optional C-64 RAM memory cartridge. Prog ram th e JX-RP through its
on- board parameter programming facilities. Or if you prefer the ease of traditi ona lana l
og
programming, use the optional PG-800 programmer for the
Either app roa ch l
et
s y
ou
access 2 separate 4- position
Envelope Generators, Hi- Pass,
and Low- Pass Filters, an ample
LFO section, Key Follow, and
Chorus. A separate sequence
memory facility even lets you
pre- arrange a succession of programs and step through them in
live performance. So why not
give your next performance an
expressive edge? You can with
the Roland JX-8P For more information, contact: RolandCorp
US, 7200 Dominion Circle, Los
Angeles, CA 90040. ( 213) 685-5141.
PG- BOO

Now you can afford
to hear your tune on FM.
Introducing the Yamaha DX21 FM
Digital Programmable Synthesizer. It
brings you the rich, expressive, astoundingly accurate sound of FM. Without the
heavy-duty price tag.
The DX21 gives you two FM tone
generators. So any two of its realistic
voices can be combined and played simultaneously. Or split. Or even layered.
And you'll have 128 pre-programmed
voices to start with. We say "start with"
because the DX21 gives you a32-voice
RAM memory that acts as avoice workshop. You can combine any of the preprogrammed voices with your own
original voices ( saved and loaded via
MIDI or cassette interface). Letting you
create just the right sound with just the
right feeling and nuance.
There's also an on-board function
memory that lets you store play modes,
keyboard split assignments, key shifts,
pitch bends and detunes. While abuilt-in
performance memory lets you call up
voice combinations along with the performance parameters set for them.

And as if these musical tools weren't
enough, the DX21 also gives you atrue
2-channel stereo chorus effect. And complete MIDI-compatibility. So while the
DX21 is an ideal first step into FM synthesizers, it can be your last for some time
to come. Just add MIDI drum machines,
sequencers, music computers, expanders
and, of course, other Yamaha DX Series
synthesizers when your musical ideas
demand them.
For now, let your ears demand the
best. Audition the DX21 at your Yamaha
Professional Products dealer now. Because the only thing better than hearing
your tune on FM is being able to afford
the instrument it's played on.
For complete information, write:
Yamaha International Corporation, Professional Products Division, P.O. Box
6600, Buena Park, CA 90622. In Canada,
Yamaha Canada Music Ltd., 135 Milner
Ave., Scarborough, Ont. M1S 3R1.
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